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PANELISTS - RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND 

ETHICS  

 

 

Hon. Mitzy Galis-Menendez, P.J.Cr. 

Criminal Division, Superior Court of New Jersey, Hudson County 

 

On March 28, 2013, Mitzy Galis-Menendez was administered the oath of office as Judge of the 

Superior Court of New Jersey, Hudson County.  She currently sits in the Criminal Division.   

 

Before ascending to the bench, Ms. Galis-Menendez focused her practice on employment litigation, 

concentrating on sexual harassment cases and Law Against Discrimination, Title VII and civil rights 

violations against Public entities and Police Officers, as well as criminal matters in the Superior Court 

of the State of New Jersey and the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey.  She 

successfully defended civil cases on behalf of the Township of North Bergen, Paterson, Bergen and 

Hudson counties, and North Hudson Regional Fire and Rescue, as well as won verdicts for clients 

charged with criminal offenses.  She collected over $3 million on behalf of the State of New Jersey 

and Hudson County in a bail forfeiture matter and served as special housing counsel for the Township 

of North Bergen. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Ryan J. Gaffney, Esq. 

Chasan Lamparello Mallon & Cappuzzo, PC 

 

Ryan J. Gaffney is an experienced litigator with a proven record of success in obtaining favorable 

summary dispositions, trial verdicts, and appellate rulings. An accomplished courtroom advocate, 

Mr. Gaffney litigates a variety of trial- and appellate-level cases in state and federal courts in New 

Jersey and New York. His practice includes civil litigation, insurance defense and coverage, criminal 

defense, and all aspects of appeals-court representation. 

 

Mr. Gaffney’s clients include privately-held corporations, insurance companies and their insureds, as 

well as other private parties that look to him for assistance in complex civil and criminal actions. He 

has successfully litigated tort-based liability matters, commercial disputes, and coverage cases in a 

number of venues. 

 

Prior to joining Chasan Lamparello Mallon & Cappuzzo, PC, Mr. Gaffney served as an Assistant 

Prosecutor for the Hudson County Prosecutor’s Office, where he prosecuted hundreds of criminal 

complaints, including homicides, serial robberies, wiretaps, and complex financial crimes. He also 

served as the first Law Clerk to the Honorable Nesle A. Rodriguez, J.S.C., after her appointment to 

the New Jersey Superior Court. 

 

Mr. Gaffney received his J.D. from the George Washington University Law School in 2011, where 

he was a Senior Staff Member for the Federal Circuit Bar Journal and a Legal Fellow for the Small 

Business Clinic. In 2008, he was awarded a Bachelor of Science, magna cum laude, from the 
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University of Texas at Tyler. While there, he served separate terms for both a Congressman and a 

United States Senator.   

 

As an active member of the bar and community, Mr. Gaffney serves on the Young Lawyer’s Division 

Executive Committee for both the New Jersey State Bar Association and the Hudson County Bar 

Association. He is also a volunteer and fundraiser for the Lustgarten Foundation. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Peter J. Gallagher, Esq.  

Ferro Labella & Zucker L.L.C. 
 

Peter J. Gallagher is an accomplished litigator with experience responding to the ever-changing needs 

of clients faced with business disputes in divergent fields, including real estate, telecommunications, 

financial services, pharmaceuticals, and healthcare.  

 

Mr. Gallagher received his B.A. from The College of New Jersey and his J.D. from Georgetown 

University Law Center. Mr. Gallagher received the Amicus Curiae Award in 2016 from the New 

Jersey State Bar Association, was previously highlighted as a New Leader of the Bar by the New 

Jersey Law Journal and was selected for inclusion as a New Jersey Rising Star by Super Lawyers. 

Mr. Gallagher is also a prolific writer, with articles in journals published by Georgetown University 

Law Center and Seton Hall University Law School. He has contributed to numerous other legal 

publications on a variety of topics, including federal courts, civil procedure, professional 

responsibility, securities litigation, criminal procedure, and constitutional law and is also the 

author/editor of an active legal blog. 

 

Mr. Gallagher was an adjunct professor at Seton Hall University Law School, teaching legal research, 

writing and oral advocacy. He was selected as a finalist for Adjunct Professor of the Year in 2011, 

2012, and 2013.  His areas of practice include Business Litigation, Probate & Fiduciary Litigation, 

Chancery/Equity Litigation and Appellate Advocacy.   

 

Mr. Gallagher was admitted to the Bar of the State of New Jersey in 2001, the U.S. District Court, 

District of New Jersey in 2001, the New York Bar in 2003, U.S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, 

2009 and the U.S. Supreme Court in 2010.   

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Nicholas Kant, Esq.  

Deputy Attorney General, State of New Jersey,  

Office of Attorney General, Newark, NJ  

 

Nicholas Kant is currently Assistant Chief/Deputy Attorney General in the Banking and Insurance 

Section, Division of Law, New Jersey Attorney General's Office.  He joined the Division of Law in 

December 2007.  He spent six years in the Consumer Fraud Prosecution Section and then three years 

in the Government & Healthcare Fraud Section, where he enforced multiple statutes through 

investigation and litigation. Mr. Kant had been on mobility assignment as Assistant Counsel in the 

Governor’s Authorities Unit, where he oversaw and advised state and multi-state agencies on a wide 
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variety of matters, including as a voting Board member of the North Jersey Transportation Planning 

Authority and the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission. Mr. Kant has received the New 

Jersey Law Journal’s New Leaders of the Bar Award (2017), the Attorney General’s Special Award 

for Superstorm Sandy Relief/Recovery (2013), the Attorney General’s Award for Exceptional 

Service (2009) and the Director of the Division of Consumer Affairs’ Award for Exceptional Work 

(2009).   

 

Mr. Kant has served on multiple legal committees and was most recently appointed to the NJ Supreme 

Court’s Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee.  Nick received his J.D. from the University of 

Colorado School of Law in 2006. From 2006-2007 he was law clerk with Honorable Ronald G. 

Marmo (Ret.) in the New Jersey Superior Court, Passaic County, Criminal Division.  He speaks on 

this panel in his personal capacity, not as a representative of the Attorney General or any other entity, 

and all views and statements are Mr. Kant's alone. 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Douglas S. Brierley, Esq. 

Brierley & Humick, LLP   

 

After graduating from the Cornell Law School, Doug Brierley served as the law clerk for the 

Honorable Robert L. Clifford, Justice of the Supreme Court of New Jersey. Mr. Brierley is a member 

of both the New Jersey and New York Bars and his practice areas include appellate practice, 

commercial and business litigation, professional liability, chancery matters and mediations.   

 

He is admitted before the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, the U.S. 

Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, and the Southern District of New York.   

 

Mr. Brierley graduated from Duke University (B.A. summa cum laude 1971) and from Cornell 

University (J.D., with distinction 1974) 

 

He is a member of the New Jersey State Bar Association: Chair, Amicus Committee (2001-2002) and 

Chair, Appellate Practice Committee (1995-1996), a member of the Professional Responsibility 

Committee, and in 1994 he served as the President of the Morris County Bar Association.   

 

Mr. Brierley also received the Professional Lawyer of the Year award by the Supreme Court of New 

Jersey’s Commission on Professionalism in the Law (1998). He was Co-editor of New Jersey 

Appellate Practice Handbook (2nd ed. 1990 and 4th ed. 1995), a Member, New Jersey Supreme 

Court’s Disciplinary Review Board (1987-1990), the Chair, New Jersey Supreme Court’s District X 

Ethics Committee (1983-1984) and the Chair, New Jersey Supreme Court’s Board of Trustees for the 

Lawyers’ Assistance Program (1993-2004).   

 

Mr. Brierley has written numerous articles, most recently in August 2016 for New Jersey Lawyer 

Magazine, “Tips to Preserve the Record for Appeal”.   
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RYAN J. GAFFNEY 

CHASAN LAMPARELLO MALLON & CAPPUZZO, PC 
300 LIGHTING WAY, SUITE 200 | SECAUCUS, NJ 07094 
201 348 6000 MAIN | 201 809 6020 DIRECT  
RGAFFNEY@CHASANLAW.COM

Confidential Personal Identifiers, Metadata, and 

Other Hazards in the Era of eCourts 

1. Confidential Personal Identifiers, R. 1:38-7

a. Definition of “Confidential Personal Identifier”

b. Common Documents Containing This Information

c. Certification Required on ALL eCourts Submissions

d. RPC 1.6(f) requires “reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or

unauthorized disclosure of information.

e. .pdf editing tools

2. Metadata

a. RPC 1.0(p)

b. Same Standards Apply

c. Common Documents Containing Metadata

i. .pdf documents

ii. .doc documents

3. Notification Issues

a. Current email Address Requirement on eCourts (required by OAE as well)

b. Counsel Not Filed an Appearance

c. Consolidated Cases (Judiciary Receptive to Input, see attached article)

d. Pro Se Parties

e. RPC 3.3 and 3.4

4. Other Electronic Hazards

a. Email chains with clients (RPC 4.2)

b. Electronically stored data (official comment to RPC 1.6(f))

c. Knowing the System (public access, Clarke-Huff v. Elizabeth Bd. of Educ.)
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Bigstock

Judiciary Receptive to
Input on eCourts
OP-ED: We met with representatives from the Judiciary, and we
were happy to learn that the Judiciary is interested in hearing from
practitioners regarding ways to improve eCourts and electronic
filing.

By Young Lawyers Advisory Board | November 26, 2018

The Young Lawyers Advisory Board

recently wrote about issues with

eCourts

(https://www.law.com/njlawjournal/2018/06/07/electronic-filing-has-ecourts-

lived-up-to-the-bars-expectations/). Following our editorial, we met with

representatives from the Judiciary, and we were happy to learn that the

Judiciary is interested in hearing from practitioners regarding ways to improve

eCourts and electronic filing.

 Click to print or Select 'Print' in your browser menu to print this document.

Page printed from: https://www.law.com/njlawjournal/2018/11/26/judiciary-receptive-to-input-on-ecourts/

NOT FOR REPRINT

Page 1 of 2Judiciary Receptive to Input on eCourts | New Jersey Law Journal

3/20/2019https://www.law.com/njlawjournal/2018/11/26/judiciary-receptive-to-input-on-ecourts/?pri...
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If practitioners are experiencing issues or have suggestions for improvement,

the comments should be directed to the Judiciary staff at

Webmaster.Mailbox@njcourts.gov (mailto:Webmaster.Mailbox@njcourts.gov).

The Board was able to obtain clarification that when motions are electronically

filed, a courtesy hard copy must be sent to the court, but that there is no set

time frame. There had been a manual for electronic filing that erroneously

stated there was a 48-hour requirement, but we confirmed that is not the case.

We had indicated that if there was such a requirement, electronic filing would

not save practitioners money because they would still have to rely upon

overnight mail services.

In addition, the Board gave input that the use of the term “movant” to list who

is filing a document (rather than the party filing a motion) is confusing. The

Judiciary IT staff is looking into the issue.

Based upon the Judiciary’s response to our concerns, we are confident that we

are moving in the right direction to improving the eCourts system. Since we

live in a digital age, the future of our court system is electronic. We are happy

to hear that the Judiciary is receptive to input from practitioners.

The NJLJ Young Lawyers Advisory Board is a diverse group of young attorneys

from around the state. Follow them on Twitter, @YoungLawyersNJL.

Copyright 2019. ALM Media Properties, LLC. All rights reserved.

Page 2 of 2Judiciary Receptive to Input on eCourts | New Jersey Law Journal

3/20/2019https://www.law.com/njlawjournal/2018/11/26/judiciary-receptive-to-input-on-ecourts/?pri...
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NOTICE TO THE BAR AND THE PUBLIC 

PUBLIC ACCESS TO COURT DOCUMENTS FILED IN eCOURTS 

(BEGINNING OCTOBER 5, 2018) 

Beginning Friday, October 5, 2018, the public will have electronic access to civil case 

records filed in eCourts. This is a slight change from the originally announced date of October 1. 

This access will permit the public to view the images of documents filed in all Civil Law, 

Foreclosure, and Special Civil Part matters through the web-based portal. This notice further 

serves as a reminder that attorneys are required to certify and redact personal and confidential 

information pursuant to Rule 1 :38-7 prior to electronically filing documents with the courts. 

Users can access eCourts Public Access from the Judiciary main page at 

www.njcourts.gov. The link can be found in "Public/Media" under "Find a Case." 

Questions regarding this notice may be directed to the Superior Court Clerk's Office at 

609-421-6100.

Hon. Glenn A. Grant, J.A.D. 
Acting Administrative Director of the Courts 

Dated: October 4, 2018 

-6-
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Clarke-Huff v. Elizabeth Bd. of Educ.

Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division

June 7, 2018, Submitted; September 11, 2018, Decided

DOCKET NO. A-5059-16T3

Reporter
2018 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2057 *; 2018 WL 4312774

NIKITA CLARKE-HUFF, Plaintiff-Appellant, v. 
ELIZABETH BOARD OF EDUCATION, a government 
entity, MELISSA F. LUCIO, HOLLIS MENDES, and 
OLGA HUGELMEYER, Defendants-Respondents.

Notice: NOT FOR PUBLICATION WITHOUT THE 
APPROVAL OF THE APPELLATE DIVISION.

PLEASE CONSULT NEW JERSEY RULE 1:36-3 FOR 
CITATION OF UNPUBLISHED OPINIONS.

Subsequent History: Certification denied by Clarke-
Huff v. Elizabeth Bd. of Educ., 2019 N.J. LEXIS 175 
(N.J., Jan. 22, 2019)

Prior History:  [*1] On appeal from Superior Court of 
New Jersey, Law Division, Union County, Docket No. L-
3264-16.

Counsel: Rinaldo and Rinaldo Associates, LLC, 
attorneys for appellant (Matthew T. Rinaldo, of counsel; 
Tiana Gimbrone, on the briefs).

LaCorte, Bundy, Varady & Kinsella, attorneys for 
respondents (Robert F. Varady and Christina M. DiPalo, 
on the brief).

Judges: Before Judges Simonelli and Haas.

Opinion

PER CURIAM

Plaintiff Nikita Clarke-Huff appeals from the July 7, 2017 
order, which denied her motion for reconsideration of 
the May 19, 2017 order dismissing her complaint with 
prejudice pursuant to Rule 4:6-2(e). We affirm.

Plaintiff, an administrative secretary with defendant 
Elizabeth Board of Education (Board), filed a complaint 
against the Board and defendants Melissa F. Lucio, 
Hollis Mendes, and Olga Hugelmeyer, alleging breach 
of duty to provide a safe work environment; bad faith; 

retaliation; fraud/misrepresentation; breach of duty of 
good faith and fair dealing; violation of her due process 
and First and Fourth Amendment rights; failure to 
accommodate her disability; violation of the New Jersey 
Law Against Discrimination based on race and gender; 
and intentional infliction of emotional distress.

Defendants filed a motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 
4:6-2(e) for [*2]  failure to state a claim upon which relief 
can be granted. The motion judge entered an order on 
May 19, 2017, granting the motion. The order was 
served on plaintiff's counsel on May 23, 2017.

On June 15, 2017, plaintiff filed a motion for 
reconsideration. The judge found plaintiff filed the 
motion beyond the twenty-day period mandated by Rule 
4:49-2 and relied on factual assertions and legal 
arguments she could have raised in opposition to the 
motion to dismiss. The judge entered an order on July 7, 
2017, denying the motion for reconsideration. This 
appeal followed.

As a threshold matter, we note that plaintiff's notice of 
appeal states she is only appealing from the July 7, 
2017 order denying her motion for reconsideration.1 "[I]t 
is only the judgments or orders or parts thereof 
designated in the notice of appeal which are subject to 
the appeal process and review. Pressler and Verniero, 
Current N.J. Court Rules, cmt. 6.1 on R. 2:5-1(f)(1) 
(2018); see 1266 Apt. Corp. v. New Horizon Deli, Inc., 
368 N.J. Super. 456, 459, 847 A.2d 9 (App. Div. 2004); 
Fusco v. Newark Bd. of Educ., 349 N.J. Super. 455, 
461-62, 793 A.2d 856 (App. Div. 2002). "Consequently, 
if the notice designates only the order entered on a 

1 Contrary to plaintiff's counsel's argument, the Appellate 
Division eCourts system allows more than one date to be 
entered when filling out the Notice of Appeal. The eCourts 
instruction explains that "To add additional Orders/Judgments, 
check box below entitled 'Check this box to add additional Trial 
Court Information.' All orders listed on this Appeal must be 
uploaded." If the checked box is selected, the additional trial 
court orders appear on the second page of the notice of 
appeal.
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motion for reconsideration, it is only that proceeding and 
not the order that generated the reconsideration motion 
that may be reviewed." Pressler & Verniero, Current 
N.J. Court Rules, cmt. [*3]  6.1 on R. 2:5-1(f)(1). Thus, 
plaintiff's challenge to the May 19, 2017 order granting 
the motion to dismiss is not properly before us. See 
W.H. Indus., Inc. v. Fundicao Balancins, Ltda, 397 N.J. 
Super. 455, 458, 937 A.2d 1022 (App. Div. 2008). Since 
defendants have objected to our review of the May 19, 
2017 order, we will not address the merits of the motion 
to dismiss. See id. at 459.

As for the motion for reconsideration, we have 
determined:

Reconsideration itself is "a matter within the sound 
discretion of the [c]ourt, to be exercised in the 
interest of justice[.]" It is not appropriate merely 
because a litigant is dissatisfied with a decision of 
the court or wishes to reargue a motion, but should 
be utilized only for those cases which fall into that 
narrow corridor in which either 1) the [c]ourt has 
expressed its decision based upon a palpably 
incorrect or irrational basis, or 2) it is obvious that 
the [c]ourt either did not consider, or failed to 
appreciate the significance of probative, competent 
evidence.

[Palombi v. Palombi, 414 N.J. Super. 274, 288, 997 
A.2d 1139 (App. Div. 2010) (citations omitted).]

Notably, and of significance here, a party is not 
permitted to use a motion for reconsideration as a basis 
for presenting facts or arguments that could have been 
provided in opposition to the original motion. Cummings 
v. Bahr, 295 N.J. Super. 374, 384, 685 A.2d 60 (App.
Div. 1996).

We will not [*4]  disturb a trial judge's denial of a motion 
for reconsideration absent a clear abuse of discretion. 
Pitney Bowes Bank, Inc. v. ABC Caging Fulfillment, 440 
N.J. Super. 378, 382, 113 A.3d 1217 (App. Div. 2015). 
"An abuse of discretion only arises on demonstration of 
'manifest error or injustice[,]'" Hisenaj v. Kuehner, 194 
N.J. 6, 20, 942 A.2d 769 (2008) (quoting State v. Torres, 
183 N.J. 554, 572, 874 A.2d 1084 (2005)), and occurs 
when the trial judge's "decision is 'made without a 
rational explanation, inexplicably departed from 
established policies, or rested on an impermissible 
basis.'" Milne v. Goldenberg, 428 N.J. Super. 184, 197, 
51 A.3d 161 (App. Div. 2012) (quoting Flagg v. Essex 
Cty. Prosecutor, 171 N.J. 561, 571, 796 A.2d 182 
(2002)). We discern no abuse of discretion here.

Motions for reconsideration "shall be served not later 

than [twenty] days after service of the judgment or order 
upon all parties by the party obtaining it." R. 4:49-2. 
"Neither the parties nor the court may . . . enlarge the 
time specified by . . . [Rule] 4:49-2." R. 1:3-4(c). The 
only legal recourse after the time to file a motion for 
reconsideration expires is to file a timely appeal to this 
court. See GMAC v. Pittella, 205 N.J. 572, 586-87, 17 
A.3d 177 (2011).

Here, the order granting defendants' motion to dismiss 
was served on plaintiff's counsel on May 23, 2017. 
Plaintiff did not file her motion for reconsideration until 
June 15, 2017, beyond the twenty-day filing period. 
Accordingly, the motion judge correctly determined 
plaintiff's motion for reconsideration was untimely.

Because the motion for reconsideration was untimely, 
there could [*5]  be no tolling of time to file an appeal 
from the May 19, 2017 order under Rule 2:4-3(e). Thus, 
plaintiff had forty-five days to file an appeal, or until July 
3, 2017. R. 2:4-1. She did not file her notice of appeal 
until August 3, 2017, making this appeal untimely.

Affirmed.

End of Document

2018 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 2057, *2
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1 

Conflicts of Interest and Attorney Disqualification 

Outline – for NJ State Bar Convention 2019 

1. RPC 1.7 (Exhibit A).  Conflict of Interest

(a)  Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation 
involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if: 
(1)  the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or 
(2)  there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited 
by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client, or a third person or by a personal 
interest of the lawyer. 
(b)  Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer 
may represent a client if: 
(1)  each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing, after full disclosure and 
consultation, provided, however, that a public entity cannot consent to any such representation. 
When the lawyer represents multiple clients in a single matter, the consultation shall include an 
explanation of the common representation and the advantages and risks involved; 
(2)  the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent and diligent 
representation to each affected client; 
(3)  the representation is not prohibited by law; and 
(4)  the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client against another client 
represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding before a tribunal. 

2. RPC 1.13 (Exhibit B).  Organization as the client

A lawyer employed or retained to represent an organization represents the organization as distinct 

from its directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or other constituents. For the 

purposes of RPC 4.2 and 4.3, however, the organization's lawyer shall be deemed to represent not 

only the organizational entity but also the members of its litigation control group. Members of the 

litigation control group shall be deemed to include current agents and employees responsible for, or 

significantly involved in, the determination of the organization's legal position in the matter whether 

or not in litigation, provided, however, that "significant involvement" requires involvement greater, 

and other than, the supplying of factual information or data respecting the matter. Former agents and 

employees who were members of the litigation control group shall presumptively be deemed to be 

represented in the matter by the organization's lawyer but may at any time disavow said 

representation. 

3. RPC 4.2 (Exhibit C).  Communication with Person Represented by Counsel

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation with 

a person the lawyer knows, or by the exercise of reasonable diligence should know, to be 

represented by another lawyer in the matter, including members of an organization's litigation control 

group as defined by RPC 1.13, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer, or is 

authorized by law or court order to do so, or unless the sole purpose of the communication is to 

ascertain whether the person is in fact represented. Reasonable diligence shall include, but not be 

limited to, a specific inquiry of the person as to whether that person is represented by counsel. 

Nothing in this rule shall, however, preclude a lawyer from counseling or representing a member or 

former member of an organization's litigation control group who seeks independent legal advice. 
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4. RPC 1.9 (Exhibit D). Duties to former clients

(a)  A lawyer who has represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another client in 
the same or a substantially related matter in which that client's interests are materially adverse to the 
interests of the former client unless the former client gives informed consent confirmed in writing. 
(b)  A lawyer shall not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in 
which a firm with which the lawyer formerly was associated had previously represented a client, 
(1)  whose interests are materially adverse to that person; and 
(2)  about whom the lawyer, while at the former firm, had personally acquired information protected 
by RPC 1.6 and RPC 1.9(c) that is material to the matter unless the former client gives informed 
consent, confirmed in writing. 

     Notwithstanding the other provisions of this paragraph, neither consent shall be sought from the 
client nor screening pursuant to RPC 1.10 permitted in any matter in which the attorney had sole or 
primary responsibility for the matter in the previous firm. 

(c)  A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter or whose present or former firm has 
formerly represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter: 
(1)  use information relating to the representation to the disadvantage of the former client except as 
these Rules would permit or require with respect to a client, or when the information has become 
generally known; or 
(2)  reveal information relating to the representation except as these Rules would permit or require 
with respect to a client. 

5. RPC 1.8 (Exhibit E).  Conflict of Interest: Current Clients; Specific Rules

(a)  A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a client or knowingly acquire an 
ownership, possessory, security or other pecuniary interest adverse to a client unless: 
(1)  the transaction and terms in which the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to the 
client and are fully disclosed and transmitted in writing to the client in a manner that can be 
understood by the client; 
(2)  the client is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and is given a reasonable opportunity 
to seek the advice of independent legal counsel of the client's choice concerning the transaction; and 
(3)  the client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the client, to the essential terms of the 
transaction and the lawyer's role in the transaction, including whether the lawyer is representing the 
client in the transaction. 
(b)  Except as permitted or required by these rules, a lawyer shall not use information relating to 
representation of a client to the disadvantage of the client unless the client after full disclosure and 
consultation, gives informed consent. 
(c)  A lawyer shall not solicit any substantial gift from a client, including a testamentary gift, or 
prepare on behalf of a client an instrument giving the lawyer or a person related to the lawyer any 
substantial gift unless the lawyer or other recipient of the gift is related to the client. For purposes of 
this paragraph, related persons include a spouse, child, grandchild, parent, grandparent, or other 
relative or individual with whom the lawyer or the client maintains a close, familial relationship. 
(d)  Prior to the conclusion of representation of a client, a lawyer shall not make or negotiate an 
agreement giving the lawyer literary or media rights to a portrayal or account based in substantial 
part on information relating to the representation. 
(e)  A lawyer shall not provide financial assistance to a client in connection with pending or 
contemplated litigation, except that: 
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(1)  a lawyer may advance court costs and expenses of litigation, the repayment of which may be 
contingent on the outcome of the matter; and 
(2)  a lawyer representing an indigent client may pay court costs and expenses of litigation on behalf 
of the client; and 
(3)  a legal services or public interest organization, a law school clinical or pro bono program, or an 
attorney providing qualifying pro bono service as defined in R. 1:21-11(a), may provide financial 
assistance to indigent clients whom the organization, program, or attorney is representing without 
fee. 
(f)  A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client from one other than the client 
unless: 
(1)  the client gives informed consent; 
(2)  there is no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the 
lawyer-client relationship; and 
(3)  information relating to representation of a client is protected as required by RPC 1.6. 
(g)  A lawyer who represents two or more clients shall not participate in making an aggregate 
settlement of the claims of or against the clients, or in a criminal case an aggregated agreement as 
to guilty or no contest pleas, unless each client gives informed consent after a consultation that shall 
include disclosure of the existence and nature of all the claims or pleas involved and of the 
participation of each person in the settlement. 
(h)  A lawyer shall not: 
(1)  make an agreement prospectively limiting the lawyer's liability to a client for malpractice unless 
the client fails to act in accordance with the lawyer's advice and the lawyer nevertheless continues to 
represent the client at the client's request. Notwithstanding the existence of those two conditions, the 
lawyer shall not make such an agreement unless permitted by law and the client is independently 
represented in making the agreement; or 
(2)  settle a claim or potential claim for such liability with an unrepresented client or former client 
unless that person is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and is given a reasonable 
opportunity to seek the advise of independent legal counsel in connection therewith. 
(i)  A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of 
litigation the lawyer is conducting for a client, except that the lawyer may:  
(1)  acquire a lien granted by law to secure the lawyer's fee or expenses, (2) contract with a client for 
a reasonable contingent fee in a civil case. 
(j)  While lawyers are associated in a firm, a prohibition in the foregoing paragraphs (a) through (i) 
that applies to any one of them shall apply to all of them. 
(k)  A lawyer employed by a public entity, either as a lawyer or in some other role, shall not 
undertake the representation of another client if the representation presents a substantial risk that 
the lawyer's responsibilities to the public entity would limit the lawyer's ability to provide independent 
advice or diligent and competent representation to either the public entity or the client. 
(l)  A public entity cannot consent to a representation otherwise prohibited by this Rule. 

6. Carlyle Towers Condo. Ass'n, Inc. v. Crossland Sav., FSB, 944 F. Supp. 341, 346 (D.N.J. 1996).

(Exhibit F.)

a. This motion to disqualify Plaintiffs' counsel must be carefully scrutinized because

"HN1  motions to disqualify are viewed with 'disfavor' and disqualification is

considered a 'drastic measure which courts should hesitate to impose except when

absolutely necessary."  [**14]  Alexander v. Primerica Holdings, Inc., 822 F. Supp.

1099, 1114 (D.N.J. 1993)(citing Schiessle v. Stephens, 717 F.2d 417, 420 (7th Cir.

1983)). "Disqualification motions are often made for tactical reasons, but . . . 'even

when made in the best of faith, such [disqualification] motions inevitably cause delay'

in the underlying proceedings." Dewey v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 109 N.J. 201,
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218, 536 A.2d 243, 252 (1988). Therefore, close judicial scrutiny of the facts of each 

case is "required to prevent unjust results." Gould, Inc. v. Mitsui Mining & Smelting 

Co., 738 F. Supp. 1121, 1126 (N.D. Ohio 1990). Accord, Reardon v. Marlayne. Inc., 

83 N.J. 460, 469, 416 A.2d 852, 857 (1980)(indicating that when dealing with ethical 

problems, "the conclusion in a particular case can be reached only after 'painstaking 

analysis of the facts and precise application of precedent.'") "Disqualification 

questions are intensely fact-specific, and it is essential to approach such problems 

with a keen sense of practicality as well as a precise picture of the underlying facts." 

Gould, 738 F. Supp. at 1124 (citing Huntington v. Great Western Resources, Inc., 

655 F. Supp. 565, 567 [**15]  (S.D.N.Y. 1987)). 

b. The situation now before this court is practically identical with the situation faced in

Gould--except that Greenbaum Rowe, unlike Jones Day, was not unethically slow in

responding. Both cases involve defense motions  [*349]  to disqualify

plaintiff's [**28]  counsel. In both cases plaintiff's counsel also represented, in

transactional matters, a subsidiary of the party being sued. In both cases, the

defendant-parent moved for disqualification on account of the representation of its

subsidiary. In both cases, the conflict arose after the filing of the suit, and the conflict

was caused by the movant's acquisition of another business. Moreover, the fact that

Greenbaum Rowe did not delay in attempting to cure the conflict weighs in favor of

following the Gould logic. Upon learning of the conflict, 6  Greenbaum Rowe took

immediate steps to disassociate itself from one of the clients in the conflict. As noted

previously, by letter, Greenbaum Rowe plainly requested that Mr. Pancetti "arrange

for alternative counsel to handle any matters involving Woodman 8300 Corp. in the

future." (Flowers Ltr. at 1.) The firm also clearly advised Mr. Pancetti that Greenbaum

Rowe "can no longer represent the interests of Woodman 8300 Corp." (Id.)

c. To determine whether disqualification was mandated there, the court considered the

following factors: whether there was any prejudice to Pechiney as a result of Jones

Day's representation of Gould; whether any confidential Pechiney information has

passed to Gould as a result of Jones, Day's representation of IGT; the cost to Gould

to retain new counsel, in terms of both time and money; the delay to the litigation of

requiring Gould to obtain new counsel; the complexity of the issues in the case and

the time it would take new counsel to acquaint themselves with the facts and issues;

and the fact that the conflict was created by Pechiney's acquisition of IGT several

years after the instant case was commenced, not by any affirmative act of Jones

Day. Id. at 1126-27. In support of its decision to deny the motion to disqualify, the

court determined that there had been no showing of prejudice; no indication of the

passage of confidential information; great cost to plaintiff to obtain new counsel;

delay to the litigation to have plaintiff obtain new counsel;  [**26]  and very complex

issues involved.

d. Therefore, I find that these matters are not substantially related and that

disqualification of Greenbaum Rowe is not required under RPC 1.9(a)(1).
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7. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J. 447 (2010).  (Exhibit G.)

a. Appellant law firm challenged the order of the Superior Court, Appellate Division (New

Jersey), which affirmed a New Jersey Tax Court order that granted respondent city's

motion to disqualify the law firm from representing various individual taxpayers in

appeals of their real estate tax assessments based on the law firm's prior representation

of the city in real estate tax appeal matters.

b. The law firm had discontinued representing the city and, subsequently, a number of

taxpayers retained it to appeal the real estate tax assessments imposed by the city.

Asserting that the law firm was privy to the city's confidences and that the law firm's

representation of individual taxpayers was substantially related to the law firm's prior

representation of the city, the city moved to disqualify the law firm. The New Jersey Tax

Court granted the city's motion, and the Appellate Division affirmed, finding that the law

firm's representation of individual taxpayers in real estate tax appeals involved

substantially related matters in which the taxpayers' interests were materially adverse

to the city's interests. The court found error, concluding that disqualification of the law

firm was unwarranted because, during its representation of the city in 2006-2007, the

law firm did not receive confidential information from the city which could be used

against it in the prosecution of the 2009 tax appeals adverse to the city, and the facts

relevant to the law firm’s prior representation of the city were not relevant and material

to its representation of the taxpayers in the tax appeals.

c. The court reversed the judgment of the Appellate Division and vacated the order of the

Tax Court disqualifying the law firm from representing the taxpayers in connection with

their 2009 tax appeals.

8. Comando v. Nugiel, 436 N.J. Super. 203 (App Div 2014).  (Exhibit H.)

a. ISSUE: Whether the trial court erred in denying the motion of plaintiff, a co-owner of a

corporate landlord, to disqualify counsel for defendants, the other co-owner and the

tenant. HOLDINGS: [1]-N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7, addressing concurrent conflicts of

interests, equally prohibited the representation of opposing parties in transactional

matters; accordingly, a concurrent conflict of interest arose when "the representation of

one client was directly adverse to another client," Rule 1.7(a)(1), such as the instant

matter where counsel provided legal representation to both the landlord and its

principals (the co-owners), as well as to the tenant; [2]-Counsel's representation of

defendants against plaintiff and landlord was a concurrent conflict of interest; its

representation of the landlord in a transactional capacity did not diminish the

adverseness between the tenant and landlord.

b. Outcome:  The order was reversed in part.
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9. Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New Jersey Transit Corp., 210 N.J. 264 (2012).

a. The lawsuit involved the assessment of responsibility for delays in a construction project

in which both parties participated. The law firm representing respondent had provided

legal services to appellant's partner in connection with the project and had an attorney-

client relationship with appellant. The high court held that disqualification of the

attorney for respondent was warranted in the instant case because details relating to

the construction project, the relationship among the parties, and the attorney’s prior

representation of an adverse party, appellant, demonstrated that the subsequent

representation was prohibited by N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a). The current litigation was

"the same" as the matter in which the attorney had previously represented appellant, as

both matters involved the same discrete phase of the construction project, the same

contracts, the same parties, and the same dispute. As respondent's interests were

adverse to appellant's, and as the attorney failed to secure appellant's written consent

to his representation of respondent, such representation was prohibited by the clear

language of Rule 1.9(a).

10. In re Honig, 10 N.J. 74, 89 A.2d 411, 1952 N.J. LEXIS 360 (1952).  (Exhibit I.)

a. Respondent attorney entered into an agreement with a client, in which for an absolute

conveyance of the client's residence, respondent agreed to provide the client and his

mother with a place to live for one year, with respondent paying all of the overhead

expenses. Based on this agreement, the county Ethics and Grievance Committee found

respondent attorney guilty of unethical and improper conduct based upon its

determination that he abused and took advantage of the confidence reposed in him by

his client for his own personal benefit and gain and failed to respect the trust placed in

him by his client. The court held that where respondent entered into an unconscionable

bargain with a client who was without independent advice, his actions violated R.R. 1:7-

6, R. Prof. Conduct 11, which prohibited lawyers from any action whereby for personal

benefit or gain the lawyer abuses or takes advantage of the confidence reposed in him

by his client. As such, the court suspended respondent from the practice of law for two

years.

11. In re Torre, 223 N.J. 538 (2015).  (Exhibit J.)

a. Respondent attorney, who borrowed 70 percent of his elderly, unsophisticated client's

life savings, and repaid only a fraction of it during her lifetime, had a conflict of interest

that violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8, because the terms of the unsecured note were

neither fair nor reasonable; he did not advise the client in writing to seek advice from an

independent attorney; and she did not give informed consent in writing; Respondent

caused substantial harm to a vulnerable, eighty-six-year-old victim; the egregious

circumstances of the case warranted a one-year suspension to protect the public, guard

against elder abuse by lawyers, and help preserve confidence in the bar.
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Current with changes received through March 1, 2019

New Jersey Court Rules > RULES GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

> PART 1. RULES OF GENERAL APPLICATION > APPENDIX TO PART /RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT > RULE 1.7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST: GENERAL RULE

RPC 1.7. Conflict of interest: general rule 
.a~~~~a~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~ao~~~~~~~~~~a~~~ou~~~~~~~~~~~ua~a~ti~~m~~ ~~~~~~o~~o~tio~~tio~~~~w~o~~~~~~~o~~o~~~om~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~m~o~~~~o~o~~~a~~~~~~~~~~~~o~o~~~~~~~~~~~~om~o~o~~o~~~~a~~~~~~ra~~~~~~~~~~~aao~~~~~~v~u~~~a~~~~~~~a~~w~oa~a~~a~~~~~~~~~~a~u~~~~~~~~~~a~a~aam~ti~.aa~~~a~~o~a~a~~~a~ahatia~~~ati~~~a~~~a~u~~~~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~aaw~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w

~a)Except as provided sr Naragraph (b;, ~ lawyer sha!! not represent a client if the representatior~ involves a

concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if:

(1 )the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or

(2)there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited by

the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client, or a third person or by a personal interest

of the lawyer.

(b)Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent conflict of interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer may

represent a client if:

(1 )each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing, after full disclosure and

consultation, provided, however, that a public entity cannot consent to any such representation. When

the lawyer represents multiple clients in a single matter, the consultation shall include an explanation of

the common representation and the advantages and risks involved;

(2)the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent and diligent

representation to each affected client;

(3)the representation is not prohibited by law; and

(4)the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client against another client

represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other proceeding before a tribunal.

History 
.\\O\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\\\\\\O\\\~\OQ\\\\\\\QQ\\~\\R\\\h\\~\\\~h\\\\tim\QOti\\u\\\\\\\\~\\\\\\\\\\\H\\Q\\\Q\\\\Q\\~\~W~\~ti\@~h\ ~INF\~H~Hti\~\Q\\tip\\\\\~\U~\~\\ti\~~\MTV\\u~\\\\HH\QQ\\\\Qu\\\\HO\ti\\\\\\\HO\\H\\\~\Q\\\\uu\W\Q\\N\Q\U\\\\O\Q\\Q\~~~U\\~UQ~\\\U\\UQ\\U~\ti\\\~\\U~

\\\\\\\\\\~\1.\\\\\\\\\\~\\Q\W`A\ti\\\Q\\QC~u\\\\\\aQ\\Q~Q\\\\\h\W\\h\\Ou\\\\\\\\\VA\O\\Q\QHQ\u'

Adopted July 12, 1984 to be effective September 10, 1984; text deleted and new text adopted November 17, 2003

to be effective January 1, 2004.

Annotations

Case Notes .....,~.....,....u.,..u..,.....~~......,..,~.,,,....u.................~..,uu.~,,.uu~uuuu,.........u~ ...~......~.~..~,,,..........~,........~..,.u..,.~~.~...u.~ .. ,.~.u.~...,,....uu,....u.~,.......~~.~u........~.au........u...~~.~~.~,,....u...........~..~....~,.,.~.......~.....,.u~.,~u....r..u....~u.,ua..~..,uu..u...,~...~.....~..~u.. ,..u.~..

Bankruptcy Law: Case Administration: Professional Services: Retention of Professionals: General Overview

Bankruptcy Law: Case Administration: Professional Services: Retention of Professionals: Debtors in Possession &

Trustees
Bankruptcy Law: Debtor Benefits &Duties: General Overview

Civil Procedure: Class Actions: General Overview

Civil Procedure: Counsel: General Overview

Civil Procedure: Counsel: Disqualifications
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Constitutional Law: Bill of Rights: Fundamental Rights: Criminal Process: Assistance of Counsel

Criminal Law &Procedure: Pretrial Motions &Procedures: Disqualification & Recusaf

Criminal Law &Procedure: Counsel: Right to Counsel: General Overview

Criminal Law &Procedure: Counsel: Substitution &Withdrawal

Family Law: Family Protection &Welfare: Children: Proceedings

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Accepting Representation

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Appearance of Impropriety

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Attorney Fees: Fee Agreements

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Client Funds

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Confidentiality of Information

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Conflicts of Interest

Legal Ethics: Practice Qualifications

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: Illegal Conduct

Legal Ethics: Sanctions: Disbarments

Legal Ethics: Sanctions: Suspensions

Workers' Compensation & SSDI: Remedies Under Other Laws: Exclusivity: Employees &Employers

Page 2 of 13

Bankruptcy Law: Case Administration: Professional Services: Retention of Professionals: General

Overview

1. Court would have been more inclined to consider a disgorgement of fees if there was evidence that debtor's

former counsel actively or knowingly failed to disclose his involvement to debtor, as limited as it was, or if he had

retained some confidential information as a result of his work on the shareholder suit, but neither situation was

reflected in the evidence. Former counsel's failure to disclose appeared to be wholly innocent and there was no

evidence that debtor was harmed as a result. Youngman v. Desoto (In re Desoto), 2010 Bankr. LEXIS 4497

(Bankr. D.N.J. Dec. 7 2010), appeal dismissed by 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 40606 (D.N.J. Apr. 14, 2011).

2. Application for retention was denied pursuant to 11 U.S.C.S. §§ 327(a), 101(14), and Fed. R. Bankr. P. 2014

despite the Chapter 11 debtors' waiver of any potential conflicts of interest where based upon potential

intercompany and inter-debtor claims and the proposed representation of a sole shareholder and a corporate

debtor, the court found that an actual conflict existed. Nor could the court overlook the objections raised by a

creditor and the United States Trustee with respect to the intercompany claims. In re Jeep Eagle 17, Inc., 2009

Bankr. LEXIS 3614 (Bankr. D.N.J. July 13 2009).

3. Bankruptcy judge erred in granting debtor's application to retain a law firm as special insurance counsel in a pre-

packaged Chapter 11 case as the grant of representation violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 and 11 U.S.C.S. § 327

because the firm had acted as counsel for debtor pre-petition in negotiating settlement arrangements with asbestos

injury claimants represented by attorneys who were co-counsel with the firm in insurance matters for those same

claimants. Century Indem. Co. v. Congoleum Corp. (In re Congoleum Corp.), 426 F.3d 675, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS

22066, 45 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (LRP) 122, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P80371 (3d Cir. N.J. 2005).

Bankruptcy Law: Case Administration: Professional Services: Retention of Professionals: Debtors in

Possession &Trustees

4. Chapter 7 trustee did not show that allowing him to hire a law firm pursuant to 11 U.S.C.S. § 327 to serve as

special counsel in defending claims that were filed against another law firm's ("debtor's") bankruptcy estate, was in

the best interests of the debtor's estate; attorneys in the firm the trustee proposed to hire were principals in the

debtor, had filed claims against the debtor's bankruptcy estate, and had an interest in how claims that were filed

against the debtor's estate were resolved, and employing them as special counsel would have created potential

conflicts of interest under N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 and 3.7, even though they offered to serve as special counsel

without compensation. In re Roper & Twardowsky, LLC, 2017 Bankr. LEXIS 537 (Bankr. D.N.J. Feb. 24 2017).
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Bankruptcy Law: Debtor Benefits &Duties: General Overview

Page 3 of 13

5. With appropriate safeguards, a volunteer attorney can represent glow-income debtor in a no-asset Chapter 7

bankruptcy matter even if the attorney's firm represents one or more of the debtor's creditors in unrelated matters

as such a situation does not present a conflict of interest under N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7. In re Opinion No. 17-2012

of Advisory Committee on Professional Ethics, 220 N.J. 468, 107 A.3d 666, 2014 N.J. LEXIS 652 (2014).

Civil Procedure: Class Actions: General Overview

6. In a class action against an automobile manufacturer, an attorney could not serve as both class representative

and counsel because the attorney was obligated to avoid even the appearance of impropriety pursuant to former

N.J. Ct. R., R. Prof. Conduct DR 9-101; further, if the attorney were to pursue his individual claim, it would be

foreseeable that he would be obligated to testify at trial, which would violate the prohib►tion in former N.,1. Ct. K., i~.
Prof. Conduct DR 5-101. In re Cadillac V8-6-4 Class Action, 93 N.J. 412, 461 A.2d 736, 1983 N.J. LEXIS 2711, 37
A. L. R.4th 730 (1983).

Civil Procedure: Counsel: General Overview

7. Trial court erred in disqualifying a law firm that represented plaintiff. Defendant's membership in a trade
association also represented by the firm did not make it a client of the firm for purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct
1.7, as there was no "substantial relationship" between the subject matter of the firm's representation of plaintiff and
of the association. J.G. Ries &Sons, Inc. v. Spectraserv, Inc., 384 N.J. Super. 216, 894 A.2d 681, 2006 N.J. Super.
LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2006).

8. Trial court erred in disqualifying a law firm that represented plaintiff due to its prior representation of a trade
association to which defendant belonged, because most of the information defendant provided to the association
was not confidential, and the information that was had no relevance to plaintiff's suit. J.G. Ries &Sons, Inc. v.
Spectraserv, Inc., 384 N.J. Super. 216, 894 A.2d 681, 2006 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2006).

Civil Procedure: Counsel: Disqualifications

9. As a concurrent conflict of interest arose when the representation of one client was directly adverse to another
client, the trial court erred in refusing to disqualify counsel that provided legal representation both to a corporate
landlord and its principals (plaintiff co-owner and defendant co-owner), as well as to defendant tenant. Comando v.
Nugiel, 436 N.J. Super. 203, 93 A.3d 377, 2014 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2014).

10. Counsel's representation of defendants, a tenant and a co-owner of its corporate landlord, against plaintiff, the
other co-owner, who asserted derivative claims on behalf of the landlord, was a concurrent conflict of interest, as
counsel's representation of the landlord in a transactional capacity did not diminish the adverseness between the
tenant and the landlord. Comando v. Nugiel, 436 N.J. Super. 203, 93 A.3d 377, 2014 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91
(App.Div. 2014).

11. For purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, matters are "substantially related" if (1) the lawyer for whom
disqualification is sought received confidential information from the former client that can be used against that client
in the subsequent representation of parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant to the prior
representation are relevant and material to the subsequent representation. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J.
447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).
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12. Although a law firm's representation of corporations in patentees' infringement suit violated N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 because the firm was representing the patentees in an unrelated patent suit in Europe, disqualification

was not warranted because (1) the firm's duty of loyalty to the patentees was not compromised where the

substance of the two cases was completely unrelated, no firm personnel overlapped on the two matters, and the

firm put up an ethical screen to ensure confidential information did not pass between personnel; (2) the European

case was dormant; (3) the firm had billed few hours on the European suit, and the patentees planned to replace the

firm with new counsel; (4) the potential prejudice to the corporations was great, as the firm served as their long-time

litigation counsel; (5) the patentees failed to identify any prejudice that they would suffer in the absence of

disqualification; (6) the corporations were not at fault for the conflict, and the patentees' own obfuscatory conduct

helped create the conflict; and (7) the court's interest in protecting the integrity of the proceedings before it and

maintaining public confidence in the judicial system did not weigh in favor of disqualification. Wyeth v. Abbott Labs.,

692 F. Supp. 2d 453, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11032, 94 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1527 (D.N.J. 2010).

'13. Although some courts have advocated a mandatory disqualification ~ ule for violations ~f N..1. R. ~~ of. Conduct

1.7, a more modern approach is for courts, when faced with a conflict problem, to carefully examine the totality of

the circumstances, taking a balanced approach that includes evaluating the impact, nature, and degree of a conflict.

Wyeth v. Abbott Labs., 692 F. Supp. 2d 453, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11032, 94 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1527 (D.N.J.

2010).

14. Law firm's representation of a client in a patent dispute against another of the law firm's clients violated N.J. Ct.

R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 and required disqualification of the firm because the firm failed to meet its burden to show that

the other client gave truly informed consent to the concurrent conflict after full disclosure and consultation, as

required by N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(b)(1) and 1.0(e). While signed retention agreements with the other client

included general prospective waivers of conflicts, those waiver provisions failed to specify a particular client or a

particular matter; nor did they include a discussion of risks or of any reasonably available alternatives. Celgene

Corp. v. KV Pharm. Co., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58735 (D.N.J. July 28 2008).

15. Where a motion to disqualify a law firm in a patent dispute alleged that the law firm violated N.J. Ct. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 due to its concurrent representation of the adverse parties in the dispute, and the law firm argued that

the movant had consented to the concurrent representation, it was the law firm's burden to prove that the movant

gave truly informed consent after full disclosure and consultation, as required by N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(b)(1)

and 1.0(e). Celgene Corp. v. KV Pharm. Co., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58735 (D.N.J. July 28 2008).

Constitutional Law: Bill of Rights: Fundamental Rights: Criminal Process: Assistance of Counsel

16. Attorney, a former prosecutor, was disqualified from representing two police officers who were charged with

attempting to keep evidence from the grand jury during a time when the attorney worked in the prosecutor's office;

their right to counsel did not include the right to an attorney who was disqualified from representation by an ethical

requirement. State v. Jaquindo, 138 N.J. Super. 62, 350 A.2d 252, 1975 N.J. Super. LEXIS 497 (App.Div. 1975),

affirmed by 69 N.J. 28, 350 A.2d 225, 1975 N.J. LEXIS 123 (1975).

Criminal Law &Procedure: Pretrial Motions &Procedures: Disqualification & Recusal

17. Appearance of impropriety standard may not be used as a basis to find a conflict of interest under N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 or N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9. State v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super.

LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

18. In an interlocutory appeal in a criminal matter, the court reversed the order disqualifying counsel for defendant,

a police officer, because the record did not support the finding of an actual conflict of interest based on counsel
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representing the police union and previously representing an officer involved in the investigation of defendant. State
v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super. LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

Criminal Law &Procedure: Counsel: Right to Counsel: General Overview

19. Attorney, a former prosecutor, was disqualified from representing two police officers who were charged with

attempting to keep evidence from the grand jury during a time when the attorney worked in the prosecutor's office;
their right to counsel did not include the right to an attorney who was disqualified from representation by an ethical
requirement. State v. Jaquindo, 138 N.J. Super. 62, 350 A.2d 252, 1975 N.J. Super. LEXIS 497 (App.Div. 1975),
affirmed by 69 N.J. 28, 350 A.2d 225, 1975 N.J. LEXIS 123 (1975).

Criminal Law &Procedure: Counsel: Substitution &Withdrawal

20. Criminal defendant's counsel was subject to disqualification because the counsel faced, or was likely to face,

significant conflicts of interest, prohibited by N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2) and 3.7, given that he could face

criminal liability or professional misconduct charges and he could be called as a fact witness. These conflicts could

not be waived or cured by remedial measures other than disqualification. United States v. Lacerda, 929 F. Supp. 2d

349, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31322 (D.N.J. 2013).

21. Attorney who represented defendant in prior bail proceedings was erroneously permitted to defend his co-

defendant at their joint trial for possession of cocaine, in which their defenses were mutually antagonistic, because

the attorney's appearance on behalf of defendant with respect to the bail motion constituted representation under

the prohibition of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, and an attorney's appearance on behalf of an accused at pretrial

release hearings constitutes a significant part of his representation of the client. State v. Sanders, 260 N.J. Super.

491, 616 A.2d 1345, 1992 N.J. Super. LEXIS 401 (App.Div. 1992).

Family Law: Family Protection &Welfare: Children: Proceedings

22. When a significant divergence arises between the parents during the course of child welfare litigation, the actual

or potential conflict often may be mutually waivable by those clients, with appropriate consultation and

substantiation of that waiver. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S., 447 N.J. Super. 539, 149 A.3d

816, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).

23. When a significant divergence arises between the parents during the course of child welfare litigation, a trial

court has an appropriate institutional role in assuring that the zealous independence of the staff attorneys will not be

compromised, and that the confidentiality of client communications and attorney work product will be scrupulously

maintained. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S., 447 N.J. Super. 539, 149 A.3d 816, 2016 N.J.

Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).

24. When a significant divergence arises between the parents during the course of child welfare litigation, the trial

court retains the authority and discretion to conduct a hearing to explore such matters on a case-by-case basis to

address specific instances where particularized concerns have arisen about the propriety of ongoing representation

by the staff attorneys or the sufficiency of any client waivers. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S.,

447 N.J. Super. 539, 149 A.3d 816, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).

25. With appropriate screening measures, the law does not categorically prohibit or even presumptively disfavor two

staff attorneys working out of the same Office of Parental Representation regional office from separately defending

each of the parents in child welfare cases. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S., 447 N.J. Super.

539, 149 A.3d 816, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).
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Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Accepting Representation
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26. Respondent attorney violated the former version of this rule by representing the buyers and a seller in a real

estate sale; he violated former N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(a) by entering into a business transaction with clients with

terms that were not fair or reasonable to them and without making a full disclosure to them; and he violated N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 3.3 by misleading the buyers to believe a bank, and not respondent, was the mortgage lender. In re

Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Appearance of Impropriety

27. Court concluded that it was impermissible for apart-time municipal prosecutor in a municipality located in the

county, where defendant was tried, to represent a criminal defendant, because it created an appearance of

impropriety for the purposes of N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7; thus, defendant's convictions for sexual assault and

endangering the welfare of a child was remanded for a new trial. State v. Clark, 324 N.J. Super. 178, 735 A.2d 1,

1999 N.J. Super. LEXIS 202 (App.Div. 1999), reversed by, remanded by 162 N.J. 201, 744 A.2d 109, 2000 N.J.

LEXIS 8 (2000).

28. A lawyer should not communicate with one having an adverse interest to his client's, and N.J. Ct. R., Code Prof.

Conduct DR 1.7, a lawyer should avoid even the appearance of impropriety, an attorney who represented police

organizations and also a defendant who was a police officer presented the opportunity for public suspicion that a

policeman witness might modify his testimony in order to accommodate the attorney. However, because he had

already invested substantial time in the defense of defendant, and both parties had access to the witness. State v.

Galati, 64 N.J. 572, 319 A.2d 220, 1974 N.J. LEXIS 242 (1974).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Attorney Fees: Fee Agreements

29. New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct forbid a lawyer from accepting compensation for representing a

client from one other than the client unless three factors coalesce: (1) the client gives informed consent; (2) there is

no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the lawyer-client relationship; and

(3) information relating to the representation of the client is protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J.

481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

30. Trial court decision denying the State's motion to disqualify attorneys retained and paid by an employer to

represent employees who were potential witnesses in a grand jury investigation into the employer's conduct was

upheld since, through the combined product of the good faith of an employer, the diligence of competent counsel

and the exercise of a trial court's supervisory authority, the net result of the company's retention and payment of

counsel for its employees complied with the New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct. Specifically, the employees

were given informed consent, there was no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or

with the lawyer-client relationship on the part of the employer, and the information relating to the representation of

the client was protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155

(2009).

31. Synthesis of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2), 1.8(f~ and 5.4(c) yields a salutary, yet practical principle: a lawyer

may represent a client but accept payment, directly or indirectly, from a third party provided each of the six

conditions is satisfied: (1) the informed consent of the client is secured. In that regard, informed consent is defined

as the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate

information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed

course of conduct; (2) the third-party payer is prohibited from, in any way, directing, regulating or interfering with the

lawyer's professional judgment in representing his client and there cannot be any current attorney-client relationship
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between the lawyer and the third-party payer as it is patently unethical for a lawyer in a legal proceeding to

represent an individual whose interests are adverse to another party whom the lawyer represents in other matters,

even if the two representations are not related; (4) the lawyer is prohibited from communicating with the third-party

payer concerning the substance of the representation of his client, and the breadth of that prohibition includes, but

is not limited to, the careful and conscientious redaction of all detail from any billings submitted to the third-party

payer; (5) the third-party payer shall process and pay all such invoices within the regular course of its business,

consistent with manner, speed and frequency it pays its own counsel; and (6) once athird-party payer commits to

pay for the representation of another, the third-party payer shall not be relieved of its continuing obligations to pay

without leave of court brought on prior written notice to the lawyer and the client. In such an application, the third-

party payer shall bear the burden of proving that its obligation to continue to pay for the representation should

cease; the fact that the lawyer and the client have elected to pursue a course of conduct deemed in the client's best

interests but disadvantageous to the third-party payer shall not be sufficient reason to discontinue the third-party

payer's continuing obligation of payment, and if a third-party payer fails to pay an employee's legal fees and

expenses when due, the employee shall have the right, via a summary action, for an order to show cause why the

third-party payer should not be ordered to pay those fees and expenses. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200

N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Client Funds

32. Attorney failed to safeguard and negligently misappropriated escrow and client trust funds, contrary to N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.15(a); violated attorney recordkeeping rules; and acted with a conflict of interest, contrary to N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.7(b), by representing the seller while serving as a real estate broker in the same real estate

transaction. As no client or third party was harmed by his actions or omissions, and he did not knowingly

misappropriate any funds, he was censured for his unethical conduct. In re Wigenton, 210 N.J. 95, 40 A.3d 723,

2012 N.J. LEXIS 375 (2012).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Confidentiality of Information

33. Attorney who represented defendant in prior bail proceedings was erroneously permitted to defend his co-

defendant at theirjoint trial for possession of cocaine, in which their defenses were mutually antagonistic, because

the attorney's appearance on behalf of defendant with respect to the bail motion constituted representation unde
r

the prohibition of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, and an attorney's appearance on behalf of an accused at pretrial

release hearings constitutes a significant part of his representation of the client. State v. Sanders, 260 N.J. Super
.

491, 616 A.2d 1345, 1992 N.J. Super. LEXIS 401 (App.Div. 1992).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Conflicts of Interest

34. Chapter 7 trustee did not show that allowing him to hire a law firm pursuant to 11 U.S.C.S. § 327 to serve as

special counsel in defending claims that were filed against another law firm's ("debtor's") bankruptcy estate, was 
in

the best interests of the debtor's estate; attorneys in the firm the trustee proposed to hire were principals in the

debtor, had filed claims against the debtor's bankruptcy estate, and had an interest in how claims that were filed

against the debtor's estate were resolved, and employing them as special counsel would have created p
otential

conflicts of interest under N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 and 3.7, even though they offered to serve as special co
unsel

without compensation. In re Roper & Twardowsky, LLC, 2017 Bankr. LEXIS 537 (Bankr. D.N.J. Feb. 24 2017)
.

35. When a significant divergence arises between the parents during the course of child welfare litigation, th
e actual

or potential conflict often may be mutually waivable by those clients, with appropriate consultation and

substantiation of that waiver. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S., 447 N.J. Super. 539, 
149 A.3d

816, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 145 (App. Div. Nov. 22 2016).
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36. When a significant divergence arises between the parents during the course of child welfare litigation, a trial

court has an appropriate institutional role in assuring that the zealous independence of the staff attorneys will not be

compromised, and that the confidentiality of client communications and attorney work product will be scrupulously

maintained. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S., 447 N.J. Super. 539, 149 A.3d 816, 2016 N.J.

Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).

37. When a significant divergence arises between the parents during the course of child welfare litigation, the trial

court retains the authority and discretion to conduct a hearing to explore such matters on a case-by-case basis to

address specific instances where particularized concerns have arisen about the propriety of ongoing representation

by the staff attorneys or the sufficiency of any client waivers. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S.,

447 N.J. Super. 539, 149 A.3d 816, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).

38. With appropriate screening measures, the law does not categorically prohibit or even presumptively disfavor two

staff attorneys working out of the same Office of Parental Representation regional office from separately defending

each of the parents in child welfare cases. New Jersey Div. of Child Prot. &Permanency v. G.S., 447 N.J. Super.

539, 149 A.3d 816, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS 145 (App.Div. Nov. 22 2016).

39. Appearance of impropriety standard may not be used as a basis to find a conflict of interest under N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 or N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9. State v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super.

LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

40. In an interlocutory appeal in a criminal matter, the court reversed the order disqualifying counsel for defendant,

a police officer, because the record did not support the finding of an actual conflict of interest based on counsel

representing the police union and previously representing an officer involved in the investigation of defendant. State

v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super. LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

41. With appropriate safeguards, a volunteer attorney can represent glow-income debtor in a no-asset Chapter 7

bankruptcy matter even if the attorney's firm represents one or more of the debtor's creditors in unrelated matters

as such a situation does not present a conflict of interest under N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7. In re Opinion No. 17-2012

of Advisory Committee on Professional Ethics, 220 N.J. 468, 107 A.3d 666, 2014 N.J. LEXIS 652 (2014).

42. Prescription against representation of opposing parties in the same litigation equally applies to transactional

matters, and a concurrent conflict of interest arises when the representation of one client will be directly adverse to

another client. Comando v. Nugiel, 436 N.J. Super. 203, 93 A.3d 377, 2014 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2014).

43. As a concurrent conflict of interest arose when the representation of one client was directly adverse to another

client, the trial court erred in refusing to disqualify counsel that provided legal representation. both to a corporate

landlord and its principals (plaintiff co-owner and defendant co-owner), as well as to defendant tenant. Comando v.

Nugiel, 436 N.J. Super. 203, 93 A.3d 377, 2014 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2014).

44. Counsel's representation of defendants, a tenant and a co-owner of its corporate landlord, against plaintiff, the

other co-owner, who asserted derivative claims on behalf of the landlord, was a concurrent conflict of interest, as

counsel's representation of the landlord in a transactional capacity did not diminish the adverseness between the

tenant and the landlord. Comando v. Nugiel, 436 N.J. Super. 203, 93 A.3d 377, 2014 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91

(App.Div. 2014).

45. Criminal defendant's counsel was subject to disqualification because the counsel faced, or was likely to face,

significant conflicts of interest, prohibited by N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(x)(2) and 3.7, given that he could face

criminal liability or professional misconduct charges and he could be called as a fact witness. These conflicts could
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not be waived or cured by remedial measures other than disqualification. United States v. Lacerda, 929 F. Supp. 2d

349, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31322 (D.N.J. 2013).

46. Attorney failed to safeguard and negligently misappropriated escrow and client trust funds, contrary to N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.15(a); violated attorney recordkeeping rules; and acted with a conflict of interest, contrary to N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.7(b), by representing the seller while serving as a real estate broker in the same real estate

transaction. As no client or third party was harmed by his actions or omissions, and he did not knowingly

misappropriate any funds, he was censured for his unethical conduct. In re Wigenton, 210 N.J. 95, 40 A.3d 723,

2012 N.J. LEXIS 375 (2012).

47. 1/~/hile driving separate vehicles in the course of their employment, plaintiff and his co-worker were injured,

allegedly due to a truck driver's negligence. Under N.J. Stat. Ann. § 34:15-8, plaintiff could not sue his co-worker

and vice versa, and the co-worker was not liable to the truck driver for indemnity or contribution; therefore, the

interests of plaintiff and the co-worker were not adverse in their separate pursuit of recovery from the truck driver,

and counsel's representing them both was not a conflict of interest that violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(x)(1).

McDaniel v. Man Wai Lee, 419 N.J. Super. 482, 17 A.3d 816, 2011 N.J. Super. LEXIS 75 (App.Div. 2011).

48. Court would have been more inclined to consider a disgorgement of fees if there was evidence that debtor's

former counsel actively or knowingly failed to disclose his involvement to debtor, as limited as it was, or if he had

retained some confidential information as a result of his work on the shareholder suit, but neither situation was

reflected in the evidence. Former counsel's failure to disclose appeared to be wholly innocent and there was no

evidence that debtor was harmed as a result. Youngman v. Desoto (In re Desoto), 2010 Bankr. LEXIS 4497

(Bankr. D.N.J. Dec. 7 2010), appeal dismissed by 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 40606 (D.N.J. Apr. 14, 2011).

49. For purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, matters are "substantially related" if (1) the lawyer for whom

disqualification is sought received confidential information from the former client that can be used against that client

in the subsequent representation of parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant to the prior

representation are relevant and material to the subsequent representation. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J.

447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).

50. Although a law firm's representation of corporations in patentees' infringement suit violated N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 because the firm was representing the patentees in an unrelated patent suit in Europe, disqualification

was not warranted because (1) the firm's duty of loyalty to the patentees was not compromised where the

substance of the two cases was completely unrelated, no firm personnel overlapped on the two matters, and the

firm put up an ethical screen to ensure confidential information did not pass between personnel; (2) the European

case was dormant; (3) the firm had billed few hours on the European suit, and the patentees planned to replace the

firm with new counsel; (4) the potential prejudice to the corporations was great, as the firm served as their long-time

litigation counsel; (5) the patentees failed to identify any prejudice that they would suffer in the absence of

disqualification; (6) the corporations were not at fault for the conflict, and the patentees' own obfuscatory conduct

helped create the conflict; and (7) the court's interest in protecting the integrity of the proceedings before it and

maintaining public confidence in the judicial system did not weigh in favor of disqualification.. Wyeth v. Abbott Labs.,

692 F. Supp. 2d 453, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11032, 94 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1527 (D.N.J. 2010).

51. Although some courts have advocated a mandatory disqualification rule for violations of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

1.7, a more modern approach is for courts, when faced with a conflict problem, to carefully examine the totality of

the circumstances, taking a balanced approach that includes evaluating the impact, nature, and degree of a conflict.

Wyeth v. Abbott Labs., 692 F. Supp. 2d 453, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11032, 94 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1527 (D.N.J.

2010).
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52. New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct forbid a lawyer from accepting compensation for representing a

client from one other than the client unless three factors coalesce: (1) the client gives informed consent; (2) there is

no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the lawyer-client relationship; and

(3) information relating to the representation of the client is protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J.

481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

53. Trial court decision denying the State's motion to disqualify attorneys retained and paid by an employer to

represent employees who were potential witnesses in a grand jury investigation into the employer's conduct was

upheld since, through the combined product of the good faith of an employer, the diligence of competent counsel

and the exercise of a trial court's supervisory authority, the net result of the company's retention and payment of

counsel for its employees complied with the New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct. Specifically, the employees

were given informed consent, there was no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or

with the lawyer-client relationship on the part of the employer, and the information relating to the representation of

the client was protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1 ~ 55

(2009).

54. Synthesis of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2), 1.8(f) and 5.4(c) yields a salutary, yet practical principle: a lawyer

may represent a client but accept payment, directly or indirectly, from a third party provided each of the six

conditions is satisfied: (1) the informed consent of the client is secured. In that regard, informed consent is defined

as the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate

information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed

course of conduct; (2) the third-party payer is prohibited from, in any way, directing, regulating or interfering with the

lawyer's professional judgment in representing his client and there cannot be any current attorney-client relationship

between the lawyer and the third-party payer as it is patently unethical for a lawyer in a legal proceeding to

represent an individual whose interests are adverse to another party whom the lawyer represents in other matters,

even if the two representations are not related; (4) the lawyer is prohibited from communicating with the third-party

payer concerning the substance of the representation of his client, and the breadth of that prohibition includes, but

is not limited to, the careful and conscientious redaction of all detail from any billings submitted to the third-party

payer; (5) the third-party payer shall process and pay all such invoices within the regular course of its business,

consistent with manner, speed and frequency it pays its own counsel; and (6) once athird-party payer commits to

pay for the representation of another, the third-party payer shall not be relieved of its continuing obligations to pay

without leave of court brought on prior written notice to the lawyer and the client. In such an application, the third-

party payer shall bear the burden of proving that its obligation to continue to pay for the representation should

cease; the fact that the lawyer and the client have elected to pursue a course of conduct deemed in the client's best

interests but disadvantageous to the third-party payer shall not be sufficient reason to discontinue the third-party

payer's continuing obligation of payment, and if a third-party payer fails to pay an employee's legal fees and

expenses when due, the employee shall have the right, via a summary action, for an order to show cause why the

third-party payer should not be ordered to pay those fees and expenses. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200

N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

55. Respondent attorney violated the former version of this rule by representing the buyers and a seller in a real

estate sale; he violated former N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(a) by entering into a business transaction with clients with

terms that were not fair or reasonable to them and without making a full disclosure to them; and he violated N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 3.3 by misleading the buyers to believe a bank, and not respondent, was the mortgage lender. In re

Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

56. Where an attorney engaged in a conflict of interest and a prohibited business transaction with clients and m
ade

multiple misrepresentations to them, and in a second matter engaged in conduct prejudicial to administration
 of

justice by failing to advise opposing counsel of his financial relationship with the judge, although such misc
onduct

generally resulted in a six-month suspension, athree-month sanction was imposed due to his unblemished 
record
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and the passage of time since his misconduct. In re Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

57. Application for retention was denied pursuant to 11 U.S.C.S. §§ 327(a), 101(14), and Fed. R. Bankr. P. 2014

despite the Chapter 11 debtors' waiver of any potential conflicts of interest where based upon potential

intercompany and inter-debtor claims and the proposed representation of a sole shareholder and a corporate

debtor, the court found that an actual conflict existed. Nor could the court overlook the objections raised by a

creditor and the United States Trustee with respect to the intercompany claims. In re Jeep Eagle 17, Inc., 2009

Bankr. LEXIS 3614 (Bankr. D.N.J. July 13 2009).

58. Law firm's representation of a client in a patent dispute against another of the law firm's clients violated N.J. Ct.

R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 and required disqualification of the firm because the firm failed to meet its burden to show that

the other client gave truly informed consent to the concurrent conflict after full disclosure and consultation, as

required by N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(b)(1) and 1.0(e). While signed retention agreements with the other client

included general prospective waivers of conflicts, those waiver provisions failed to specify a particular client or a

particular matter; nor did they include a discussion of risks or of any reasonably available alternatives. Celgene

Corp. v. KV Pharm. Co., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58735 (D.N.J. July 28 2008).

59. Where a motion to disqualify a law firm in a patent dispute alleged that the law firm violated N.J. Ct. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 due to its concurrent representation of the adverse parties in the dispute, and the law firm argued that

the movant had consented to the concurrent representation, it was the law firm's burden to prove that the movant

gave truly informed consent after full disclosure and consultation, as required by N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(b)(1)

and 1.0(e). Celgene Corp. v. KV Pharm. Co., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58735 (D.N.J. July 28 2008).

60. No evidence supported defendants' contention that they were attorney's current clients or that they had an

ongoing attorney-client relationship; attorney's representation of competitor in two discrete and concluded matters

several years ago did not indicate the existence of a current client relationship for purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

1.7, N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, or N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.10. Spiniello Cos. v. Metra Indus., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

72961 (D. N.J. Oct. 6 2006).

61. Trial court erred in disqualifying a law firm that represented plaintiff. Defendant's membership in a trade

association also represented by the firm did not make it a client of the firm for purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

1.7, as there was no "substantial relationship" between the subject matter of the firm's representation of plaintiff and

of the association. J.G. Ries &Sons, Inc. v. Spectraserv, Inc., 384 N.J. Super. 216, 894 A.2d 681, 2006 N.J. Super.

LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2006).

62. Trial court erred in disqualifying a law firm that represented plaintiff due to its prior representation of a trade

association to which defendant belonged, because most of the information defendant provided to the association

was not confidential, and the information that was had no relevance to plaintiff's suit. J.G. Ries &Sons, Inc. v.

Spectraserv, Inc., 384 N.J. Super. 216, 894 A.2d 681, 2006 N.J. Super. LEXIS 91 (App.Div. 2006).

63. Bankruptcy judge erred in granting debtor's application to retain a law firm as special insurance counsel in a

pre-packaged Chapter 11 case as the grant of representation violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 and 11 U.S.C.S. §

327 because the firm had acted as counsel for debtor pre-petition in negotiating settlement arrangements with

asbestos injury claimants represented by attorneys who were co-counsel with the firm in insurance matters for

those same claimants. Century Indem. Co. v. Congoleum Corp. (In re Congoleum Corp.), 426 F.3d 675, 2005 U.S.

App. LEXIS 22066, 45 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (LRP) 122, Bankr. L. Rep. (CCH) P80371 (3d Cir. N.J. 2005).

64. Attorney who represented a public sector client associated with a firm that represented its adversary in the

same or substantially similar matters. The client could not consent to the attorney's continued representation once
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he became affiliated with that firm so the court found the attorney violated N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a),

1.9(x)(1)-(2), 1.10(a) and suspended him for three months from law practice. In re Fitchett, 184 N.J. 289, 877 A.2d

263, 2005 N.J. LEXIS 944 (2005).

65. N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7 forbids an attorney from representing a client "if the representation of that client

will be directly adverse to another client" or "if the representation of that client may be materially limited by the

lawyer's responsibilities to another client." Baglini v. Lauletta, 338 N.J. Super. 282, 768 A.2d 825, 2001 N.J. Super.

LEXIS 134 (App.Div. 2001), appeal dismissed by 169 N.J. 608, 782 A.2d 425, 2001 N.J. LEXIS 979 (2001).

66. Although an attorney, or the attorney's associate, may serve as municipal attorney and municipal prosecutor of

the same municipality, attorneys or firms whose members choose to hold both positions should be aware of any

appearance of impropriety and recuse themselves on acase-specific basis when warranted. Nevertheless, a per se

rule of disqualification is not required (decided under former version of rule). In re Opinion 662 of the Advisory

Comm. on Professional Ethics, 133 N.J. 22, 626 A.2d 1084, 1993 N.J. LEXIS 710 (1993).

67. Attorney who represented defendant in prior bail proceedings was erroneously permitted to defend his co-

defendant at their joint trial for possession of cocaine, in which their defenses were mutually antagonistic, because

the attorney's appearance on behalf of defendant with respect to the bail motion constituted representation under

the prohibition of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, and an attorney's appearance on behalf of an accused at pretrial

release hearings constitutes a significant part of his representation of the client. State v. Sanders, 260 N.J. Super.

491, 616 A.2d 1345, 1992 N.J. Super. LEXIS 401 (App.Div. 1992).

68. Attorney did not violate the rules of professional conduct where attorney represented the appellant while he was

under an indictment; the court held that the indictment did not affect the level of representation given to the

appellant and the attorney was not required to disclose his indictment. State v. Pych, 213 N.J. Super. 446, 517 A.2d

871, 1986 N.J. Super. LEXIS 1468 (App.Div. 1986).

69. Attorney was guilty of an actual conflict of interest where he placed himself in a professional relationship with his

client, a key identification witness in a murder prosecution and where he continued to maintain a professional and

social relationship with the man charged with the murder; in fostering this conflict of interest, the attorney violated

both former N.J. Ct. R., R. Prof. Conduct DR 5-105(A) and DR 5-101(A). In re Garber, 95 N.J. 597, 472 A.2d 566,

1984 N.J. LEXIS 2414 (1984).

70. In a class action against an automobile manufacturer, an attorney could not serve as both class representative

and counsel because the attorney was obligated to avoid even the appearance of impropriety pursuant to former

N.J. Ct. R., R. Prof. Conduct DR 9-101; further, if the attorney were to pursue his individual claim, it would be

foreseeable that he would be obligated to testify at trial, which would violate the prohibition in former N.J. Ct. R., R.

Prof. Conduct DR 5-101. In re Cadillac V8-6-4 Class Action, 93 N.J. 412, 461 A.2d 736, 1983 N.J. LEXIS 2711, 37

A. L. R.4th 730 (1983).

71. Attorney, a former prosecutor, was disqualified from representing two police officers who were charged with

attempting to keep evidence from the grand jury during a time when the attorney worked in the prosecutor's office;

their right to counsel did not include the right to an attorney who was disqualified from representation by an ethical

requirement. State v. Jaquindo, 138 N.J. Super. 62, 350 A.2d 252, 1975 N.J. Super. LEXIS 497 (App.Div. 1975),

affirmed by 69 N.J. 28, 350 A.2d 225, 1975 N.J. LEXIS 123 (1975).

72. A lawyer should not communicate with one having an adverse interest to his client's, and N.J. Ct. R., Code Prof.

Conduct DR 1.7, a lawyer should avoid even the appearance of impropriety, an attorney who represented police

organizations and also a defendant who was a police officer presented the opportunity for public suspicion that a
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policeman witness might modify his testimony in order to accommodate the attorney. However, because he had

already invested substantial time in the defense of defendant, and both parties had access to the witness. State v.

Galati, 64 N.J. 572, 319 A.2d 220, 1974 N.J. LEXIS 242 (1974).

Legal Ethics: Practice Qualifications

73. Evidence clearly and convincingly demonstrated that an applicant for admission to the New Jersey bar was unfit

to practice law, and there was no showing of rehabilitation; aPennsylvania court's finding that the applicant

obtained privileged information while holding himself out as the attorney for certain individuals and that he used that

information to their detriment demonstrated a violation of N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7; thus the applicant failed to

demonstrate his ability to adhere to the rules governing the conduct of attorneys in New Jersey. In re Triffin, 151

N.J. 510, 701 A.2d 907, 1997 N.J. LEXIS 344 (1997).

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: Illegal Conduct

74. Attorney was suspended from the practice of law for a period of one year as a result of his unethical conduct

involving offering women legal services or reductions in his fees in exchange for sexual favors, in violation of N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.7(x)(2) and 8.4(g), and his history of discipline. In re Witherspoon, 203 N.J. 343, 3 A.3d 496, 2010

N.J. LEXIS 704 (2010).

Legal Ethics: Sanctions: Disbarments

75. Attorney was suspended from the practice of law for a period of one year as a result of his unethical conduct

involving offering women legal services or reductions in his fees in exchange for sexual favors, in violation of N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.7(x)(2) and 8.4(g), and his history of discipline. In re Witherspoon, 203 N.J. 343, 3 A.3d 496, 2010

N.J. LEXIS 704 (2010).

Legal Ethics: Sanctions: Suspensions

76. Where an attorney engaged in a conflict of interest and a prohibited business transaction with clients and made

multiple misrepresentations to them, and in a second matter engaged in conduct prejudicial to administration of

justice by failing to advise opposing counsel of his financial relationship with the judge, although such misconduct

generally resulted in a six-month suspension, athree-month sanction was imposed due to his unblemished record

and the passage of time since his misconduct. In re Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

Workers' Compensation & SSDI: Remedies Under Other Laws: Exclusivity: Employees &Employers

77. While driving separate vehicles in the course of their employment, plaintiff and his co-worker were injured,

allegedly due to a truck driver's negligence. Under N.J. Stat. Ann. § 34:15-8, plaintiff could not sue his co-worker

and vice versa, and the co-worker was not liable to the truck driver for indemnity or contribution; therefore, the

interests of plaintiff and the co-worker were not adverse in their separate pursuit of recovery from the truck driver,

and counsel's representing them both was not a conflict of interest that violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(1).

McDaniel v. Man Wai Lee, 419 N.J. Super. 482, 17 A.3d 816, 2011 N.J. Super. LEXIS 75 (App. Div. 2011).

NEW JERSEY COURT RULES ANNOTATED

Copyright O 2019 by Matthew Bender and Company, Inc., a member of the LexisNexis Group All rights reserved.
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Current with changes received through March 1, 2019

New Jersey Court Rules > RULES GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

> PART 1. RULES OF GENERAL APPLICATION > APPENDIX TO PART l RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT > RULE 1.13. ORGANIZATION AS THE CLIENT

RPC 1.13. Organization as the client

(a)A lawyer employed or retained to represent an organization represents the organization as distinct from its

directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or other constituents. For the purposes of RPC 4.2 and

4.3, however, the organization's lawyer shall be deemed to represent not only the organizational entity but also

the members of its litigation control group. Members of the litigation control group shall be deemed to include

current agents and employees responsible for, or significantly involved in, the determination of the

organization's legal position in the matter whether or not in litigation, provided, however, that "significant

involvement" requires involvement greater, and other than, the supplying of factual information or data

respecting the matter. Former agents and employees who were members of the litigation control group shall

presumptively be deemed to be represented in the matter by the organization's lawyer but may at any time

disavow said representation.

(b)If a lawyer for an organization knows that an officer, employee or other person associated with the

organization is engaged in action, intends to act or refuses to act in a matter related to the representation tha
t is

a violation of a legal obligation to the organization, or a violation of law which reasonably might be imputed t
o

the organization, and is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the lawyer shall proceed a
s is

reasonably necessary in the best interest of the organization. In determining how to proceed, the lawyer 
shall

give due consideration to the seriousness of the violation and its consequences, the scope and nature of the

lawyer's representation, the responsibility in the organization and the apparent motivation of the person

involved, the policies of the organization concerning such matters and any other relevant considerations. Any

measures taken shall be designed to minimize disruption of the organization and the risk of revealing

information relating to the representation to persons outside the organization. Such measures may include

among others:

(1 jasking reconsideration of the matter;

(2)advising that a separate legal opinion on the matter be sought for presentation to appropriate

authority in the organization; and

(3)referring the matter to higher authority in the organization, including, if warranted by the seriousness

of the matter, referral to the highest authority that can act in behalf of the organization as determined by

applicable law.

(c)When the organization's highest authority insists upon action, or refuses to take action, that is clearly a

violation of a legal obligation to the organization, or a violation of law which reasonably might be imputed to the

organization, and is likely to result in substantial injury to the organization, the lawyer may take further re
medial

action that the lawyer reasonably believes to be in the best interest of the organization. Such action may

include revealing information otherwise protected by RPC 1.6 only if the lawyer reasonably believes 
that:

(1 )the highest authority in the organization has acted to further the personal or financial interests of

members of that authority which are in conflict with the interests of the organization; and

(2)revealing the information is necessary in the best interest of the organization.
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(d)In dealing with an organization's directors, officers, employees, members, shareholders or other

constituents, a lawyer shall explain the identity of the client when the lawyer believes that such explanation is

necessary to avoid misunderstanding on their part.

(e)A lawyer representing an organization may also represent any of its directors, officers, employees, members,

shareholders or other constituents, subject to the provisions of RPC 1.7. If the organization's consent to the

dual representation is required by RPC 1.7, the consent shall be given by an appropriate official of the

organization other than the individual who is to be represented or by the shareholders.

(f)For purposes of this rule "organization" includes any corporation, partnership, association, joint stock

company, union, trust, pension fund, unincorporated association, proprietorship or other business entity, state

or local government or political subdivision thereof, or non-profit organization.

History.,, .. ,.,u.., ,.u.,,. ,,,...,~~.,......,.,..,..,....~.... ,., .,.~..~.,.u,...,...,..............~,,,..,...,......,..,u,...,.,.~.u.....u.,....,.~..,...,.,..,.~.~.,u..u.....,....,.....,,u.,..,,.,.,u ~.,,.,,.,.....,.,.,.~.,..,......,.,.,.u......u.........a..,..........,..,...,......,,., .., ~...,....,.,,...,..~„~....,,...~.,....,.......~........~,,.,..,,.......,.,.,~........~,,.,,u...,.....u..0 ,,,..,..,u_

Adopted September 10, 1984, to be effective immediately; amended June 28, 1996, to be effective September 1,

1996.

NEW JERSEY COURT RULES ANNOTATED

Copyright O 2019 by Matthew Bender and Company, Inc., a member of the LexisNexis Group All rights reserved.
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Current with changes received through March 1, 2019

New Jersey Court Rules > RULES GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

> PART 1. RULES OF GENERAL APPLICATION > APPENDIX TO PART I RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT > RULE 4.2. COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY

COUNSEL

RPC 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel
.a~~~a~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~a ~~~~ ~~~vo~a~~om~ti~~~~~ti ~~~~m~~a~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~o~~~~~~a~~oa~~o~wo~o~~u~~~~~~ea~ao~o~~oo~~~w~o ~~~~utio~~oa~mwa~~~oo~~ ~a~~m~o~a~a~a~~~~o~~~~~o~~~~~~~~ooa~~~a~aau~~~o~~~o

aoo~~~~~~~~~ea~~~~am~~~~~~ ~a~ ~~a~a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~~a~a~~~~~maaaaua~u~a~~a~~~~~~~oa~~~~wor~o~~~uao~ ~an~a~~~a~w~ ~e

I n representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation with a person the

lawyer knows, or by the exercise of reasonable diligence should know, to be represented by another lawyer in the

matter, including members of an organization's litigation control group as defined by RPC 1.13, unless the lawyer

has the consent of the other lawyer, or is authorized by law or court order to do so, or unless the sole purpose of

the communication is to ascertain whether the person is in fact represented. Reasonable diligence shall include, but

not be limited to, a specific inquiry of the person as to whether that person is represented by counsel. Nothing in

this rude shall, however, preclude a lawyer from counseling or representing a member or former member of an

organization's litigation control group who seeks independent legal advice.

History

Adopted September 10, 1984, to be effective immediately; amended June 28, 1996, to be effective September 1,

1996; amended November 17, 2003 to be effective January 1, 2004.

Annotations

Commentary .~.~.~.~..~.~~u.~.u~,~..u~.~.auu~~.~~ ~.,..,......~.,,,.u.,..~,..,...............~...u.,........,.,,....u.....uu...,....u.,,.u.,,.......,..,....~...,..,,..,.u.,...........~......u...u~..u.,........,......,u,...u...,..u.~.uuu...u.~....uu~,..,.uu.,...,..,...............,..u~.......uuuu.....uuu..u,,,.....,..,...,~

OFFICIAL COMMENTS

Official Comment by Supreme Court (November 17, 2003). Concerning organizations, RPC 4.2 addresses the issue

of who is represented under the rule by precluding a lawyer from communicating with members of the

organization's litigation control group. The term "litigation control group" is not intended to limit application of the

rule to matters in litigation. As the Report of the Special Committee on RPC 4.2 states, "... the 'matter' has been

defined as a 'matter whether or not in litigation."' The primary determinant of membership in the litigation control

group is the person's role in determining the organization's legal position. See Michaels v. Woodland, 988 F.Supp.

468, 472 (D.N.J. 1997).

I n the criminal context, the rule ordinarily applies only after adversarial proceedings have begun by arrest,

complaint, or indictment on the charges that are the subject of the communication. See State v. Bisaccia, 319 N.J.

Super. 1, 22-23 (App. Div. 1999).

Concerning communication with governmental officials, the New Jersey Supreme Court Commission on the Rules

of Professional Conduct agrees with the American Bar Association's Commission comments, which state:

Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a client who is exercising

a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with a governmental official. For example, the constitutional right
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to petition and the public policy of ensuring a citizen's right of access to government decision makers, may permit a

lawyer representing a private party in a controversy with the government to communicate about the matter with

government officials who have authority to take or recommend action in the matter.

Case Notesu....~......uu......,..........u,..,,,,...u..........u.....~........~....,.~..~..,u~,..u.,....~.~..,,u,.....u~.....,.,..~,..,.uu...~.u~uu..uu.,.u,.....~.......u~,....u..u....u,.,~u.....~~.~u u.~.~.,..u.~...u......,,.....,..u..u.....,~.,...u..u...~u..........,,....,~u.uu..~,.......~...uu..u...u...., u~

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: Opposing Counsel &Parties

Torts: Business Torts: Commercial Interference: Prospective Advantage: Elements

LexisNexis (R) Notes

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: Opposing Counsel &Parties

1. Competition for clients among attorneys must be conducted in adherence to the New Jersey Rules of

Professional Responsibility and the means used to induce a client may be neither improper nor wrongful, and any

claim that an attorney has engaged in behavior that would constitute a form of tortious interference with the

attorney-client relationship of another must be specifically pleaded. Nostrame v. Santiago, 213 N.J. 109, 61 A.3d

893, 2013 N.J. LEXIS 197 (2013).

2. Appellate court properly dismissed an attorney's suit against another attorney for failure to state a cause of action

because the suing attorney's claim that the other attorney tortiously induced a client to discharge him was based on

unsupported suspicion and no wrongful or improper means were alleged or specified in the complaint. Nostrame v.

Santiago, 213 N.J. 109, 61 A.3d 893, 2013 N.J. LEXIS 197 (2013).

Torts: Business Torts: Commercial Interference: Prospective Advantage: Elements

3. Competition for clients among attorneys must be conducted in adherence to the New Jersey Rules of

Professional Responsibility and the means used to induce a client may be neither improper nor wrongful, and any

claim that an attorney has engaged in behavior that would constitute a form of tortious interference with the

attorney-client relationship of another must be specifically pleaded. Nostrame v. Santiago, 213 N.J. 109, 61 A.3d

893, 2013 N.J. LEXIS 197 (2013).

4. Appellate court properly dismissed an attorney's suit against another attorney for failure to state a cause of action

because the suing attorney's claim that the other attorney tortiously induced a client to discharge him was based on

unsupported suspicion and no wrongful or improper means were alleged or specified in the complaint. Nostrame v.

Santiago, 213 N.J. 109, 61 A.3d 893, 2013 N.J. LEXIS 197 (2013).

Research References &Practice Aids ..,,..,.....,,.,...,.......,.u.,.,,...,,,,..u...u.,,,..,,uu..,...u...,.,,.,,.,.,..,u..,.,u,,....,.,uuu,.,.,uu.....,......,..,uu,,.,u....,....,u...,,....,.......,.,.,,,~...,,...,....~~.u,..,..,,.~.~.~,,.~u.,.....,.u.,...~..,~.u...~.,.,.~.....u.,.u...u.....u......uu,..~..u~u.,.....u.,..,..uuu...,..~..u.~~.,~.uu,.....,..,.~u.,...~....,..,..,,u.....uu...~~u....~...au~.~...~

LexisNexis (R) Notes

NJ ICLE

1. NEW JERSEY FAMILY PRACTICE § 1.3A (RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CLIENT)

2. NEW JERSEY FAMILY PRACTICE § 1.80 (INTERVIEWING WITNESSES)
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Current with changes received through March 1, 2019

New Jersey Court Rules > RULES GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

> PART 1. RULES OF GENERAL APPLICATION > APPENDIX TO PART I RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT > RULE 1.9. DUTIES TO FORMER CLIENTS

RPC 1.9. Duties to former clients
~U~\UU\W`~\\\~~\\\\\WWW\~W~`A\uTQ\r`2A~`\\~U~.U\~~~\W~~~VAU\~l.`[A`l~V~~W\W`13\~~\~\~`~`~Y.~~1\~R\~`~W\WOE\~O.~W~\~\till.\W1.~\W\\~\ ~~U~WAWl1.~V10\~WQ~W~~I`d0~\\~~U. \UFO\\\~\\\\\\\\bu\\\Ulu\\`.~\~`\h\\~`\~\\\`.~.\\`~.\\~`Q\\~~VA\~Q\O\YA~~3H~~W.~~C~1N.\V.b\~W\W\~U~\~~l.~WQ\h\\ti\WP\\\~.~l.V~~ii~~

(a)A lawyer who has represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter represent another client in the same or

a substantially related matter in which that client's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former

client unless the former client gives informed consent confirmed in writing.

(b)A lawyer shall not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in which a firm

with which the lawyer formerly was associated had previously represented a client,

(1 )whose interests are materially adverse to that person; and

(2)about whom the lawyer, while at the former firm, had personally acquired information protected by

RPC 1.6 and RPC 1.9(c) that is material to the matter unless the former client gives informed consent,

confirmed in writing.

Notwithstanding the other provisions of this paragraph, neither consent shall be sought from the

client nor screening pursuant to RPC 1.10 permitted in any matter in which the attorney had sole or

primary responsibility for the matter in the previous firm.

(c)A lawyer who has formerly represented a client in a matter or whose present or former firm has formerly

represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter:

(1 )use information relating to the representation to the disadvantage of the former client except as

these Rules would permit or require with respect to a client, or when the information has become

generally known; or

(2)reveal information relating to the representation except as these Rules would permit or require with

respect to a client.

(d)A public entity cannot consent to a representation otherwise prohibited by this Rule.

~""~ ISt01"~/
d%MW4 ~~~~\W\~~~D\\@~\\~\@O\\X14\~W~W\~R~\W~Hk~l3A~13A~AWA@AQ\~~H~tiV.@~\`NnU~ \fin\\\`A\u\O\\\\W~O~~\\ ~\\\tip\\O \32A~`\\\\~U~`\CQu`~~\~WW~. \huh\Q\\~H\~\~~\\\UW\H\~W\\\~.\\~~W\~`~~~\\\\\ \~\\ti`\\\~`AWW~`\\\\~~A\~`\\\~.~QQ\~Wti\\\Q~@~~~~~. Q~\~`\\\\\~`\qV\\\~i\~\U~

Adopted July 12, 1984 to be effective September 10, 1984; caption amended, paragraphs (a) and (b) amended,

and new paragraphs (c) and (d) added November 17, 2003 to be effective January 1, 2004.

Annotations

Case Notes
p\\\\~\~d\~`A~CW`AV~.\u\\\\\tiu\ \C.u\ ~W~U\~\~ W\ti\l~ti~~~\\W~~~\\\~`~A`A\`~~\UW\\~~.\\~\~\u~A\\r`A\~\~`A`A~~~~~UWAWW~W~\~\\WW\~Wu\bW\\HU\ti\`P`ih\\\\~tti~\\W\huCnr\\SUM\\\\\\\\~\\

\\\~\\\~\\\\\\\u\~~uW\\u\\W~u \\\u\\\\\CA\U`.\C.~\\~~lbU~`U~U~\\\\~mhuT1~~W`.W\\\\\\u~~`iA\U\U~\~d\q\vVM \ \~tA\\~~1\h\\\emu\~\~UU~W~\SAO'

Civil Procedure: Counsel: Disqualifications

Criminal Law &Procedure: Pretrial Motions &Procedures: Disqualification & Recusal

Criminal Law &Procedure: Counsel: Substitution &Withdrawal

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Confidentiality of Information
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Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Conflicts of Interest

Legal Ethics: Practice Qualifications

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: General Overview

LexisNexis (R) Notes

Civil Procedure: Counsel: Disqualifications

Page 2 of 6

1. Order disqualifying plaintiffs' counsel was vacated because in light of recent amendments to N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.6 as to confidentiality, the senior member of plaintiffs' new firm/defendant's former firm, who reviewed

the electronically stored file to determine if a conflict existed, could review the metadata and document titles without

violating N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.10(b), but could not review the substantive content of the documents without

violating Rule 1.10(b). Estate of Kennedy v. Rosenblatt, 447 N.J. Super. 444, 149 A.3d 5, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS

140 (App.Div. Nov. 4 2016).

2. Where an attorney, without appellant's consent, represented respondent in connection with the same matter he

had represented appellant and the parties' interests were adverse, appellant was entitled to have the attorney

disqualified due to his violation of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a); it was not required to also establish that it revealed

any confidences to him. Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New Jersey Transit Corp., 210 N.J. 264, 44 A.3d 592,

2012 N.J. LEXIS 513 (2012).

3. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a) prohibits an attorney from engaging in the representation of an adverse client in the

"same matter" unless the former client consents in writing. Therefore, if the prior and the subsequent matters are

the same, the attorney must be disqualified regardless of whether the matters are "substantially related" or whether

client confidences were communicated to the attorney. Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New Jersey Transit

Corp., 210 N.J. 264, 44 A.3d 592, 2012 N.J. LEXIS 513 (2012).

4. In a matter concerning contaminated concrete, defendants were entitled to disqualify plaintiff's law firm, pursuant

to N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9 and 1.10, because an attorney for the law firm had a prior direct and implied attorney-

client relationships with defendants, the attorney helped develop defendants' common litigation strategy against

plaintiff, the attorney's representation of plaintiff involved a matter substantially related to the attorney's prior

representation of defendants, and the parties' interests were materially adverse. Ford Motor Co. v. Edgewood

Props., Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 123348 (D.N.J. Oct. 25 2011).

5. For purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, matters are "substantially related" if (1) the lawyer for whom

disqualification is sought received confidential information from the former client that can be used against that client

in the subsequent representation of parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant to the prior

representation are relevant and material to the subsequent representation. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J.

447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).

6. New Jersey Tax Court and appellate court erred by disqualifying a law firm from representing taxpayers in

appeals of their real estate tax assessments imposed against them by a city based on the law firm's prior

representation of the city in real estate tax appeal cases as disqualification was unwarranted because, during its

representation of the city in 2006-2007, the law firm did not receive confidential information from the city which

could be used against it in the prosecution of the 2009 tax appeals adverse to the city. Also, the facts relevant to the

law firm's prior representation of the city were not relevant and material to its representation of the taxpayers in the

2009 tax appeals. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J. 447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).
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7. In a suit brought by the parents of a deceased child seeking damages for the torts of outrage and infliction of

emotional distress brought against the defense counsel for the medical defendant in their medical malpractice suit

based on deposition questioning the defense counsel undertook, the parents' motion to disqualify the law firm

representing the defense counsel was properly denied by the trial court as the parents were never clients of the law

firm and the parents made no allegation that the law firm, in previously representing their attorney in another action,

came into possession of any confidential information about their attorney or his prior firm. Rabinowitz v.

Wahrenberger, 406 N.J. Super. 126, 966 A.2d 1091, 2009 N.J. Super. LEXIS 59 (App.Div. 2009), appeal dismissed

by 200 N.J. 500, 983 A.2d 1109, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1343 (2009).

Criminal Law &Procedure: Pretrial Motions &Procedures: Disqualification & Recusal

8. Appearance of impropriety standard may not be used as a basis to find a conflict of interest under N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 or N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9. State v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super.

LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

9. In an interlocutory appeal in a criminal matter, the court reversed the order disqualifying counsel for defendant, a

police officer, because the record did not support the finding of an actual conflict of interest based on counsel

representing the police union and previously representing an officer involved in the investigation of defendant. State

v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super. LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

Criminal Law &Procedure: Counsel: Substitution &Withdrawal

10. Attorney who represented defendant in prior bail proceedings was erroneously permitted to defend his co-

defendant at their joint trial for possession of cocaine, in which their defenses were mutually antagonistic, because

the attorney's appearance on behalf of defendant with respect to the bail motion constituted representation under

the prohibition of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, and an attorney's appearance on behalf of an accused at pretrial

release hearings constitutes a significant part of his representation of the client. State v. Sanders, 260 N.J. Super.

491, 616 A.2d 1345, 1992 N.J. Super. LEXIS 401 (App.Div. 1992).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Confidentiality of Information

11. For purposes of attorney disqualification under N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, plaintiff was only a potential client

of a law firm. As no retainer agreement was signed, she never pursued the claim or received legal advice, and the

firm returned all of her confidential documents, no attorney-client relationship was ever formed. Ellis v. Ethicon, Inc.,

2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25705 (D.N.J. Oct. 25 2005).

12. As plaintiff was only a prospective client of a law firm that later merged with another firm, no attorney-client

relationship existed under N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9. Thus, under N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.10, she was not a

former client of the firm formed in the merger, and that firm was not automatically disqualified from representing

defendants. Ellis v. Ethicon, Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25705 (D.N.J. Oct. 25 2005).

13. Attorney who represented defendant in prior bail proceedings was erroneously permitted to defend his co-

defendant at their joint trial for possession of cocaine, in which their defenses were mutually antagonistic, because

the attorney's appearance on behalf of defendant with respect to the bail motion constituted representation under

the prohibition of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, and an attorney's appearance on behalf of an accused at pretrial

release hearings constitutes a significant part of his representation of the client. State v. Sanders, 260 N.J. Super.

491, 616 A.2d 1345, 1992 N.J. Super. LEXIS 401 (App.Div. 1992).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Conflicts of Interest
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14. Order disqualifying plaintiffs' counsel was vacated because in light of recent amendments to N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.6 as to confidentiality, the senior member of plaintiffs' new firm/defendant's former firm, who reviewed

the electronically stored file to determine if a conflict existed, could review the metadata and document titles without

violating N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.10(b), but could not review the substantive content of the documents without

violating Rule 1.10(b). Estate of Kennedy v. Rosenblatt, 447 N.J. Super. 444, 149 A.3d 5, 2016 N.J. Super. LEXIS

140 (App.Div. Nov. 4 2016).

15. Appearance of impropriety standard may not be used as a basis to find a conflict of interest under N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.7 or N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9. State v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super.

LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

16. In an interlocutory appeal in a criminal matter, the court reversed the order disqualifying counsel for defendant,

a police officer, because the record did not support the finding of an actual conflict of interest based on counsel

representing the police union and previously representing an officer involved in the investigation of defendant. State

v. Hudson, 443 N.J. Super. 276, 128 A.3d 739, 2015 N.J. Super. LEXIS 209 (App.Div. 2015).

17. Attorney who advised appellant in connection with a construction project violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a)

by subsequently representing respondent in a lawsuit involving that project because 1) both matters were "the

same," as they involved the same contracts, the same parties, and the same dispute; 2) respondent's interests

were adverse to appellant's; and 3) counsel failed to secure appellant's written consent to his representation of

respondent. Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New Jersey Transit Corp., 210 N.J. 264, 44 A.3d 592, 2012 N.J.

LEXIS 513 (2012).

18. Where an attorney, without appellant's consent, represented respondent in connection with the same matter he

had represented appellant and the parties' interests were adverse, appellant was entitled to have the attorney

disqualified due to his violation of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a); it was not required to also establish that it revealed

any confidences to him. Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New Jersey Transit Corp., 210 N.J. 264, 44 A.3d 592,

2012 N.J. LEXIS 513 (2012).

19. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a) prohibits an attorney from engaging in the representation of an adverse client in the

"same matter" unless the former client consents in writing. Therefore, if the prior and the subsequent matters are

the same, the attorney must be disqualified regardless of whether the matters are "substantially related" or whether

client confidences were communicated to the attorney. Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New Jersey Transit

Corp., 210 N.J. 264, 44 A.3d 592, 2012 N.J. LEXIS 513 (2012).

20. In a matter concerning contaminated concrete, defendants were entitled to disqualify plaintiff's law firm,

pursuant to N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9 and 1.10, because an attorney for the law firm had a prior direct and implied

attorney-client relationships with defendants, the attorney helped develop defendants' common litigation strategy

against plaintiff, the attorney's representation of plaintiff involved a matter substantially related to the attorney's prior

representation of defendants, and the parties' interests were materially adverse. Ford Motor Co. v. Edgewood

Props., Inc., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 123348 (D.N.J. Oct. 25 2011).

21. For purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, matters are "substantially related" if (1) the lawyer for whom

disqualification is sought received confidential information from the former client that can be used against that client

in the subsequent representation of parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant to the prior

representation are relevant and material to the subsequent representation. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J.

447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).
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22. New Jersey Tax Court and appellate court erred by disqualifying a law firm from representing taxpayers in

appeals of their real estate tax assessments imposed against them by a city based on the law firm's prior

representation of the city in real estate tax appeal cases as disqualification was unwarranted because, during its

representation of the city in 2006-2007, the law firm did not receive confidential information from the city which

could be used against it in the prosecution of the 2009 tax appeals adverse to the city. Also, the facts relevant to the

law firm's prior representation of the city were not relevant and material to its representation of the taxpayers in the

2009 tax appeals. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 201 N.J. 447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).

23. In a suit brought by the parents of a deceased child seeking damages for the torts of outrage and infliction of

emotional distress brought against the defense counsel for the medical defendant in their medical malpractice suit

based on deposition questioning the defense counsel undertook, the parents' motion to disqualify the law firm

representing the defense counsel was properly denied by the trial court as the parents were never clients of the law

firm and the parents made no allegation that the law firm, in previously representing their attorney in another action,

came into possession of any confidential information about their attorney or his prior firm. Rabinowitz v.

Wahrenberger, 406 N.J. Super. 126, 966 A.2d 1091, 2009 N.J. Super. LEXIS 59 (App.Div. 2009), appeal dismissed

by 200 N.J. 500, 983 A.2d 1109, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1343 (2009).

24. No evidence supported defendants' contention that they were attorney's current clients or that they had an

ongoing attorney-client relationship; attorney's representation of competitor in two discrete and concluded matters

several years ago did not indicate the existence of a current client relationship for purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

1.7, N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, or N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.10. Spiniello Cos. v. Metra Indus., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS

72961 (D.N.J. Oct. 6 2006).

25. Attorney who represented a public sector client associated with a firm that represented its adversary in the

same or substantially similar matters. The client could not consent to the attorney's continued representation once

he became affiliated with that firm so the court found the attorney violated N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a),

1.9(a)(1)-(2), 1.10(a) and suspended him for three months from law practice. In re Fitchett, 184 N.J. 289, 877 A.2d

263, 2005 N.J. LEXIS 944 (2005).

26. Attorney who represented defendant in prior bail proceedings was erroneously permitted to defend his co-

defendant at their joint trial for possession of cocaine, in which their defenses were mutually antagonistic, because

the attorney's appearance on behalf of defendant with respect to the bail motion constituted representation under

the prohibition of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, and an attorney's appearance on behalf of an accused at pretrial

release hearings constitutes a significant part of his representation of the client. State v. Sanders, 260 N.J. Super.

491, 616 A.2d 1345, 1992 N.J. Super. LEXIS 401 (App.Div. 1992).

27. In a medical malpractice action, the appellate court disqualified a doctor's attorneys from participation in the

case because that law firm's employment of the attorney who originally handled the case for plaintiffs and was

accused of mishandling the case made the continued presence of the law firm in the litigation improper. The firm

had to be disqualified pursuant to N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a)(1) and 1.10 (a), (c) even if the associate had

disclosed none of his previously acquired knowledge and even though he was no longer employed by the firm

because of the appearance, if not the actuality, of conflict. Lawler v. Isaac, 249 N.J. Super. 11, 592 A.2d 1, 1991

N.J. Super. LEXIS 204 (App.Div. 1991).

Legal Ethics: Practice Qualifications

28. Evidence clearly and convincingly demonstrated that an applicant for admission to the New Jersey bar was unfit

to practice law, and there was no showing of rehabilitation; aPennsylvania court's finding that the applicant

obtained privileged information while holding himself out as the attorney for certain individuals and that he used that

information to their detriment demonstrated a violation of N.J. Ct. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9; thus the applicant failed to
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demonstrate his ability to adhere to the rules governing the conduct of attorneys in New Jersey. In re Triffin, 151

N.J. 510, 701 A.2d 907, 1997 N.J. LEXIS 344 (1997).

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: General Overview

29. Trial court erred by enjoining an attorney and a law firm from representing aPennsylvania-based client in a

proceeding before a Pennsylvania agency, as New Jersey courts lacked subject matter jurisdiction to enforce

Pennsylvania's rules of professional conduct, and New Jersey's ethics rules did not provide an independent basis

for a cause of action. Camden Iron &Metal, Inc. v. Klehr, Harrison, Harvey, Branzberg & Ellers, LLP, 384 N.J.

Super. 172, 894 A.2d 94, 2006 N.J. Super. LEXIS 86 (App.Div. 2006).

30. Doctrine of forum non conveniens mandated that plaintiffs' suit to enjoin an attorney and firm from representing

a Pennsylvania-based client in a proceeding before a Pennsylvania agency be filed in Pennsylvania, as the conduct

complained of was occurring there, the client was an indispensable party over which New Jersey lacked in

personam jurisdiction, and the local interest in Pennsylvania outweighed plaintiffs' interest in litigating in New

Jersey. Camden Iron &Metal, Inc. v. Klehr, Harrison, Harvey, Branzberg & Ellers, LLP, 384 N.J. Super. 172, 894

A.2d 94, 2006 N.J. Super. LEXIS 86 (App.Div. 2006).

Research References &Practice Aids

LexisNexis (R) Notes
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1. NEW JERSEY FAMILY PRACTICE § 1.9B(3)(a) (ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE)

NEW JERSEY COURT RULES ANNOTATED

Copyright O 2019 by Matthew Bender and Company, Inc., a member of the LexisNexis Group All rights reserved.
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Current with changes received through March 1, 2019

New Jersey Court Rules > RULES GOVERNING THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

> PART 1. RULES OF GENERAL APPLICATION > APPENDIX TO PART I RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT > RULE 1.8. CONFLICT OF INTEREST: CURRENT CLIENTS;

SPECIFIC RULES

RPC 1.8. Conflict of Interest: Current Clients; Specific Rules

(a)A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a client or knowingly acquire an ownership,

possessory, security or other pecuniary interest adverse to a client unless:

(1 )the transaction and terms in which the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to the

client and are fully disclosed and transmitted in writing to the client in a manner that can be understood

by the client;

(2)the client is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and is given a reasonable opportunity to

seek the advice of independent legal counsel of the client's choice concerning the transaction; and

(3)the client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the client, to the essential terms of the

transaction and the lawyer's role in the transaction, including whether the lawyer is representing the

client in the transaction.

(b)Except as permitted or required by these rules, a lawyer shall not use information relating to representation

of a client to the disadvantage of the client unless the client after full disclosure and consultation, gives informed

consent.

(c)A lawyer shall not solicit any substantial gift from a client, including a testamentary gift, or prepare on behalf

of a client an instrument giving the lawyer or a person related to the lawyer any substantial gift unless the

lawyer or other recipient of the gift is related to the client. For purposes of this paragraph, related persons

include a spouse, child, grandchild, parent, grandparent, or other relative or individual with whom the lawyer or

the client maintains a close, familial relationship.

(d)Prior to the conclusion of representation of a client, a lawyer shall not make or negotiate an agreement

giving the lawyer literary or media rights to a portrayal or account based in substantial part on information

relating to the representation.

(e)A lawyer shall not provide financial assistance to a client in connection with pending or contemplated

litigation, except that:

(1 ja lawyer may advance court costs and expenses of litigation, the repayment of which may be

contingent on the outcome of the matter; and

(2)a lawyer representing an indigent client may pay court costs and expenses of litigation on behalf of

the client; and

(3)a legal services or public interest organization, a law school clinical or pro bono program, or an

attorney providing qualifying pro bono service as defined in R. 1:21-11(a), may provide financial

assistance to indigent clients whom the organization, program, or attorney is representing without fee.

(f)A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client from one other than the client unless:

(1)the client gives informed consent;
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(2)there is no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the lawyer-

client relationship; and

(3)information relating to representation of a client is protected as required by RPC 1.6.

(g)A lawyer who represents two or more clients shall not participate in making an aggregate settlement of the

claims of or against the clients, or in a criminal case an aggregated agreement as to guilty or no contest pleas,

unless each client gives informed consent after a consultation that shall include disclosure of the existence and

nature of all the claims or pleas involved and of the participation of each person in the settlement.

(h)A lawyer shall not:

(1)make an agreement prospectively limiting the lawyer's liability to a client for malpractice unless the

client fails to act in accordance with the lawyer's advice and the lawyer nevertheless continues to

represent the client at the client's request. Notwithstanding the existence of those two conditions, the

lawyer shall not make such an agreement unless permitted by law and the client is independently

represented in making the agreement; or

(2)settle a claim or potential claim for such liability with an unrepresented client or former client unless

that person is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and is given a reasonable opportunity to

seek the advise of independent legal counsel in connection therewith.

(i) A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of litigation

the lawyer is conducting for a client, except that the lawyer may:

(1)acquire a lien granted by law to secure the lawyer's fee or expenses, (2) contract with a client for a

reasonable contingent fee in a civil case.

(j)While lawyers are associated in a firm, a prohibition in the foregoing paragraphs (a) through (i) that applies to

any one of them shall apply to all of them.

(k)A lawyer employed by a public entity, either as a lawyer or in some other role, shall not undertake the

representation of another client if the representation presents a substantial risk that the lawyer's responsibilities

to the public entity would limit the lawyer's ability to provide independent advice or diligent and competent

representation to either the public entity or the client.

(I)A public entity cannot consent to a representation otherwise prohibited by this Rule.

H ISt01"~/

Adopted September 10, 1984 to be effective immediately; paragraph (e) amended July 12, 2002 to be effective

September 3, 2002; caption amended, paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (fib, (g), (h) amended, former paragraph (i) deleted,

former paragraph (j) redesignated as paragraph (i), former paragraph (k) deleted, and new paragraphs (j) , (k) and

(I) added November 17, 2003 to be effective January 1, 2004; subparagraph (e)(3) amended July 22, 2014 to be

effective January 1, 2015.

Annotations

Case Notes .,..u..~.,.,~,,..~~,,,,~.u,....~,.,,,.u.~.,~.~~~~~~~.~.~.~~~~..~~~~~~, .u~~~,~,u~,.~u~~~u.~~,.~..~.~..~..~~u~.~.,.~u~~,u,~.~~~u~~~u..,u„u,.,...~,.~..u~.~.~,..~~.u.~.,~.~.,,.....,~.u..~.uu.~uu~ ~.~..~, ..~~~~.~~. ..~.u..~.u...,.~„~~~~a.~u~.,u~,~....u,.,u~~~u

Civil Procedure: Settlements: Settlement Agreements: General Overview

Civil Procedure: Settlements: Settlement Agreements: Enforcement: General Overview

Family Law: Marital Termination &Spousal Support: Costs &Attorney Fees

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Accepting Representation

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Attorney Fees: Fee Agreements

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Conflicts of Interest
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Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: Illegal Conduct
Legal Ethics: Sanctions: Suspensions

LexisNexis (R) Notes

Civil Procedure: Settlements: Settlement Agreements: General Overview

Page 3 of 7

1. In a mass breach of contract suit, N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) was interpreted to forbid an attorney from
obtaining advance consent from his clients to abide by the majority's decision about the merits of an aggregate
settlement. However, the court applied that decision prospectively in light of the mass nature of the suit and the fact
that the attorney had obtained an advance agreement from plaintiffs to have been bound by a weighted majority.
Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

2. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) forbids an attorney from obtaining consent in advance from multiple clients that each
will abide by a majority decision in respect of an aggregate settlement. Before a client may be bound by a
settlement, he or she must have knowledge of the terms of the settlement and agree to them. Tax Authority, Inc. v.
Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

3. When a lawyer represents more than one client, each client has the right to accept or reject the settlement after
the terms are known. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) imposes two requirements on lawyers representing multiple
clients: the first is that the terms of the settlement must be disclosed to each client, and the second is that after the
terms of the settlement are known, each client must agree to the settlement. Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson Hewitt,
Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

Civil Procedure: Settlements: Settlement Agreements: Enforcement: General Overview

4. In a mass breach of contract suit, N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) was interpreted to forbid an attorney from
obtaining advance consent from his clients to abide by the majority's decision about the merits of an aggregate
settlement. However, the court applied that decision prospectively in light of the mass nature of the suit and the fact
that the attorney had obtained an advance agreement from plaintiffs to have been bound by a weighted majority.
Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

5. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) forbids an attorney from obtaining consent in advance from multiple clients that each
will abide by a majority decision in respect of an aggregate settlement. Before a client may be bound by a
settlement, he or she must have knowledge of the terms of the settlement and agree to them. Tax Authority, Inc. v.

Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

6. When a lawyer represents more than one client, each client has the right to accept or reject the settlement after
the terms are known. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) imposes two requirements on lawyers representing multiple
clients: the first is that the terms of the settlement must be disclosed to each client, and the second is that after the
terms of the settlement are known, each client must agree to the settlement. Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson Hewitt,
Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

Family Law: Marital Termination &Spousal Support: Costs &Attorney Fees

7. There was no clear evidence that counsel violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(a) or (i) by taking a postjudgment
mortgage on a former husband's real estate while she still represented him, in violation of N.J. Ct. R. 5:3-5(b), as

she advised the husband to seek independent counsel and he did so. Van Horn v. Van Horn, 415 N.J. Super. 398,
2 A.3d 401, 2010 N.J. Super. LEXIS 141 (App.Div. 2010).
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8. Respondent attorney violated former N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2) by representing the buyers and a seller in a

real estate sale; he violated the former version of this rule by entering into a business transaction with clients with

terms that were not fair or reasonable to them and without making a full disclosure to them; and he violated N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 3.3 by misleading the buyers to believe a bank, and not respondent, was the mortgage lender. In re

Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

9. Where an attorney engaged in a conflict of interest and a prohibited business transaction with clients and made

multiple misrepresentations to them, and in a second matter engaged in conduct prejudicial to administration of

justice by failing to advise opposing counsel of his financial relationship with the judge, although such misconduct

generally resulted in a six-month suspension, athree-month sanction was imposed due to his unblemished record

and the passage of time since his misconduct. In re Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

10. In a taxpayers' suit challenging a city's 2009 tax assessments, the law firm representing the taxpayers was

found disqualified from representing them, pursuant to N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, since it had previously

represented the city in tax protests in prior years and the actions were substantially related to bar switching sides.

City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 25 N.J. Tax 108, 2009 N.J. Tax LEXIS 23 (Tax Ct. 2009), vacated by, remanded by

201 N.J. 447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Attorney Fees: Fee Agreements

11. New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct forbid a lawyer from accepting compensation for representing a

client from one other than the client unless three factors coalesce: (1) the client gives informed consent; (2) there is

no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the lawyer-client relationship; and

(3) information relating to the representation of the client is protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J.

481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

12. Trial court decision denying the State's motion to disqualify attorneys retained and paid by an employer to

represent employees who were potential witnesses in a grand jury investigation into the employer's conduct was

upheld since, through the combined product of the good faith of an employer, the diligence of competent counsel

and the exercise of a trial court's supervisory authority, the net result of the company's retention and payment of

counsel for its employees complied with the New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct. Specifically, the employees

were given informed consent, there was no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or

with the lawyer-client relationship on the part of the employer, and the information relating to the representation of

the client was protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155

(2009).

13. Synthesis of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2), 1.8(f~ and 5.4(c) yields a salutary, yet practical principle: a lawyer

may represent a client but accept payment, directly or indirectly, from a third party provided each of the six

conditions is satisfied: (1) the informed consent of the client is secured. In that regard, informed consent is defined

as the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate

information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed

course of conduct; (2) the third-party payer is prohibited from, in any way, directing, regulating or interfering with the

lawyer's professional judgment in representing his client and there cannot be any current attorney-client relationship

between the lawyer and the third-party payer as it is patently unethical for a lawyer in a legal proceeding to

represent an individual whose interests are adverse to another party whom the lawyer represents in other matters,

even if the two representations are not related; (4) the lawyer is prohibited from communicating with the third-party

payer concerning the substance of the representation of his client, and the breadth of that prohibition includes, but
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is not limited to, the careful and conscientious redaction of all detail from any billings submitted to the third-party

payer; (5) the third-party payer shall process and pay all such invoices within the regular course of its business,

consistent with manner, speed and frequency it pays its own counsel; and (6) once athird-party payer commits to

pay for the representation of another, the third-party payer shall not be relieved of its continuing obligations to pay

without leave of court brought on prior written notice to the lawyer and the client. In such an application, the third-

party payer shall bear the burden of proving that its obligation to continue to pay for the representation should

cease; the fact that the lawyer and the client have elected to pursue a course of conduct deemed in the client's best

interests but disadvantageous to the third-party payer shall not be sufficient reason to discontinue the third-party

payer's continuing obligation of payment, and if a third-party payer fails to pay an employee's legal fees and

expenses when due, the employee shall have the right, via a summary action, for an order to show cause why the

third-party payer should not be ordered to pay those fees and expenses. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200

N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

14. In a mass breach of contract suit, N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) was interpreted to forbid an attorney from

obtaining advance consent from his clients to abide by the majority's decision about the merits of an aggregate

settlement. However, the court applied that decision prospectively in light of the mass nature of the suit and the fact

that the attorney had obtained an advance agreement from plaintiffs to have been bound by a weighted majority.

Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

15. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) forbids an attorney from obtaining consent in advance from multiple clients that

each will abide by a majority decision in respect of an aggregate settlement. Before a client may be bound by a

settlement, he or she must have knowledge of the terms of the settlement and agree to them. Tax Authority, Inc. v.

Jackson Hewitt, Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

16. When a lawyer represents more than one client, each client has the right to accept or reject the settlement after

the terms are known. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(g) imposes two requirements on lawyers representing multiple

clients: the first is that the terms of the settlement must be disclosed to each client, and the second is that after the

terms of the settlement are known, each client must agree to the settlement. Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson Hewitt,

Inc., 187 N.J. 4, 898 A.2d 512, 2006 N.J. LEXIS 664 (2006).

Legal Ethics: Client Relations: Conflicts of Interest

17. Attorney who borrowed 70 percent of his elderly, unsophisticated client's life savings, and repaid only a fraction

of it during her lifetime, had a conflict of interest that violated this rule, because the terms of the unsecured note

were neither fair nor reasonable, he did not advise her in writing to seek advice from an independent attorney, and

she did not give informed consent in writing; as he caused substantial harm to a vulnerable, 86-year-old victim, the

egregious circumstances of the case warranted cone-year suspension to protect the public, guard against elder

abuse by lawyers, and help preserve confidence in the bar. In re Torre, 223 N.J. 538, 127 A.3d 690, 2015 N.J.

LEXIS 1252 (Dec. 16 2015).

18. Attorneys hired to serve as in-house counsel are bound by the conflict of interests proscription in N.J. R. Prof.

Conduct 1.8(a), including specifically providing the client/employer tyith written notice of potential conflicts. Kaye v.

Rosefielde, 432 N.J. Super. 421, 75 A.3d 1168, 2013 N.J. Super. LEXIS 123 (App.Div. 2013), reversed in part by,

remanded by 223 N.J. 218, 121 A.3d 862, 2015 N.J. LEXIS 887, 40 I.E.R. Cas. (BNA) 1199, 166 Lab. Cas. (CCH)

P61637 (2015).

19. There was no clear evidence that counsel violated N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8(a) or (i) by taking a postjudgment

mortgage on a former husband's real estate while she still represented him, in violation of N.J. Ct. R. 5:3-5(b), as

she advised the husband to seek independent counsel and he did so. Van Horn v. Van Horn, 415 N.J. Super. 398,
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2 A.3d 401, 2010 N.J. Super. LEXIS 141 (App.Div. 2010).

20. New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct forbid a lawyer from accepting compensation for representing a

client from one other than the client unless three factors coalesce: (1) the client gives informed consent; (2) there is

no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the lawyer-client relationship; and

(3) information relating to the representation of the client is protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J.

481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

21. Trial court decision denying the State's motion to disqualify attorneys retained and paid by an employer to

represent employees who were potential witnesses in a grand jury investigation into the employer's conduct was

upheld since, through the combined product of the good faith of an employer, the diligence of competent counsel

and the exercise of a trial court's supervisory authority, the net result of the company's retention and payment of

counsel for its employees complied with the New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct. Specifically, the employees

were given informed consent, there was no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or

with the lawyer-client relationship on the part of the employer, and the information relating to the representation of

the client was protected. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200 N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155

(2009).

22. Synthesis of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2), 1.8(fl and 5.4(c) yields a salutary, yet practical principle: a lawyer

may represent a client but accept payment, directly or indirectly, from a third party provided each of the six

conditions is satisfied: (1) the informed consent of the client is secured. In that regard, informed consent is defined

as the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate

information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed

course of conduct; (2) the third-party payer is prohibited from, in any way, directing, regulating or interfering with the

lawyer's professional judgment in representing his client and there cannot be any current attorney-client relationship

between the lawyer and the third-party payer as it is patently unethical for a lawyer in a legal proceeding to
represent an individual whose interests are adverse to another party whom the lawyer represents in other matters,

even if the two representations are not related; (4) the lawyer is prohibited from communicating with the third-party

payer concerning the substance of the representation of his client, and the breadth of that prohibition includes, but

is not limited to, the careful and conscientious redaction of all detail from any billings submitted to the third-party

payer; (5) the third-party payer shall process and pay all such invoices within the regular course of its business,

consistent with manner, speed and frequency it pays its own counsel; and (6) once athird-party payer commits to

pay for the representation of another, the third-party payer shall not be relieved of its continuing obligations to pay

without leave of court brought on prior written notice to the lawyer and the client. In such an application, the third-

party payer shall bear the burden of proving that its obligation to continue to pay for the representation should

cease; the fact that the lawyer and the client have elected to pursue a course of conduct deemed in the client's best

interests but disadvantageous to the third-party payer shall not be sufficient reason to discontinue the third-party

payer's continuing obligation of payment, and if a third-party payer fails to pay an employee's legal fees and

expenses when due, the employee shall have the right, via a summary action, for an order to show cause why the

third-party payer should not be ordered to pay those fees and expenses. In re State Grand Jury Investigation, 200

N.J. 481, 983 A.2d 1097, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1155 (2009).

23. Respondent attorney violated former N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(2) by representing the buyers and a seller in a

real estate sale; he violated the former version of this rule by entering into a business transaction with clients with

terms that were not fair or reasonable to them and without making a full disclosure to them; and he violated N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 3.3 by misleading the buyers to believe a bank, and not respondent, was the mortgage lender. In re

Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).

24. In a taxpayers' suit challenging a city's 2009 tax assessments, the law firm representing the taxpayers was

found disqualified from representing them, pursuant to N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, since it had previously
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represented the city in tax protests in prior years and the actions were substantially related to bar switching sides.

City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 25 N.J. Tax 108, 2009 N.J. Tax LEXIS 23 (Tax Ct. 2009), vacated by, remanded by

201 N.J. 447, 992 A.2d 762, 2010 N.J. LEXIS 386 (2010).

25. Attorney violated professional conduct rules by entering into an unconscionable bargain with a client who was

without independent advice, who was distraught by the possibility of death from an impending operation, and who

was beset with financial difficulties; the bargain, which involved the transfer of the client's home to the attorney, was

not justified by the fact that the attorney's offer was better than one already made to the client. In re Honig, 10 N.J.

74, 89 A.2d 411, 1952 N.J. LEXIS 360 (1952).

Legal Ethics: Professional Conduct: Illegal Conduct

26. Attorney violated professional conduct rules by entering into an unconscionable bargain with a client who was

without independent advice, who was distraught by the possibility of death from an impending operation, and who

was beset with financial difficulties; the bargain, which involved the transfer of the client's home to the attorney, was

not justified by the fact that the attorney's offer was better than one already made to the client. In re Honig, 10 N.J.

74, 89 A.2d 411, 1952 N.J. LEXIS 360 (1952).

Legal Ethics: Sanctions: Suspensions

27. Attorney who borrowed 70 percent of his elderly, unsophisticated client's life savings, and repaid only a fraction

of it during her lifetime, had a conflict of interest that violated this rule, because the terms of the unsecured note

were neither fair nor reasonable, he did not advise her in writing to seek advice from an independent attorney, and

she did not give informed consent in writing; as he caused substantial harm to a vulnerable, 86-year-old victim, the

egregious circumstances of the case warranted cone-year suspension to protect the public, guard against elder

abuse by lawyers, and help preserve confidence in the bar. In re Torre, 223 N.J. 538, 127 A.3d 690, 2015 N.J.

LEXIS 1252 (Dec. 16 2015).

28. Where an attorney engaged in a conflict of interest and a prohibited business transaction with clients and made

multiple misrepresentations to them, and in a second matter engaged in conduct prejudicial to administration of

justice by failing to advise opposing counsel of his financial relationship with the judge, although such misconduct

generally resulted in a six-month suspension, athree-month sanction was imposed due to his unblemished record

and the passage of time since his misconduct. In re Declemente, 2009 N.J. LEXIS 1575 (Aug. 25, 2009).
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CARLYLE TOWERS CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION,

INC., et al., Plaintiffs, v. CROSSLAND SAVINGS, FSB,

et. al., Defendants.

"substantial relationship" test and determined that

because the instant litigation and the prior

representation were not substantially related, the firm

did not have to withdraw.

Disposition: [**1] Defendants' motion to disqualify

Greenbaum Rowe as Plaintiffs' counsel denied.

Core Terms

disqualification, subsidiary, disqualified, courts, issues,

ethical, matters, disqualification motion, law firm, new

counsel, transactional, acquisition, purposes, loyalty,

reasons, client's confidence, apartments, confidence,

drafting, cases, appearance of impropriety, confidential

information, continued representation, public offering,

current client, former client, oral argument,

Condominium, mandated, withdraw

Case Summary

Procedural Posture

Defendant bank moved to disqualify plaintiff

association's law firm on conflict of interest grounds.

Overview

A law firm found itself representing an association on a

matter that arose from the construction and sale of

condominium units. It appeared that an attorney with the

firm handled transactional matters for corporations prior

to such becoming the bank's subsidiary. As such, the

bank moved to disqualify the law firm, even after the

firm, upon being placed on notice, withdrew from

representation of the subsidiary. The district court

looked to N.J. Rule Prof. C. 1.7 and 1.9 and determined

that the firm did not have to disqualify itself from the

representation of the association. As to Rule 1.7, the

court applied a nine part analysis which looked to

confidentiality, prejudice, and time matters and

determined that the firm would not be disqualified.

Further, the court analyzed Rule 1.7 under a

Outcome
The district court denied the bank's motion to disqualify

the association's law firm.

LexisNexisO Headnotes

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

Interest

HN1[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

Motions to disqualify are viewed with disfavor and

disqualification is considered a drastic measure which

courts should hesitate to impose except when

absolutely necessary. Disqualification motions are often

made for tactical reasons, but 'even when made in the

best of faith, such disqualification motions inevitably

cause delay in the underlying proceedings. Therefore,

close judicial scrutiny of the facts of each case is

required to prevent unjust results. Disqualification

questions are intensely fact-specific, and it is essential

to approach such problems with a keen sense of

practicality as well as a precise picture of the underlying

facts.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

Interest

HN2[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

Courts must exercise extreme caution not to act under
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the misguided belief that disqualification raises the

standard of legal ethics and the public's respect; the

opposite effect is just as likely--encouragement of

vexatious tactics, which increase public cynicism about

the administration of justice.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Appearance of

Impropriety

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN3[ ] Client Relations, Appearance of Impropriety

New Jersey's rule regarding conflicts between current

clients states that (a) A lawyer shall not represent a

client if the representation of that client will be directly

adverse to another client unless: (1) the lawyer

reasonably believes that representation will not

adversely affect the relationship with the other client;

and (2) each client consents after a full disclosure of the

circumstances and consultation with the client N.J.

Rule Prof. C. 1.7(a)

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN4[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

N.J. Rule Prof. C. 1.9 states that: (a) A lawyer who has

represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter: (1)

represent another client in the same or a substantially

related matter in which that client's interests are

materially adverse to the interests of the former client

unless the former client consents after a full disclosure

of the circumstances and consultation with the former

client.

Counsel: For CARLYLE TOWERS CONDOMINIUM

ASSOCIATION, INC., AND FOURTH PARTY

DEFENDANT. plaintiff: DENNIS ESTIS, GREENBAUM,

ROWE, SMITH, RAVIN & DAVIS, ISELIN, NJ. For

VINCENT RIGOLOST, plaintiff: DENNIS ESTIS, (See

above). For CHRYSS CHRYSSANTHOU, plaintiff:

DENNIS ESTIS, (See above). For RICHARD LINDE,

plaintiff: DENNIS ESTIS, (See above). For MARSHA

SQUIRES, Individually and as representatives of the

class of person owing units at the Carlyle Towers

Condominiums, plaintiff: DENNIS ESTIS, (See above).

For CROSSLAND SAVINGS, FSB, defendant: GERALD
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A. LILOIA, RIKER, DANZIG, SCHERER, HYLAND &

PERRETTI, MORRISTOWN, NJ. For CROSSLAND

FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, defendant:

CHRISTOPHER J. CAREY, TOMPKINS, MC GUIRE &

WACHENFELD, NEWARK, NJ. For CARLYLE

ASSOCIATES OF CLIFFSIDE PARK, L.P. CROSS

CLIFF CORP., defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON,

HIRSCH, NEWMAN & SIMPSON, ESQS.,

HACKENSACK, NJ. For CARLYLE DEVELOPMENT

CORP., defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above).

For ANCHORAGE WOODS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For

ANDREW MARSHALL, JR., defendant: EDWARD P.

D'ALESSIO, LOIKITH, D'ALESSIO & KUGELMAN,

[**2] FAIRFIELD, NJ. For BOSWELL ENGINEERING

COMPANY, defendant: PHILIP N. BOGGIA, DURKIN &

BOGGIA, ESQS, RIDGEFIELD PARK, NJ. For DAURIO

RUSSO &SONS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,

defendant: EDWARD BRUCE DEUTSCH, MARY ROSE

MIGLIAZZA, MCELROY, DEUTSCH & MULVANEY,

MORRISTOWN, NJ. For J. FLETCHER CREAMER &

SON, INC., defendant: RICHARD D. MC LAUGHLIN,

HACKENSACK, NJ. For NORTH STAR FIRE

PROTECTION, INC., defendant: ANDREW S.

TURKISH, SHANLEY &FISHER, PC, MORRISTOWN,

NJ. For POWER ELECTRIC CO., INC., defendant:

ANTHONY JOSEPH GIAMPAPA, CLIFTON, NJ. For

TRI-STATE SOL-AIRE CO., defendant: JOSEPH P.

BUTTAFUOCO, BUTTAFUOCO KARPF & ARCE,

ESQUIRES, KEARNY, NJ. For WILKINSON & CO.,

INC., defendant: JAMES F. FITZSIMMONS, BUDD

EARNER GROSS ROSENBAUM GREENBERG &

SADE, PC, Short Hills, NJ. For CAROL MANN,

defendant: GERALD A. LILOIA, (See above). For JOHN

BRINSTER, defendant: GERALD A. LILOIA, (See

above). For LAWRENCE D. TRUPPO, defendant:

GERALD A. LILOIA, (See above). For GEORGE

KONDOS, defendant: GERALD A. LILOIA, (See above).

JAMES D. DEMETRAKIS, defendant, Pro se,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW, FORT LEE, NJ. For

WALLACE R. MADISON, defendant: DEBORAH

LEVERING GREENE, CORCORAN & GREENE, P.C.,

HACKENSACK, NJ. WALLACE [**3] R. MADISON,

defendant, Pro se, SCOTTSDALE, AZ. For DAVID F.

BENGEL, defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See

above). For MAUREEN BAUER, defendant: GERALD

A. LILOIA, (See above). For DONALD O. STEIN,

defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For

WILLIAM ACHENBAUM, defendant: DANIEL P.

SIMPSON, (See above). For WILLIAM R. STEIN,

defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For

FREDRICK OLIVER, defendant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON,

(See above). For MARC CHERNIN, defendant:
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GERALD A. LILOIA, (See above).

For CROSSLAND FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK, third-

party plaintiff: CHRISTOPHER J. CAREY, (See above).

For CROSS CLIFF CORP., third-party plaintiff:

CHRISTOPHER J. CAREY, (See above). GERALD A.

LILOIA, (See above).

For FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

AS RECEIVER FOR CROSSLAND SAVINGS, FSB,

third-party defendant: STUART JAMES, FEDERAL

DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, NEW YORK

LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE, JERSEY CITY, NJ. For

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, in

its corporate capacity, third-party defendant: JOSEPH

G. BRAUNREUTHER, UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,

ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY, NEWARK, NJ. For

OLIVER MCCARTNEY & HOLMES, INC., third-party

defendant: DAVID CARMEL, CARMEL &

FREDERICKSON, FORT LEE, NJ.

For [**4] HAMPSHIRE MANAGEMENT COMPANY,

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT, fourth-party plaintiff:

ROBERT P SHAPIRO, SHAPIRO & CROLAND,

HACKENSACK, NJ.

For ANDREW MARSHALL, JR., cross-claimant:

EDWARD P. D'ALESSIO, LOIKITH, D'ALESSIO &

KUGELMAN, FAIRFIELD, NJ. For ANCHORAGE

WOODS CONSTRUCTION CO., cross-claimant:

DANIEL P. SIMPSON, HIRSCH, NEWMAN &

SIMPSON, ESQS., HACKENSACK, NJ. For DAVID F.

BENGEL, cross-claimant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See

above). For DONALD O. STEIN, cross-claimant:

DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For WILLIAM

ACHENBAUM, cross-claimant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON,

(See above). For WILLIAM R. STEIN, cross-claimant:

DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For FREDRICK

OLIVER, cross-claimant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See

above).

For ANCHORAGE WOODS CONSTRUCTION CO.,

third-party plaintiff: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, HIRSCH,

NEWMAN & SIMPSON, ESQS., HACKENSACK, NJ.

For DAVID F. BENGEL, third-party plaintiff: DANIEL P.

SIMPSON, (See above). For DONALD O. STEIN, third-

party plaintiff: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For

WILLIAM ACHENBAUM, third-party plaintiff: DANIEL P.

SIMPSON, (See above). For WILLIAM R. STEIN, third-

party plaintiff: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For

FREDRICK OLIVER, third-party plaintiff: DANIEL [**5]

P. SIMPSON, (See above).

For TRI-STATE SOL-AIRE CO., cross-claimant:

JOSEPH P. BUTTAFUOCO, BUTTAFUOCO KARPF &

ARCE, ESQUIRES, KEARNY, NJ. For ANCHORAGE
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WOODS CONSTRUCTION CO., cross-claimant:

DANIEL P. SIMPSON, HIRSCH, NEWMAN &

SIMPSON, ESQS., HACKENSACK, NJ. For DAVID F.

BENGEL, cross-claimant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See

above). For DONALD O. STEIN, cross-claimant:

DANIEL P. SIMPSON, (See above). For WILLIAM

ACHENBAUM, cross-claimant: DANIEL P. SIMPSON,

(See above).

For OLIVER MCCARTNEY & HOLMES, INC., cross-

defendant: DAVID CARMEL, CARMEL &

FREDERICKSON, FORT LEE, NJ.

For WALLACE R. MADISON, cross-claimant:

DEBORAH LEVERING GREENE, CORCORAN &

GREENE, P.C., HACKENSACK, NJ. For NORTH STAR

FIRE PROTECTION, INC., cross-claimant: ANDREW S.

TURKISH, SHANLEY &FISHER, PC, MORRISTOWN,

NJ. For CROSSLAND FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK,

cross-claimant: CHRISTOPHER J. CAREY,

TOMPKINS, MC GUIRE & WACHENFELD, NEWARK,

NJ. For CAROL MANN, cross-claimant: GERALD A.

LILOIA, RIKER, DANZIG, SCHERER, HYLAND &

PERRETTI, MORRISTOWN, NJ. For JOHN

BRINSTER, cross-claimant: GERALD A. LILOIA, (See

above). For LAWRENCE D. TRUPPO, cross-claimant:

GERALD A. LILOIA, (See above). For GEORGE

KONDOS, cross-claimant: [**6] GERALD A. LILOIA,

(See above). For MAUREEN BAUER, cross-claimant:

GERALD A. LILOIA, (See above). For MARC

CHERNIN, cross-claimant: GERALD A. LILOIA, (See

above). For J. FLETCHER CREAMER &SON, INC.,

cross-claimant: RICHARD D. MC LAUGHLIN,

HACKENSACK, NJ.

For ST. PAUL FIRE &MARINE INSURANCE

COMPANY, as Subrogee of Carlyle Towers

Condominium Association Inc., intervenor-plaintiff:

MARK LEIGH ANTIN, GENNET, KALLMANN, ANTIN &

ROBINSON, ESQS., PARSIPPANY, NJ.

For DAURIO RUSSO &SONS CONSTRUCTION

COMPANY, cross-claimant: EDWARD BRUCE

DEUTSCH, MARY ROSE MIGLIAZZA, MCELROY,

DEUTSCH & MULVANEY, MORRISTOWN, NJ. For

TRI-STATE SOL-AIRS CO., cross-claimant: JOSEPH P.

BUTTAFUOCO, BUTTAFUOCO KARPF & ARCE,

ESQUIRES, KEARNY, NJ. For CARLYLE

ASSOCIATES OF CLIFFSIDE PARK, cross-claimant:

DANIEL P. SIMPSON, HIRSCH, NEWMAN &

SIMPSON, ESQS., HACKENSACK, NJ. For CARLYLE

DEVELOPMENT CORP., cross-claimant: DANIEL P.

SIMPSON, (See above).

Judges: STANLEY R. CHESLER, U.S. Magistrate
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Judge. Hon. Harold A. Ackerman

Opinion by: STANLEY R. CHESLER

Opinion

[*343] OPINION

STANLEY R. CHESLER, U.S. Magistrate Judge

1. Introduction.

This matter comes before the Court on the motion of

Defendants to disqualify Plaintiffs' counsel. This [**7]

matter was referred to the undersigned by the

Honorable Harold A. Ackerman, U.S.D.J. Oral argument

was heard on June 24, 1996. For the reasons stated

below, the motion is denied.

ll. Background.

This matter arises from the construction and sale of

condominium units at Carlyle Towers Condominium.

Current counsel for Plaintiff Carlyle Towers

Condominium Association, Inc. ("Association" or

"Carlyle"), is Greenbaum, Rowe, Smith, Ravin, Davis &

Himmel ("Greenbaum Rowe"). This firm was

approached in 1992 to represent an ad hoc group of the

Carlyle Towers Condominium owners. Subsequently,

the Association also retained Greenbaum Rowe.

Defendants claim that Greenbaum Rowe should be

disqualified from representing the Association in this

matter because of a perceived conflict with another

client of Greenbaum Rowe. This other representation

began in 1985, when Greenbaum Rowe was retained by

Coronet Properties Company, L. P. ("Coronet"),

regarding the conversion of apartments at Woodcliff

Gardens to co-ops. Coronet's interests in these

apartments were subsequently assigned to Woodman

8300 Corp. ("Woodman"), then a subsidiary of

Manhattan Savings Bank ("Manhattan Savings"). In

1991, [**8] Greenbaum Rowe was specifically retained

to continue to perform transactional work for both

Woodman and Manhattan Savings regarding the

Woodcliff Gardens apartments. The majority of the work

involved preparing and filing Public Offering Statements

("POS's") and amendments to such statements.

Page 4 of 13

Through a complex series of mergers and acquisitions

over the years, both Woodman and Manhattan Savings

have now become corporately related to CrossLand

Federal Savings Bank ("CrossLand"), a defendant in the

matter before this Court. Defendants allege that

Greenbaum Rowe is prohibited under RPC 1.7 from

suing CrossLand while representing its corporate

relation, Woodman, and must, thus, be disqualified from

representing Plaintiffs here. Defendants further allege

that even if Woodman and Manhattan Savings are

found to be former clients, Greenbaum Rowe is still

disqualified under RPC 1.9, because of the substantial

relationship between the Woodman condominium

conversion matter and the matter now before this Court.

The specific facts leading up to the current corporate

relationships between the parties are as follows:

When Coronet assigned its interests in the Woodcliff

Gardens apartments to Woodman [**9] in 1990,

Woodman was, as noted above, a subsidiary of

Manhattan Savings which was, in turn, a wholly owned

subsidiary of Republic New York Corp. ("Republic

Holding"), a bank holding company ~ that was also the

sole owner of Republic National Bank of New York

("Republic National"). Manhattan Savings changed its

name to Republic Bank for Savings ("Republic Savings")

in 1993. Greenbaum Rowe thus represented both

Woodman and Manhattan Savings, turned Republic

Savings, regarding the Woodcliff Gardens apartments in

transactional matters dealing with converting the

apartments to co-ops and with selling those units. This

was the state of affairs when Greenbaum Rowe filed

suit for Carlyle, its client in this action, against the

defendants, including CrossLand, in 1995. No conflicts

of interests were present at that time.

On January 2, 1996, subsequent to the [**10] filing of

this suit, Republic Savings, the parent [*344] of

Woodman, merged into Republic National. Thus,

Woodman became a direct subsidiary of Republic

National. The next month, February 1996, Republic

Holding (Republic National's parent) acquired Brooklyn

Bancorp, Inc. ("Brooklyn Bancorp"), the holding

company for Defendant CrossLand. At that point,

defendant CrossLand was merged into Republic

National and Republic National succeeded to all of

CrossLand's assets, rights and liabilities. In fact, on May

7, 1996, Plaintiffs amended their Complaint to substitute

Republic National Bank in the place of Defendant,

~ A bank holding company, for the purpose of this motion, is

analogous to a parent corporation, with the bank being held

analogous to that parent's subsidiary.
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CrossLand.

The relationships can be diagramed as follows:

~ # .., '•

Thus, Greenbaum Rowe was, indeed, in the unenviable

position of representing Woodman, a subsidiary of

Republic National regarding one transactional matter,

and of suing Republic National, standing in the shoes of

CrossLand Federal, in this lawsuit.

On April 16, 1996, Gerald A. Liloia, attorney for

Defendant CrossLand/Republic National, wrote a letter

to Dennis A. Estis, attorney for Plaintiff [**11] at

Greenbaum Rowe, indicating that because of Republic

National's acquisition of CrossLand, and Greenbaum

Rowe's concurrent representation of Woodman, "it

appears that RPC 1.7 precludes [Greenbaum Rowe]

from acting in a manner adverse to Republic." (Letter

from Liloia to Estis of April 16, 1996 at 2, attached to

Certification of Gerald Liloia [hereinafter Liloia Cert.] as

Ex. A.) Furthermore, Mr. Liloia demanded that

Greenbaum Rowe "cease activities that are adverse to

[Republic], including withdrawal from representing the

plaintiffs in the Carlyle Towers matter." (Id.)

Greenbaum Rowe handled this conflict by letter dated

May 17, 1996, in which Mr. Kerry Brian Flowers of

Greenbaum Rowe indicated to Mr. John S. Pancetti, Jr.

of Woodman 8300 Corp, that "inasmuch as Republic

has made it clear, through its counsel, that it deems a

conflict to exist by virtue of the Bank's recent acquisition

of Crossland Federal, our firm is obligated to advise you

that we can no longer represent the interests of

Woodman 8300 Corp. We ask that you arrange for

alternative counsel to handle any matters involving

Woodman 8300 Corp. in the future." (Letter from

Flowers to Pancetti of May 17, 1996 [**12] at 1,

attached to Certification of Kerry Brian Flowers

[hereinafter "Flowers Cert."] as Ex. A, [hereinafter

"Flowers Ltr."].) Greenbaum Rowe asserts that from the

sending of this letter, Woodman was no longer its client.

(PI. Br. at 9.)

On May 24, 1996, Defendant CrossLand filed this

motion requesting Greenbaum Rowe's disqualification

as Plaintiffs' counsel.

lll. Discussion.
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The Local Rules for the District of New Jersey provide

that
the Rules of Professional Conduct of the American

Bar Association as revised by the New Jersey

Supreme Court shall govern the conduct of the

members of the bar admitted to practice in this

Court, subject to such modifications as may be

required or permitted by federal statute, regulation,

court rule or decision of law.

D.N.J. Gen.R. 6. Thus, to resolve questions of

professional ethics, this Court turns to New Jersey's

Rules of Professional Conduct. It is clear that the

intention is for practitioners [*345] in both the state and

federal courts in New Jersey to be governed by a single

ethical code. Nevertheless, while efforts should be

made to avoid inconsistent determinations under the

RPCs, and this Court may certainly look for [**13]

guidance to the decisions of the New Jersey state

courts, our Local Rules do not require that this Court be

bound by those decisions. 2

This motion to disqualify Plaintiffs' counsel must be

carefully scrutinized because "HN1[ ] motions to

disqualify are viewed with 'disfavor' and disqualification

is considered a 'drastic measure which courts should

hesitate to impose except when absolutely necessary."

[**14] Alexander v. Primerica Holdings, Inc., 822 F.

Supp. 1099, 1114 (D.N.J. 1993)(citing Schiessle v.

Stephens, 717 F.2d 417, 420 (7th Cir. 1983)).

"Disqualification motions are often made for tactical

reasons, but . . . 'even when made in the best of faith,

such [disqualification] motions inevitably cause delay' in

the underlying proceedings." Dewey v. R.J. Reynolds

Tobacco Co., 109 N.J. 201, 218, 536 A.2d 243, 252

(1988). Therefore, close judicial scrutiny of the facts of

each case is "required to prevent unjust results." Gould,

Inc. v. Mitsui Mining &Smelting Co., 738 F. Supp. 1121,

1126 (N.D. Ohio 1990). Accord, Reardon v. Marlayne.

Inc., 83 N.J. 460, 469, 416 A.2d 852, 857

(1980)(indicating that when dealing with ethical

2 Common sense and practicality strongly suggest that both

federal and state courts strive for consistent interpretations of

these rules. Nevertheless, the language of General Rule 6

clearly indicates only that this court has adopted the RPC's "as

revised by the New Jersey Supreme Court." Thus, the Court

rejects the suggestion made by one commentator that this

court may only reach its own conclusions as to appropriate

interpretations of the RPC's "where there is no definitive state

court decision interpreting the rules as promulgated by the

Supreme Court." Allyn Z. Lite, New Jersey Federal Practice

Rules 35 (1996 ed.).
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problems, "the conclusion in a particular case can be

reached only after 'painstaking analysis of the facts and

precise application of precedent."') "Disqualification

questions are intensely fact-specific, and it is essential

to approach such problems with a keen sense of

practicality as well as a precise picture of the underlying

facts." Gould, 738 F. Supp. at 1124 (citing Huntington v.

Great Western Resources, Inc., 655 F. Supp. 565,

567 [**15] (S.D.N.Y. 1987)).

Furthermore, these situations do not arise in a vacuum.

"The ethical rules should not be blindly applied without

consideration of relative hardships." Id. When

considering motions to disqualify, there will most likely

be hardships for one client if their attorney is

disqualified, as well as possible hardships for the other if

their attorney is allowed to proceed against them. Thus,

a delicate balance must be maintained between "the

sacrosanct privacy of the attorney-client relationship

(and the professional integrity implicated by that

relationship) and the prerogative of a party to proceed

with counsel of its choice." Schiessle v. Stephens, 717

F.2d 417, 420 (7th Cir. 1983). Besides weighing these

factors, the court must also consider "the court's

obligation to maintain high professional standards and

to ensure that the trial of the claims in the case will be

free from taint." Huntington v. Great Western

Resources, Inc., 655 F. Supp. 565, 567 (S.D.N.Y.

1987). See also, Steel v. General Motors Corp., 912 F.

Supp. 724, 733 (D.N.J. 1995)("Resolution of a motion to

disqualify requires the court to balance 'the need to

maintain the highest [**16] standards of the [legal]

profession' against 'a client's right to freely choose his

counsel."').

When pondering the proper outcome for a specific HN2[

case, "courts must exercise extreme caution not to

act under the misguided belief that disqualification

raises the standard of legal ethics and the public's

respect; the opposite effect is just as likely--

encouragement of vexatious tactics, which increase

public cynicism about the administration of justice."

Gould, 738 F. Supp. at 1126.

"Although doubts are to be resolved in favor of

disqualification, the party seeking disqualification must

carry a 'heavy burden' and must meet a 'high standard

of proof before a lawyer is disqualified." Alexander, 822

F. Supp. at 1114.

Application of RPC 1.7

Defendant claims that "Greenbaum Rowe should be
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disqualified under RPC 1.7 because its representation

of plaintiffs is directly adverse to a current client and

creates an impermissible appearance of impropriety."

[*346] (Mem. of Law in Supp. of Mot. to Disqualify PI.

Counsel [hereinafter D. Mem.] at 6.) HN3[ ] New

Jersey's rule regarding conflicts between current clients

states that

(a) A lawyer shall not represent a client if the

representation [**17] of that client will be directly

adverse to another client unless:

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that

representation will not adversely affect the

relationship with the other client; and

(2) each client consents after a full disclosure of the

circumstances and consultation with the client . . . .

RPC 1.7(a).

"This rule arises out of the fundamental proposition that

an attorney owes a duty of undivided loyalty to his or her

client." Manoir-Electroalloys Corp. v. Amalloy Corp., 711

F. Supp. 188, 192 (D.N.J. 1989). Such loyalty is diluted

by attempting to represent clients with adverse interests.

Thus, Rule 1.7 prohibits such concurrent

representations.

At the time Republic Holding acquired CrossLand's

parent, Brooklyn Bancorp, both Woodman and Carlyle

(the client with the interests adverse to Woodman's

corporate relative) were current clients of Greenbaum

Rowe. The party originally being sued in the case before

this Court, however, is CrossLand Federal. 3 Defendant

CrossLand was never a client of Greenbaum Rowe.

Nevertheless, there is sufficient case law which

supports the proposition that, for conflict purposes,

representation of a subsidiary corporation [**18] is

equivalent to representation of its parent, and vice-

versa, for this Court to assume, arguendo, that suing

CrossLand is equivalent to suing Woodman. See,

Teradyne, lnc. v, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1991 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 8363, 1991 WL 239940, at *6-7 (N.D. Cal. June

6, 1991)(finding that, for conflict purposes, the parent

company was also the client of law firms which had

represented a wholly owned subsidiary of Hewlett-

Packard ("HP") and HP's Pension Plan and Profit

Sharing Trust, respectively); Stratagem Dev. Corp. v.

3Although Republic National has succeeded to CrossLand's

liabilities and has been substituted as a defendant in this

matter, Plaintiff's dealings were entirely with an entity called

"CrossLand Federal." Therefore, the defendant in question

here will continue to be called "CrossLand" in this opinion for

clarity's sake.
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Heron Int'1 N. V., 756 F. Supp. 789, 793 (S.D.N.Y.

1991)(finding a conflict where the law firm represented a

subsidiary in one instance, and filed suit against the

parent company in another); Hartford Accident and

Indemn. Corp. v. RJR Nabisco, Inc., 721 F. Supp. 534,

540 (S.D.N.Y. 1989)(finding that parent company,

through it's subsidiary, was client of firm for conflict

purposes, but denying motion to disqualify on fact-

specificgrounds).

[**19] Thus, at the time CrossLand was merged into

Republic National, Greenbaum Rowe had a current-

client conflict problem and RPC 1.7 applied. 4

Some courts have found that

because the interest sought to be protected by

Model Rule 1.7 is one of loyalty, a per se rule of

disqualification should be applied when that rule is

breached. Disqualification will not only protect the

present client but will have the salutary effect of

promoting public confidence in the integrity of the

bar and the judicial system.

Manoir-Electroalloys Corp. v. Amalloy Corp., 711 F.

Supp. 188, 195-96 (D.N.J. 1989). Other courts,

however, have determined that disqualification is not

always (**20] mandatory. See, Gould, Inc. v. Mitsui

Mining &Smelting Co., 738 F. Supp. 1121, 1126-27

(N.D. Ohio 1990)(applying a balancing test to determine

that where conflict was created during litigation, through

no action of firm, disqualification was not required);

Hartford Accident, 721 F. Supp. at 541-42 (finding

disqualification too prejudicial to client and that

disqualification would not further purposes of ethical

rules); Ex Parte Am South Bank, N.A., 589 So. 2d 715,

722 (S. Ct. Ala. 1991)(applying common sense to a

conflict situation not created by the law firm to determine

that disqualification is not required). This Court is

likewise [*347] convinced that 1.7 does not mandate

disqualification here.

The case relied on by Defendants, Stratagem

Development Corporation v. Heron International N. V.,

756 F. Supp. 789 (S.D.N.Y 1991), does not persuade

otherwise. There, the court held that the law firm was

per se ineligible to represent the plaintiff venturer in an

4 Greenbaum Rowe's argument that 1.7 does not apply

because Greenbaum Rowe took steps to remove itself from

representation of Woodman, so that only a successive client

analyses needs to be done under 1.9, is invalid. This Court

must still analyze whether the steps taken at the time of the

current-client conflict were proper under RPC 1.7.
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action suing for breach of a joint venture agreement, as

the firm had not clearly terminated its on-going

representation of defendant's wholly owned subsidiary

in connection with labor disputes. Id. at 793.

Plaintiff [**21] Stratagem Development Corporation

("Stratagem"), was suing a joint-venturer, Heron

Properties ("Heron"). The law firm had represented

Stratagem in all its dealings relating to this property

development joint venture. Concurrently, the firm also

represented a wholly-owned subsidiary of Heron

Properties, Fidelity Services Corporation ("FSC"),

regarding a labor dispute, which was unrelated to the

firm's representation of Stratagem.

At the point where suit by Stratagem became inevitable

against Heron, the firm wrote to an officer at Heron

indicating the conflict and stating that they planned to

resign as FSC's counsel. Id. at 791. Several letters

were exchanged between the firm and this Heron

officer, along with plans to substitute counsel, but no

substitution form was filed before the firm brought suit

against Heron. The court determined that "the Firm was

still in FSC's employ when it investigated and was

drafting the complaint against FSC's parent company."

Id. at 793. For this reason, the court further determined

that because the firm "had not clearly terminated its

representation of FSC and fixed the parameters of its

representation of FSC by the time preparations for

the [**22] instant litigation were begun, [the firm was]

per se ineligible to represent Stratagem in this matter."

Id. It is clear that disqualification in Stratagem was

necessary to further the rule's purposes of protecting

client confidentiality, maintaining integrity and

preserving attorney loyalty to current clients.

Stratagem is clearly distinguishable from the case

before this Court, however. There, the conflict existed

even prior to the filing of the law suit. Here, the conflict

was created, through no act of Greenbaum Rowe, while

the litigation was ongoing. There, it is clear that, prior to

the filing of the suit, the firm had dealings directly with

the parent, Heron, now being sued, not merely with the

subsidiary client, FSC. Here, CrossLand, the original

defendant, is a stranger to Greenbaum Rowe, with no

history of any sort of relationship, legal or otherwise,

between the two. There, the firm had an existing duty of

loyalty to Heron at the time the firm filed suit against it.

Here, Greenbaum Rowe had no such prior duty to

CrossLand when the suit was filed. There, it is unclear

that the firm took proper steps to terminate its

relationship with the subsidiary before

commencing [**23] actions against the parent. Here, as

soon as the conflict became evident, Greenbaum Rowe
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clearly withdrew as Woodman's counsel. For these

reasons, Stratagem is not persuasive authority which

commands Greenbaum Rowe's disqualification.

The reasoning of Gould, Inc. v. Mitsui Mining &Smelting

Co., 738 F. Supp. 1121 (N.D. Ohio 1990), however, is

both applicable to this case and persuasive that

disqualification is not mandated here. There, as in this

case, the firm found itself representing a subsidiary

corporation in one matter, while suing the subsidiary's

parent in unrelated litigation, as a result of a merger

which occurred after the initiation of the lawsuit. Id. at

1 126. After careful consideration of the facts in that

case, however, the court determined that disqualification

was not mandatory, but that the firm did need to

withdraw as counsel for one of the clients. Id. at 1127.

The choice of which client to continue to represent was

left to the law firm. /d. The underlying facts are as

follows:

The law firm of Jones, Day, Reavis &Pogue ("Jones

Day") represented plaintiff Gould, Inc. ("Gould"), in

litigation against various defendants, including Pechiney

and [**24] Trefimetaux ("Pechiney"), filed October 23,

1985. Jones Day also represented another client, IG

Technologies, Inc. ("IGT"), in various matters related to

contracts and licensing, and wholly unrelated to the

Gould/Pechiney litigation. In July, 1989, Pechiney

[*348] acquired IGT, which became its subsidiary.

Jones Day made no effort to resolve the resulting

conflict. Id. at 1123. Pechiney moved to have Jones Day

disqualified from representing plaintiff Gould, claiming

that the ethical rules were violated by Jones Day's

representation of Gould in a suit against Pechiney, while

Jones Day also represented Pechiney's subsidiary, IGT.

The court denied the motion to disqualify Jones Day and

indicated that

the explosion of merger activity by corporations

during the past fifteen years, and the corresponding

increase in the possibility that attorney conflicts of

interest may arise unexpectedly, make it

appropriate for a court to adopt a perspective about

the disqualification of counsel in ongoing litigation

that conforms to the problem. This means taking a

less mechanical approach to the problem,

balancing the various interests. The result is that

the courts are less likely to order

disqualification [**25] and more likely to use other,

more tailored measures to protect the interests of

the public and the parties.

Id. at 1126.
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To determine whether disqualification was mandated

there, the court considered the following factors:

whether there was any prejudice to Pechiney as a result

of Jones Day's representation of Gould; whether any

confidential Pechiney information has passed to Gould

as a result of Jones, Day's representation of IGT; the

cost to Gould to retain new counsel, in terms of both

time and money; the delay to the litigation of requiring

Gould to obtain new counsel; the complexity of the

issues in the case and the time it would take new

counsel to acquaint themselves with the facts and

issues; and the fact that the conflict was created by

Pechiney's acquisition of IGT several years after the

instant case was commenced, not by any affirmative act

of Jones Day. Id. at 1126-27. In support of its decision

to deny the motion to disqualify, the court determined

that there had been no showing of prejudice; no

indication of the passage of confidential information;

great cost to plaintiff to obtain new counsel; delay to the

litigation to have plaintiff obtain new counsel; [**26]

and very complex issues involved. Id. Furthermore, the

court there stated that "in short, the integrity of the

judicial process in this case has not been threatened by

the conflict." Id. at 1127.

For these reasons, the court found that disqualification

was not required, but that, because a conflict did exist

under the rules, Jones Day could not continue to

represent both clients. Id. The court gave Jones Day the

choice of which client to continue to represent, well

"aware of holdings in other cases to the effect that

courts should not permit attorneys to avoid

disqualification simply by dropping one client for

another." Id. The court expressed concern for situations

where "a law firm discards a less profitable relationship

in contemplation of taking on a more profitable,

conflicting representation," id., indicating that, in such

situations, law firms would not be permitted to abandon

the less profitable client when a potentially more

lucrative client appears. Id.

The court did not feel that such was the situation in

Gould, however.

There, Jones, Day did not create the IGT conflict.

Rather, the conflict was created by an acquisition of

the client [**27] for legitimate business reasons. . .

. The court fails to see how the rules of ethics will

be furthered by forcing Jones, Day to withdraw as

counsel for Gould, or why the rules will not be

served as well by giving Jones, Day a chance to

choose how to extricate itself from a conflict it did

not create, but to which it was unethically slow in
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responding.

Id. 5

The situation now before this court is practically identical

with the situation faced in Gould--except that

Greenbaum Rowe, unlike Jones Day, was not

unethically slow in responding. Both cases involve

defense motions [*349] to disqualify plaintiff's [**28]

counsel. In both cases plaintiff's counsel also

represented, in transactional matters, a subsidiary of the

party being sued. In both cases, the defendant-parent

moved for disqualification on account of the

representation of its subsidiary. In both cases, the

conflict arose after the filing of the suit, and the conflict

was caused by the movant's acquisition of another

business. Moreover, the fact that Greenbaum Rowe did

not delay in attempting to cure the conflict weighs in

favor of following the Gould logic. Upon learning of the

conflict, 6 Greenbaum Rowe took immediate steps to

disassociate itself from one of the clients in the conflict.

As noted previously, by letter, Greenbaum Rowe plainly

requested that Mr. Pancetti "arrange for alternative

counsel to handle any matters involving Woodman 8300

Corp. in the future." (Flowers Ltr. at 1.) The firm also

clearly advised Mr. Pancetti that Greenbaum Rowe "can

no longer represent the interests of Woodman 8300

Corp." (Id.)

[**29] In applying the Gould factors to this case, I find

that:

1. there is no prejudice to Republic as a result of

Greenbaum Rowe's representation of Carlyle. Although

Republic is now the party in interest, the alleged

wrongdoing was done by CrossLand;

5 Because Jones Day failed to take any action to resolve the

conflict itself, and because the court did find a violation of the

ethical rules, the court, sua sponte, notified disciplinary

counsel to the Supreme Court of Ohio, indicating that the

ethical breach found "should be addressed by an agency

charged with enforcing the ethical standards for lawyers in

Ohio." Gould, 738 F. Supp. at 1127.

6 Although Defendant has submitted evidence of newspaper

accounts of the merger which pre-date CrossLand's counsel's

letter to Greenbaum-Rowe, it has failed to convince this Court

that Plaintiff had any obligation to continually appraise itself of

corporate mergers on the chance that a conflict might be

created between two of its clients. Moreover, there is no

evidence that Greenbaum Rowe had actual knowledge of the

conflict prior to its receipt of Mr. Liloia's letter.
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2. during its transactional work for Woodman in

preparing Public Offering Statements Greenbaum Rowe

could not have obtained any confidential CrossLand

information which is relevant to the current suit;

3. during its transactional work for Woodman in

preparing Public Offering Statements Greenbaum Rowe

could not have obtained any confidential information

regarding Republic's litigation strategy which would

prejudice Republic in defending the current suit;

4. Greenbaum Rowe has represented Plaintiffs for four

years, is intimately familiar with the facts and issues,

and has established relationships of trust and

confidence with the Plaintiffs;

5. Plaintiffs have an interest in maintaining their counsel

of choice, in whom they have already invested, per

Plaintiffs' counsel at oral argument, $ 300,000.00 in

legal fees;

6. the cost to Plaintiffs to retain new counsel, in terms of

both time and money, would be great;

7. [**30] this litigation would be delayed by requiring

Plaintiffs to obtain new counsel;

8. the issues in the case are somewhat complex and it

would take some time for new counsel to acquaint

themselves with the facts and issues here;

9. the conflict was created by Republic National's

acquisition of Crossland sometime after the instant case

was commenced, not by any affirmative act of

Greenbaum Rowe.

Based on these factors I find that, although a conflict

was created by Republic's acquisition of CrossLand,

and that a Rule 1.7 situation arose, disqualification of

Plaintiffs' counsel is not mandatory. Greenbaum Rowe

could not, however, continue to represent Carlyle and

Woodman concurrently. It was Greenbaum Rowe's

choice, at the time the conflict arose, to determine which

client to continue to represent. It was proper for

Greenbaum Rowe to choose to represent Carlyle and to

inform Woodman of their inability to continue that

representation. ~ Greenbaum Rowe's letter to Woodman

'Another reason why it is proper for plaintiff's counsel to

choose their client, in a situation where the defendant moving

for disqualification created the conflict in the first place, is that

this result discourages the possibility discussed in Gould

where one party in a case creates a conflict "by buying up

companies which opposing counsel represent[s]," Gould, 738
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was a proper way to withdraw.

[**31] Having thus determined that Rule 1.7 was not

violated, the next question to address is whether

Greenbaum Rowe must nevertheless be disqualified

from representing Plaintiffs here because of a violation

of RPC 1.9.

[*350] Application of RPC 1.9

HN4[ ] RPC 1.9 states that

(a) A lawyer who has represented a client in a

matter shall not thereafter:

(1) represent another client in the same or a

substantially related matter in which that client's

interests are materially adverse to the interests of

the former client unless the former client consents

after a full disclosure of the circumstances and

consultation with the former client.

RPC 1.9(a).

Rule 1.9 serves several purposes.

It is a prophylactic rule to prevent even the potential

that a former client's confidences and secrets may

be used against him. Without such a rule, clients

may be reluctant to confide completely in their

attorneys. Second, the rule is important for the

maintenance of public confidence in the integrity of

the bar. . . . Finally, and importantly, a client has a

right to expect the loyalty of his attorney in the

matter for which he is retained.

In re Corn Derivatives Antitrust Litigation, [**32] 748

F.2d 157, 162 (3d Cir. 1984), cent. denied, sub nom

Cochrane &Bresnahan v. Plaintiff Class Reps., 472

U.S. 1008, 105 S. Ct. 2702, 86 L. Ed. 2d 718 (1985).

Thus, the rule's purposes are to protect confidences,

maintain integrity and preserve attorney loyalty.

Kaselaan & D'Angelo Assocs. Inc. v. D'Angelo, 144

F.R.D. 235, 239 (D.N.J. 1992).

Defendants here further contend that "even if these

facts are analyzed under the former-client rubric of RPC

1.9, Greenbaum Rowe should be disqualified because

its representation of plaintiffs is substantially related to

the prior representation." (D. Mem. at 17.) Defendants

assert that "the commonality of legal issues establishes

the substantial relationship between Greenbaum Rowe's

representation in the Woodcliff Gardens matter and its

adversity to Republic National in the Carlyle Towers

F. Supp. at 1127, to "force the disqualification or withdrawal of

opposing counsel." Id.
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matter." (/d. at 20.) Determining whether or not

disqualification is mandated under RPC 1.9 thus

depends on whether, indeed, the two matters are

substantially related.

The phrase "substantially related" has been interpreted

by some courts to require a relationship between the

factual issues of the case. See, e.g., Ciba-Geigy Corp.

[**33] v. Alza Corp., 795 F. Supp. 711, 716 (D.N.J.

1992)(finding factual differences between the litigations

in question which precluded disqualification); Richards

v. Badaracco, 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15495, 1988 WL

147152, at *3 (D.N.J. June 27, 1988)("the test focuses

on the similarity of the factual bases of the two

representations"). Other courts have examined the

identity of the legal issues involved. See, e.g., Steel v.

General Motors Corp., 912 F. Supp. 724, 735 (D.N.J.

1995) ("Disqualification is mandated where 'the issues

between the former and present suits are practically the

same or where there is a 'patently clear' relationship

between them."'); Kaselaan & D'Angelo Assoc. v.

D'Angelo, 144 F.R.D. 235, 240 (D. N.J. 1992) (same);

Reardon v. Marlayne, Inc., 83 N.J. 460, 472, 416 A.2d

852, 859 (1980)(same).

Defendant concedes that the factual basis of the two

representations is distinct, and argues, as noted above,

that the identity of legal issues requires disqualification.

Plaintiff urges that a lack of factual relationship is

sufficient to find no violation of RPC 1.9. I need not

choose between these two formulations, however,

because the overarching concern of these courts has

been [**34] to protect client confidences.

The "substantial relationship" test adopted by the

Reardon court, and followed in Kaselaan & D'Angelo, as

well as in other cases, indicates that "a substantial

relationship between matters will exist where the

'adversity between the interests of the attorney's former

and present clients has created a climate for

disclosure of relevant confidential information."

Reardon, 83 N.J. at 472, 416 A.2d at 859. See,

Kaselaan & D'Angelo, 144 F.R.D. at 239 (citing

Reardon); Richards, 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15495, 1988

WL 147152 at *3 ("The test fora 'substantially related

matter' is whether it can reasonably be said that in the

course of the former representation the attorney might

have acquired information related to the subject matter

of his subsequent representation.").

In discussing a prior New Jersey case, the Kaselaan &

D'Angelo court noted that having [*351] confidential

information there meant having had access to the prior
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client's "claims and litigation philosophy, its methods

and procedures for defending claims and litigation, and

its information regarding the administration of various

business operations," Kaselaan & D'Angelo, 144 F.R.D.

at 241 [**35] (discussing Gray v. Commercial Union

Ins. Co., 191 N.J. Super. 590, 468 A.2d 721 (App. Div.

1983)). That court further indicated that in Gray,

"plaintiff's attorney could use such information to the

substantial disadvantage of his former client

Commercial Union." Id.

Thus, in turning my attention to the matter before me,

the question with which I must concern myself is

whether Greenbaum Rowe could have acquired any

information during its representation of Woodman which

is relevant to Carlyle's suit against CrossLand, and

which could be used against Woodman or Republic

National in the current litigation, which would thus put

Woodman's and Republic's client confidences in

jeopardy. If such is the case, the matters are

substantially related and disqualification is mandated.

find, however, that no such situation exists. The

Woodman matter and the Carlyle litigation are not

substantially related. Disqualification of Greenbaum

Rowe is not required here.

The work done by Greenbaum Rowe for Woodman was

purely transactional in nature. According to defendants,

Greenbaum Rowe prepared a "First Amended and

Restated Public Offering Statement" ("POS") which

became effective [**36] on July 3, 1991 and

thereby permitted Woodman to offer and sell the

units to the public. Since then, Greenbaum Rowe

has also prepared and filed nine amendments to

the POS. The most recent, the ninth amendment,

has an effective date of October 18, 1995.

In addition to its work in connection with amending

the POS, Greenbaum Rowe has provided advice

and counsel concerning the potential liability of

Woodman as a successor sponsor of the co-op and

its president's potential liability as a member of the

Woodcliff Garden's Board of Directors. These

matters were discussed in telephone conversations

and set forth in an opinion letter from Greenbaum

Rowe dated April 13, 1995.

(D. Mem. at 3-4 (internal citations omitted).) Therefore,

Greenbaum Rowe acquired information regarding the

Woodman POS and regarding Woodman's concerns

about liability relating to the Woodcliff Garden's POS.

Because Greenbaum Rowe only provided transactional

assistance, however, it would have acquired no insight
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into Woodman's (or Republic National's) litigation

philosophy or methods and procedures for conducing

litigation defense. Certainly, client confidences would be

involved in the representation, but such [**37]

confidences are not jeopardized by Greenbaum Rowe's

representation of Carlyle here.

The information Greenbaum Rowe acquired regarding

the Woodman POS is clearly totally unrelated and

irrelevant to the Carlyle/CrossLand POS. No client

confidences obtained from drafting the Woodman POS

would have any relevance to the Carlyle suit. The

parties are different. The properties are different.

Furthermore, both parties having conceded at oral

argument that all POS's are basically the same, any

identity of issues regarding concerns about drafting

public offering statements which protect the seller's

liability, stems from the fact that most sellers would have

similar concerns. The mere fact that Woodman, in

drafting the Woodcliff Garden's POS and CrossLand, in

drafting the Carlyle POS, would both have concerned

themselves Frith seller liability, does not make the

matters "substantially related" for conflict purposes. No

confidential information is in jeopardy. Greenbaum

Rowe never had any connection with the CrossLand

attorney's who drafted the POS at issue here and never

had any insight into CrossLand's concerns, litigation

strategy, or other confidential client information which

could now [**38] be used against it here. Therefore,

Greenbaum Rowe acquired no insights into Republic's

litigation strategy which would give its current client,

Carlyle, an advantage in a suit against Republic.

Moreover, the fact that Greenbaum Rowe might take

inconsistent positions in both representations, for

example having previously [*352] advised about the

suitability of a particular clause in the Woodman POS,

and now arguing that a similar clause in the CrossLand

POS is ineffective to shield liability, does not make this

matter "substantially related." Nothing before this Court

convinces me that an attorney may not take inconsistent

positions in different situations if that is what is needed

to serve the interests of the client.

Therefore, I find that these matters are not substantially

related and that disqualification of Greenbaum Rowe is

not required under RPC 1.9(a)(1). 8

$ Because, as noted previously, no client confidences or

information relating to the Woodman representation would be

relevant to the Carlyle matter, there is no danger of such being

disclosed here. Thus, RPC 1.9(a)(2) is not implicated.
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[**39] Furthermore, no "appearance of impropriety"

exists in violation of RPC 1.9(b). RPC 1.9(b)

incorporates the "appearance of impropriety" prohibition

of RPC 1.7 into successive representation problems

under 1.9. For all the reasons discussed previously, no

such appearance of impropriety is present here. Under

the 1.7(c)(2) appearance of impropriety standard, no

"ordinary knowledgeable citizen acquainted with the

facts [of the matter now before this Court] would

conclude that the multiple representation poses

substantial risk of disservice to either the public interest

or the interest of one of the clients." RPC 1.7(c)(2).

IV. Conclusion.

For the reasons discussed above, Defendants' motion to

disqualify Greenbaum Rowe as Plaintiffs' counsel is

denied. An appropriate Order shall issue.

Dated: June 26th, 1996.

STANLEY R. CHESLER

U.S. Magistrate Judge

ORDER

STANLEY R. CHESLER, U.S. Magistrate Judge

This matter comes before the Court on the motion of

Defendants to disqualify Plaintiffs' counsel. This matter

was referred to the undersigned by the Honorable

Harold A. Ackerman, U.S.D.J. Oral argument was heard

on June 24, 1996.

The Court having reviewed the [**40] papers submitted

by the parties; having heard oral argument; and for all of

the reasons set forth in this Court's Opinion issued on

this same date; and for good cause shown;

IT IS on this 26th day of June, 1996, hereby

ORDERED that Defendants' motion to disqualify

Greenbaum Rowe as Plaintiffs' counsel be and hereby

is DENIED.

STANLEY R. CHESLER

U.S. Magistrate Judge
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CITY OF ATLANTIC CITY, PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT,

v. ZACHIRIAS TRUPOS, ET AL., DEFENDANTS-

APPELLANTS, AND THE ATLANTIC COUNTY BOARD

OF TAXATION, NOMINALLY AND AS A PARTY IN

INTEREST. IN RE MILLER GALLAGHER & GRIMLEY.

Prior History: [***1] On appeal from the Superior

Court, Appellate Division.

City of Atlantic City v. Trupos, 25 N.J. Tax 108, 2009

N.J. Tax LEXIS 23 (Tax Ct., 2009)
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law firm, tax appeal, matters, disqualification,

revaluation, former client, taxpayers, municipal,

assessments, disqualified, materially, professional

conduct, related matter, appeals, properties, Ethics,

casino, marks, confidential information, real estate tax,

representations, appraisers, quotation, asserts, lawyers,

issues, prior representation, tax assessment,

confidences, challenges

Case Summary

Procedural Posture
Appellant law firm challenged the order of the Superior

Court, Appellate Division (New Jersey), which affirmed a

New Jersey Tax Court order that granted respondent

city's motion to disqualify the law firm from representing

various individual taxpayers in appeals of their real

estate tax assessments based on the law firm's prior

representation of the city in real estate tax appeal

matters.

confidences and that the law firm's representation of

individual taxpayers was substantially related to the law

firm's prior representation of the city, the city moved to

disqualify the law firm. The New Jersey Tax Court

granted the city's motion, and the Appellate Division

affirmed, finding that the law firm's representation of

individual taxpayers in real estate tax appeals involved

substantially related matters in which the taxpayers'

interests were materially adverse to the city's interests.

The court found error, concluding that disqualification of

the law firm was unwarranted because, during its

representation of the city in 2006-2007, the law firm did

not receive confidential information from the city which

could be used against it in the prosecution of the 2009

tax appeals adverse to the city, and the facts relevant to

the law firm's prior representation of the city were not

relevant and material to its representation of the

taxpayers in the tax appeals.

Outcome
The court reversed the judgment of the Appellate

Division and vacated the order of the Tax Court

disqualifying the law firm from representing the

taxpayers in connection with their 2009 tax appeals.

LexisNexisO Headnotes

Legal Ethics > Client
Relations > Representation > Acceptance

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

Overview
The law firm had discontinued representing the city and,

subsequently, a number of taxpayers retained it to

appeal the real estate tax assessments imposed by the

city. Asserting that the law firm was privy to the city's

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

HN1[ ] Representation, Acceptance
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I n the shifting of allegiances that arises when lawyers

change sides in their representation of new clients, the

confidences of prior clients must be preserved.

Legal Ethics > Client

Relations > Representation > Acceptance

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Duties to

Client > Effective Representation

HN2[ : ] Representation, Acceptance

N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a) plainly provides that a

lawyer who has represented a client in a matter shall not

thereafter represent another client in the same or

substantially related matter in which that client's

i nterests are materially adverse to the interests of the

former client unless the former client gives informed

consent confirmed in writing. Rule 1.9(d) states that a

public entity cannot consent to a representation

otherwise prohibited by the Rule. For purposes of Rule

1.9, matters are deemed to be substantially related if (1)

the lawyer for whom disqualification is sought received

confidential information from the former client that can

be used against that client in the subsequent

representation of parties adverse to the former client; or

(2) facts relevant to the prior representation are both

relevant and material to the subsequent representation.

Legal Ethics > Client

Relations > Representation > Acceptance

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN3[ ] Representation, Acceptance

The Supreme Court of New Jersey's authority to

regulate the legal profession is of constitutional

dimension. To that end, the Court had adopted the

Rules of Professional Conduct in an effort to provide

clear, enforceable standards of behavior for lawyers.

Unlike the rules that govern concurrent conflicts of

i nterest, such as N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a), which

prohibits representation involving a concurrent conflict of

interest and the defining term, a lawyer's duty to a

former client is addressed by N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9.

Page 2 of 16

Legal Ethics > Client

Relations > Representation > Acceptance

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN4[ ] Representation, Acceptance

A lawyer who has represented a client in a matter shall

not thereafter represent another client in the same or

substantially related matter in which that client's

interests are materially adverse to the interests of the

former client. N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a). Its prohibition

is triggered when two factors coalesce: the matters

between the present and former clients must be the

same or substantially related, and the interests of the

present and former clients must be materially adverse.

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN5[ ] Attorneys, Disqualification of Counsel

The procedure relevant to an application to disqualify

counsel under N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a) is clear: a

motion for disqualification calls for a court to balance

competing interests, weighing the need to maintain the

highest standards of the profession against a client's

right freely to choose his counsel. In that balance, courts

must consider that a person's right to retain counsel of

his or her choice is limited in that there is no right to

demand to be represented by an attorney disqualified

because of an ethical requirement. In the process, the

i nitial burden of production--that the lawyers for whom

disqualification is sought formerly represented their

present adverse party and that the present litigation is

materially adverse to the former client--must be borne

by the party seeking disqualification.

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Allocation
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Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN6[ '] Attorneys, Disqualification of Counsel

I n the event a motion is brought to disqualify an attorney

because of his or her alleged representation of

conflicting interests in the same or substantially related

matters, the former client should have the initial burden

of proving that by application of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

1.9 it previously had been represented by the attorney

whose disqualification is sought. If that burden of

production or of going-forward is met, the burden shifts

to the attorneys sought to be disqualified to demonstrate

that the matter or matters in which he or they

represented the former client are not the same or

substantially related to the controversy in which the

disqualification motion is brought. The party opposing

an attorney's disqualification has the burden to show

that the matters are not substantially related. That said,

the burden of persuasion on all elements under Rule

1.9(a) remains with the moving party, as it bears the

burden of proving that disqualification is justified.

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

Evidence > ... > Procedural Matters > Preliminary

Questions > Hearings Out of Jury's Presence

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest
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I nterest

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

HN8[ ]Standards of Review, De Novo Review

A determination of whether counsel should be

disqualified is, as an issue of law, subject to de novo

plenary appellate review.

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Appearance of

I mpropriety

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN9[ ] Attorneys, Disqualification of Counsel

The inquiry of whether a matter is the same or a

substantially related matter prohibiting an attorney's

representation of a new client against a former client

and calling for disqualification must start from the well-

established principle that whether the matters are the

same or substantially related must be based in fact, as

the Supreme Court of New Jersey has rejected the

appearance of impropriety as a factor to be considered

in determining whether a prohibited conflict of interest

exists under N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9.

HN7[ ] Attorneys, Disqualification of Counsel

In practice, a motion to disqualify opposing counsel

should ordinarily be decided on the affidavits and

documentary evidence submitted, and an evidentiary

hearing should be held only when the court cannot with

confidence decide the issue on the basis of the

information contained in those papers, as, for instance,

when despite that information there remain gaps that

must be filled before a factfinder can with a sense of

assurance render a determination, or when there looms

a question of witness credibility.

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of

Review > De Novo Review

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN10[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

A federal court has noted that matters are substantially

related for purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9 if they

involve the same transaction or legal dispute or if there

otherwise is a substantial risk that confidential factual

information as would normally have been obtained in

the prior representation would materially advance the

client's position in the subsequent matter. The State of

New York's statement of the test is simpler: whether

facts which were necessary to the first representation

are necessary to the present litigation. Conversely,

there is a substantial relationship between the two

representations if facts pertinent to problems for which
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the original legal services were sought are relevant to

the subsequent litigation.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

Page 4 of 16

former and present clients has created a climate for

disclosure of relevant confidential information.

Substantially related matters have been interpreted

broadly in New Jersey to include matters with related

factual and legal issues as well as an unrelated adverse

position taken in connection with a former client of 20

years.

HN11[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

The State of Washington specifically eschews a

requirement for disclosure of confidences to justify

disqualification if the matters are substantially related.

Proof of disclosure of confidential information is not

necessary if the matters are substantially related.

I nstead, substantiality is present if the factual contexts

of the two representations are similar or related. In that

court's view, the inquiry is limited to whether there is a

substantial relationship between the two

representations. For its part, the United States Court of

Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has developed a three-

part test to determine whether a matter is substantially

related: First, the trial judge must make a factual

reconstruction of the scope of the prior legal

representation. Second, it must be determined whether

it is reasonable to infer that the confidential information

allegedly given would have been given to a lawyer

representing a client in those matters. Third, it must be

determined whether that information is relevant to the

issues raised in the litigation pending against the former

client.

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN13[ ] Attorneys, Disqualification of Counsel

For purposes of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9, matters are

deemed to be substantially related if (1) the lawyer for

whom disqualification is sought received confidential

information from the former client that can be used

against that client in the subsequent representation of

parties adverse to the former client; or (2) facts relevant

to the prior representation are both relevant and

material to the subsequent representation. The

Supreme Court of New Jersey adopts that standard

because it protects otherwise privileged

communications, pursuant to N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

1.6(a), which proscribes revelation of information

relating to representation of a client, while also requiring

a fact-sensitive analysis to ensure that the congruity of

facts, and not merely similar legal theories, governs

whether an attorney ethically may act adverse to a

former client.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN12[ ] Attorneys, Disqualification of Counsel

New Jersey's federal courts, applying New Jersey's

Rules of Professional Conduct, have held that matters

are considered substantially related when it can

reasonably be said that in the course of the former

representation the attorney might have acquired

information related to the subject matter of his or her

subsequent representation. A substantial relationship

exists and disqualification is mandated where the issues

between the former and present suits are practically the

same or where there is a patently clear relationship

between them. Matters are substantially related when

the adversity between the interests of the attorney's

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Record on Appeal

Governments > Courts > Authority to Adjudicate

HN14[ ]Appeals, Record on Appeal

Although the New Jersey Rules of Court do not provide

for it explicitly, an appellate court has the inherent power

to address a motion for leave to supplement the record

subject to the application of certain enumerated factors.

Syllabus 
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(This syllabus is not part of the opinion of the Court. It

has been prepared by the Office of the Clerk for the
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convenience of the reader. It has been neither reviewed

nor approved by the Supreme Court. Please note that,

in the interests of brevity, portions of any opinion may

not have been summarized).

City of Atlantic City v. Trupos (A-23-09)

Argued January 6, 2010 -- Decided April 26, 2010

RIVERA-SOTO, J., writing for a unanimous Court.

The question in this appeal is whether a law firm's

representation of a municipality in defense of tax

appeals during 2006-2007 is "substantially related" to

the law firm's prosecution of individual taxpayers' 2009

tax appeals against the municipality, requiring the law

firm's disqualification under RPC 1.9(a).

During 2006 and 2007, Daniel Gallagher, Esq. of Miller,

Gallagher & Grimley represented the City of Atlantic City

in a number of real estate tax appeals. The law firm

served as anon-voting consultant to a City committee

charged with implementing acourt-ordered revaluation

of real estate tax assessments. Ultimately, Certified

Valuations, Inc. (CVI) was selected as the City's

revaluation company [***2] for 2008, and the committee

determined to forego revaluations for 2007. The minutes

of the committee's meetings do not reflect that

Gallagher did anything other than attend the meetings.

His and the law firm's representation of the City was

limited to tax appeals involving casinos and large

commercial properties. The firm had no role in setting

the revaluation assessments. CVI and its employees

defended the 2008 and 2009 assessments, while a

different appraiser had worked with the law firm in

defending the 2006 and 2007 assessments.

The law firm ceased most of its representation of the

City by March 2008. Thereafter, it was retained to

represent several hundred taxpayers challenging their

2009 assessments. The City sought to disqualify the law

firm.

The Tax Court ordered that the law firm shall not

represent Atlantic City taxpayers in their 2009 tax

appeals adverse to the City. The Tax Court stated the

issue presented as follows: whether the current and

former matters are "substantially related" so that the law

firm would be disqualified from representation of the

taxpayers under RPC 1.9. City of Atlantic City v. Trupos,

25 N.J. Tax 108 (2009). The Tax Court zeroed in on a

concession [***3] that "most appeals of tax

assessments are resolved by settlement." The court

focused on information the law firm may have acquired
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in the settlement process that could be used against its

former client. Acknowledging that the law firm settled

only one case during its 2006-2007 representation of

the City, the court surmised that the firm must have had

the opportunity to discuss settlement and litigation

strategy with the mayor, counsel, and assessor, and

that this knowledge will give the law firm insight into the

thought process of its 2008 and 2009 adversary.

Despite the Supreme Court having previously

determined that the Reardon v. Marlayne, Inc., 83 N.J.

460, 416 A.2d 852 (1980) three-part test no longer

controls, the Tax Court nonetheless concluded that

Reardon provides the best formulation of the test for

determining the disqualification of counsel appearing

adverse to a former client. The court thus found that the

law firm's representation of the City in 2006 and 2007

was substantially related to the representation of the

taxpayers adverse to the City in 2009; and that the fact

that the matters were not identical is outweighed by the

fact that all matters deal with tax assessments. The Tax

[***4] Court concluded that the law firm must be

disqualified because of the great likelihood that the firm

was privy to relevant confidences of the City's assessor,

mayor, and council, which can be used against the City.

The Appellate Division granted leave to appeal and

summarily affirmed substantially for the reasons set

forth in the Tax Court's opinion. The Supreme Court

granted leave to appeal. 200 N.J. 363, 981 A.2d 1276

(2009).

HELD:For purposes of RPC 1.9, matters are

"substantially related" if (1) the lawyer for whom

disqualification is sought received confidential

information from the former client that can be used

against that client in the subsequent representation of

parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant

to the prior representation are relevant and material to

the subsequent representation. Disqualification is

unwarranted here because, during its representation of

the City in 2006-2007, the law firm did not receive

confidential information from the City which can be used

against it in the prosecution of the 2009 tax appeals

adverse to the City. Also, the facts relevant to the law

firm's prior representation of the City are not relevant

and material to its representation [***5] of the taxpayers

in the 2009 tax appeals.

1. The narrow issue in this appeal is whether the law

firm's representation of the City in defense of tax

appeals during 2006-2007 is "substantially related" to

the law firm's prosecution of individual taxpayers' 2009

tax appeals against the City. The City acknowledges
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that none of the 2009 tax appeals involve any of the

properties in respect of which the law firm represented

the City in 2006-2007. The City argues that because the

law firm was privy to the selection of the revaluation

expert on whose assessments the 2009 tax appeals are

based, the firm's prosecution of the 2009 tax appeals is

"substantially related" to its prior representation of the

City. The Court disagrees. (pp. 17-18)

2. RPC 1.9(a) provides that a "lawyer who has

represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter

represent another client in the same or substantially

related matter in which that client's interests are

materially adverse to the interests of the former client."

When a party moves to disqualify counsel under RPC

1.9(a), the initial burden of production is borne by the

party seeking disqualification. If that burden of going

forward is met, the burden shifts [***6] to the attorneys

to demonstrate that the matter in which they

represented the former client is not substantially related

to the controversy in which the disqualification motion is

brought. The burden of persuasion on all elements

under RPC 1.9(a) remains with the moving party. The

determination of whether counsel should be disqualified

is an issue of law subject to de novo plenary appellate

review. (pp. 18-21)

3. The law firm formerly represented the City, and the

interests of the firm's clients in the 2009 tax appeals are

materially adverse to the City's interests in those tax

appeals. The only substantive open question is whether

the 2006-2007 tax appeals and the 2009 tax appeals

are "the same or subsfantially related matters." That

determination must be based in fact because the Court

has rejected the "appearance of impropriety" as a factor

to consider in determining whether a prohibited conflict

of interest exists under RPC 1.9. Since the 2004

overhaul of the Rules of Professional Conduct where

the Court eliminated the "appearance of impropriety"

language, no reported New Jersey case has spoken

directly on what may constitute "substantially related

matters." (pp. 21-23)

4. A sampling [***7] of how other jurisdictions have

defined "substantially related matters" is instructive. For

example, construing Pennsylvania's parallel to our RPC

1.9(a), a federal court noted that matters are

"substantially related" if there is a substantial risk that

confidential facts that would normally have been

obtained in the prior representation would materially

advance the client's position in the subsequent matter.

New York's test is whether facts which were necessary

to the first representation are necessary to the present
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litigation. Federal courts in New Jersey have applied

New Jersey's RPCs, albeit prior to the 2004

amendments, and have noted that matters are

substantially related when, in the course of the former

representation, the attorney might have acquired

information related to the subject matter of the

subsequent representation; or when the adversity

between the interests of the former and present clients

has created a climate for disclosure of relevant

confidential information. (pp. 23-26)

5. Distilling those precepts, the Court adopts the

following standard: for purposes of RPC 1.9, matters are

"substantially related" if (1) the lawyer received

confidential information from [***8] the former client that

can be used against that client in the subsequent

representation of parties adverse to the former client, or

(2) facts relevant to the prior representation are both

relevant and material to the subsequent representation.

(pp. 26-27)

6. In this record, the City has not met its burden of

proving that, in fact, the current and former

representations are "substantially related." The

superficial similarity of the subject matter of both

representations -- the propriety of real estate tax

assessments -- does not withstand closer scrutiny. The

record reflects that the law firm's representation of the

City involved exclusively the defense of tax appeals

lodged by casino and hospitality entities. In contrast, the

firm sought to represent two hundred-plus taxpayers in

their tax appeals. The record does not reveal the

breakdown between residential versus commercial

taxpayers. The record does reveal that the City's sole

complaint arises from its concern that the firm may have

acquired otherwise privileged information when it

participated, on anon-voting basis, in the selection of

the revaluation company that produced the

assessments subject to the 2009 tax appeals. On this

[***9] record, that is far too slender a reed to support a

disqualification order. The law firm attended two

committee meetings. The minutes disclose that the sole

point discussed was the selection of the revaluation

company; there was no discussion of valuation

methodology. Indeed, the appraiser retained by the City

whose appraisals were being challenged by the law firm

in the 2009 tax appeals was a different appraiser than

the one the City used while the law firm represented the

City. According to the haw firm's uncontested assertions

before the Tax Court, no useful and relevant information

heard in its earlier work will be useful in prosecuting the

2009 challenges. (pp. 27-29)
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7. The City can point to no confidential communications

it shared with the law firm that might be used against it

in the 2009 tax appeals. The Court discounts the

concern that, during 2006-2007, the law firm may have

been privy to the City's settlement methodology. There

is no proof of any settlement tactics or strategy being

shared with the law firm and, because the "appearance

of impropriety" standard no longer applies when gauging

the propriety of attorney conduct, surmise alone cannot

support an order of disqualification. [***10] Similarly,

there is no record proof that the facts of the prior

representation are relevant or material to the 2009 tax

appeals. The law firm's work on behalf of the City dealt

with large commercial properties appraised by a

different appraiser than the one who provided the

valuations at issue in the 2009 tax appeals. Other than

purely superficial similarity that all of this work involved

tax appeals, there are no facts in this record common to

the 2006-2007 tax appeals and the 2009 tax appeals.

(p. 30)

8. In sum, the Court concludes that (1) during its

representation of the City in 2006-2007, the law firm did

not receive confidential information from the City which

can be used against the City in the prosecution of the

2009 tax appeals adverse to the City, and (2) the facts

relevant to the law firm's prior representation of the City

also are not relevant and material to its representation

of the taxpayers in the 2009 tax appeals. In those

circumstances, the order of disqualification entered

against the law firm was unwarranted and must be

vacated. (p. 31)

The judgment of the Appellate Division is REVERSED,

the order of the Tax Court disqualifying the law firm is

VACATED, and the case [***11] is REMANDED to the

Tax Court for further proceedings consistent with the

Court's opinion.

Counsel: Stephen F. Funk argued the cause for

appellants (Jacobs & Barbone, attorneys).

George G. Frino argued the cause for respondent

(DeCotiis, Fitzpatrick, Cole & Wisler, attorneys; Mr.

Frino, Steven C. Mannion, and James L. Esposito, on

the brie.

John C. Gillespie submitted a brief on behalf of amicus

curiae New Jersey Institute of Local Government

Attorneys (Parker McCay, attorneys; Mr. Gillespie and

Brian M. Guest, of counsel; Mr. Gillespie, Mr. Guest,

and Grant G. Berger, on the brief).
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Judges: JUSTICE RIVERA-SOTO delivered the opinion

of the Court. CHIEF JUSTICE RABNER and JUSTICES

LONG, ALBIN, WALLACE, and HOENS join in

JUSTICE RIVERA-SOTO's opinion. JUSTICE

LaVECCHIA did not participate.

Opinion by: RIVERA-SOTO

Opinion

[*450] [**764] JUSTICE RIVERA-SOTO delivered the

opinion of the Court.

HN1[ ] In the shifting of allegiance that arises when

lawyers "change sides" in their representation of new

clients, the confidences of [*451] prior clients must be

preserved. The propriety of a lawyer representing a

current client adverse to the interests of a former client

generates atension--between fealty to a former client

and zealousness in favor of a current [***12] client--that

this Court must address.

I n this appeal, a law firm representing a municipality in

certain real estate tax appeals matters discontinued that

representation. Later, a number of taxpayers retained

the law firm to appeal the real estate tax assessments

imposed by the municipality. Asserting that the law firm

was privy to the municipality's confidences and that the

law firm's representation of individual taxpayers was

"substantially related" to [***13] the law firm's prior

representation of the municipality, the municipality

moved to disqualify the law firm from representing the

individual taxpayers against the municipality. In a

published decision, the Tax Court granted the

municipality's motion; it later denied the law firm's

separate motion to stay its disqualification. On an

emergent application by the law firm, the Appellate

Division (1) granted leave to appeal the Tax Court's

interlocutory order; (2) denied the law firm's application

for a stay pending the appeal; (3) denied the law firm's

application to supplement the record; and (4) summarily

affirmed the decision of the Tax Court substantially for

the reasons contained in the Tax Court's written opinion.

This appeal followed.

RPC 1.9(a) HN2[ ] plainly provides that "[a] lawyer

who has represented a client in a matter shall not

thereafter represent another client in the same or

substantially related matter in which that client's

interests are materially adverse to the interests of the
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former client unless the former client gives informed

consent confirmed in writing." Also, RPC 1.9(d) states

that "[a] public entity cannot consent to a representation

otherwise prohibited by this Rule." [***14] Thus, the

question on appeal is whether the law firm's

representation of individual taxpayers in real estate tax

appeals involves "substantially related matters] in which

[the taxpayers'] interests are materially adverse to the

interests of the [municipality.]" We hold that, for

purposes of RPC 1.9, matters are deemed to be [*452]

"substantially related" if (1) the lawyer for whom

disqualification is sought received confidential

information from the former client that can be used

against that client in the subsequent representation of

parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant

to the prior representation are both relevant and

material to the subsequent representation. Applying that

standard to the circumstances presented here, we

conclude that the individual property owners' real estate

tax appeals are not substantially related to the law firm's

earlier terminated representation of the municipality.

Therefore, the order disqualifying the law firm was in

error and must be reversed.

[**765] I.

During 2004 and 2005, Daniel Gallagher, Esq. of Miller,

Gallagher & Grimley (the law firm) served as Legislative

Counsel for the City Council of plaintiff, the City of

Atlantic City. ~ In 2006, [***15] he resigned from that

post and was retained by plaintiff "to represent and

advise [plaintiff] in all matters assigned by the City

Solicitor, including but not limited to matters in the areas

of Tax Appeals." During 2006 and 2007, the law firm

represented plaintiff in a number of real estate tax

appeals based on admittedly dated assessments;

plaintiff's failure to revalue the real estate within its

municipal boundaries was the subject of litigation,

culminating in a November 29, 2005 Tax Court order

"compel[ling plaintiff] to solicit bids for the

implementation of a [c]ity wide revaluation of property

In 2004 and 2005, the law firm was known as "Miller &

Gallagher." It later became "Miller, Gallagher & Grimley." For

ease of reference, we use the name by which the law firm is

presently known. Also, because Gallagher's disqualification

would also disqualify his law firm, see RPC 1.10(a) (providing

that "[w]hen lawyers are associated in a firm, none of them

shall knowingly represent a client when any one of them

practicing alone would be prohibited from doing so by RPC . . .

1.9"), we include Gallagher individually as encompassed

within the term "law firm."
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tax assessments." Hence, as part of the law firm's

representation of plaintiff, the law firm served as one of

the non-voting consultants to a committee charged with

implementing that [*453] court-ordered city-wide

revaluation of real estate tax assessments. 2 In that

capacity, Gallagher attended--but seemingly did not

participate in--meetings of the committee, where the

committee discussed the retention of appraisers in

respect of the 2007 and 2008 revaluation of both non-

casino owned/operated property and casino

owned/operated property. Ultimately, on or about

February 17, 2006, Certified [***16] Valuations, Inc.

(CVI) was selected as plaintiffs revaluation company,

but only for the 2008 revaluation of both non-casino

owned/operated property and casino owned/operated

property; the committee determined to forego a

revaluation for 2007 in respect of both casino and non-

casino property. 3

More to the point, the minutes of the committee's

meetings do not reflect that Gallagher did anything other

than attend the meeting, as Gallagher's and the law

firm's representation of plaintiff during that period was

limited to "tax appeals involving casinos and large

commercial properties[.]" Specifically, although the Tax

Court found that "[a]II of the 2009 assessments were a

carryover or were otherwise derived from the 2008

revaluation and therefore represented a clean break

from the 2006 and 2007 assessments[,]" and although

the law firm had represented plaintiff "in connection with

resisting the court ordered revaluation and subsequently

finding and hiring the revaluation [***18] firm that

conducted the revaluation, it had absolutely no role in

setting the revaluation [**766] assessments." City of

Atlantic City v. Trupos, 25 N.J. Tax 108, 110-11 [*454]

(Tax 2009). Furthermore, as the Tax Court also found,

"[t]he municipal expert appraiser that worked with [the

2 The committee consisted exclusively of elected and

appointed municipal officials: three councilmen, the city

solicitor, the city's tax assessor and the city's assistant

business administrator. Two lawyers, including Gallagher,

served as "Committee Consultants (non-voting)."

3 The committee selected CVI over another bidder for the 2008

revaluation [***17] of non-casino' property based on its

evaluation of the responses received to plaintiffs requests for

proposal and due to "the experience listed for CVI personnel

and company, its 2008 bid price relative to the other bidder,

the number and experience of its New Jersey Certified staff

and the complexity of its recent revaluation projects, such as

the revaluation of the City of Newark." By comparison, CVI

was selected to perform the 2008 revaluation of casino

property by default: the other two bidders were disqualified.
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law firm] in defending the 2006 and 2007 assessments

was Mr. Steinhardt[, while t]he municipal expert

appraisers ... defending the 2008 and 2009

assessments are Mr. Lamicella, a principal of [CVI]

which conducted the revaluation, and its employees." Id.

at 111. Based on a review of the invoices contained in

the record, it appears that, save for specific casino and

casino-related tax appeals that may have continued until

April 2009, the law firm ceased the bulk of its

representation of plaintiff as of March 1, 2008.

Thereafter, the law firm was retained to "represent[]

several hundred taxpayers 4 who have filed petitions

with the Atlantic County Board of Taxation ("the Board")

challenging their 2009 assessments." Id. at 109. Plaintiff

sought to disqualify the law firm before the Board, which

"declined to rule on the challenge, finding it had no

jurisdiction over the issue." Ibid. Plaintiff then sought an

order to show [***19] cause from the Tax Court,

returnable on July 31, 2009. Based on its evaluation of

the proofs before it and the legal conclusions it reached,

the Tax Court ruled from the bench that the law firm was

"precluded from representing taxpayers in tax appeals

adverse to [plaintiff]." It ruled "from the bench at this

time because people will need to know what to do next

and they only have until the end of September to

resolve some of these matters." 5 It noted its intent to

"supplement and amplify this opinion in something to be

written as quickly as possible." With [*455] the consent

of the parties and in order to provide fora more

meaningful appellate review, the Tax Court deferred

issuing its order until it issued its promised written

opinion.

Four days later, on August 4, 2009, the Tax Court

ordered that the law firm "shall not represent Atlantic

City taxpayers in those taxpayers' challenges to 2009

Atlantic City assessments[;]" that "[i]n each of the

matters in which [the law firm] filed a 2009 Atlantic City

4 The record is less than precise as to the exact number of

taxpayers who retained the law firm to prosecute 2009 tax

appeals; the reported figure varies between 198 and

approximately 250.

5 In fact, at the request of the Board, by a letter dated August

18, 2009, the acting director of the Division of Taxation,

granted the Board afifteen-day "extension of time to October

15, 2009" within which the Board was "to hear and determine

tax appeals in 2009." See N. J. S.A. 54:3-26.1

[***20] (permitting county board of taxation to request, and

authorizing director of Division of Taxation to grant, "extension

of time within which the appeal or appeals may be heard and

determined").
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tax appeal, it shall file a substitution of attorney, either to

another attorney or to the pro se taxpayer by August 20,

2009[;]" and that the law firm "shall notify each of their

clients affected by this order forthwith so that the clients

have adequate time to secure representation in these

matters before the [Board]'s authority to hear challenges

to 2009 Atlantic City tax assessments expires on

September 30, 2009."

Together with that order, the Tax Court issued its written

opinion. City of Atlantic City, supra, 25 N.J. Tax at 108.

After discussing the operative facts, the Tax Court noted

that "[t]he issues raised in this matter are governed by

R.P.C. 1.9." Id. at 112. Reviewing the provisions of RPC

1.9(a) and (d), it explained [***21] that

three elements are necessary in order to create a

conflict of interest under R.P.C. 1.9(a): (1) a former

client whom the lawyer represented in a matter; (2)

a current client whose interests are

materially [**767] adverse to those of the former

client; and (3) a current matter that is the same as

or substantially related to the matter in which the

lawyer represented the former client.

[Id. at 113.]
The Tax Court further noted that,

[i]n addition to R.P.C. 1.9(a), a lawyer is precluded

from knowingly representing a client whose

interests are materially adverse to a person: (1)

who previously had been represented by the

lawyer's former firm in the same or a substantially

related matter; and (2) about whom the lawyer had

personally acquired material confidential

information while employed at the former firm.

••

It stated the issue presented as follows: "whether [the]

current and former matters are substantially related so

that [the law firm] would be disqualified from

representation of its current clients against its former

client, [plaintiff], under R.P.C. 1.9(a)." Ibid.

[*456] The court reasoned that

current and former matters would be found to be

substantially related if: a lawyer was involved in

[***22] a transaction which provides a cause of

action in a current client's matter during the lawyer's

prior representation of a former client who is now

an adverse party to the current client; there is a

long-term relationship between a lawyer and his/her
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former client enabling him/her to acquire knowledge

of the client's internal policies and litigation

strategies; and a past and a present case involve

similar legal issues.

[Id. at 113-14 (footnotes omitted).]

After canvassing the factual settings and legal

conclusions of several reported opinions, the Tax Court

concluded that the discussions held between the law

firm and plaintiffs tax assessor could not serve as the

basis for disqualification, reasoning that "an attorney's

relationship with the assessor is not protected by the

attorney-client privilege because the assessor is an

independent state officer." Id. at 116 (citation omitted).

I n contrast, it noted that "[t]he relationship between the

assessor and the municipal attorney, as is the

relationship between the Mayor and Council and the

municipal attorney, is protected by the attorney-client

privilege." Ibid. (emphasis supplied; citation omitted).

Concluding that the law firm "is not

[***23] simultaneously representing [plaintiff] and its

adversaries" and "[n]or is [plaintiff]'s former attorney

representing former adversaries in the same matters it

handled for [plaintiff,]" id. at 117 (citations omitted), the

Tax Court instead zeroed in on a concession at oral

argument that "most appeals of tax assessments are

resolved by settlement." Id. at 116. Explaining that, "[b]y

statute and decided case law, [the authority to settle a

tax appeal] resides in the Mayor and Council[,]" id. at

117 (citations omitted), the Tax Court focused on the

information the law firm may have acquired in the

settlement process that could be used against its former

client. Acknowledging that the law firm "settled only one

case before the Tax Court during its 2006-2007

representation of [plaintiff,]" ibid., the Tax Court

surmised--without the benefit of any record proof--that

"[n]evertheless, it must have had the opportunity to

discuss settlement parameters and litigation strategy

with the Mayor and Council and the assessor." Ibid.

Based on that unfounded surmise, [*457] the court

then reasoned that "[t]hat knowledge alone, even if not

consciously used, will give (the law firm] insight into the

thought [***24] process of its 2008 and 2009 adversary

acquired during its 2006 and 2007 representation of that

client." Ibid. It rejected a more nuanced analysis by

declaring that [**768] "[t]he fact that the current matters

are 'different' (different taxpayers, different years,

different supporting municipal experts) is of no legal

significance." Ibid.

Despite this Court previously having determined that
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"the Reardon[v. Marlayne, Inc., 83 N.J. 460, 416 A.2d

852 (1980)] three-part test [for determining the

disqualification of counsel appearing adverse to a

former client] no longer controls[,]" Dewey v. R.J.

Reynolds Tobacco Co., 109 N.J. 201, 212, 536 A.2d

243 (1988), the Tax Court nonetheless concluded that

"the best formulation of the test remains that prescribed

in Reardon[.]" City of Atlantic City, supra, 25 N.J. Tax at

1 19. 6 It thus found that the law firm's

representation of [plaintiff] in 2006 and 2007 was

substantially related to the representation of

taxpayers adverse to [plaintiff] in 2009. The fact that

the matters are not identical is outweighed by the

fact that all matters deal with tax assessments in

which the issue is the value of real estate. The fact

that different experts will be defending [plaintiff] in

2009 from [***25] those who defended [plaintiff] in

2007 and 2006 is outweighed by the fact that the

assessor is the same person and the Mayor and

Council are performing the same functions,

defending [plaintiff]'s assessments, as the prior

Mayors and Councils of [plaintiff].

[Ibid.

The Tax Court added that

[t]he likelihood that [the law firm] was privy to

relevant confidences of the Assessor and Mayor

and Council with respect to the issues involved

which will be [*458] useful to the 2009 taxpayers

and can be used against the Assessor and Mayor

and Council in 2009 is so great that the lawyers

must be barred from switching sides in these cases.

To rule otherwise would do violence to the

confidence and loyalty that the City and Assessor

had a right to expect when they hired [the law firm]

to represent them in the defense of challenges to

6 Although it has been noted that "[t]he Debevoise

Committee's comments while RPC 1.9 was under

consideration [that is, the Report of the New Jersey Supreme

Court Committee on the Model Rules [***26] of Professional

Conduct] indicate that the rule was intended to incorporate the

'substantial relationship' aspect of the Reardon test[,]" Kevin

H. Michels, New Jersey Attorney Ethics: The Law of New

Jersey Lawyering 525 (2010), that comment fails to

acknowledge that this Court decided Dewey--limiting

Reardon's effect--in 1988, almost five years after it had

received and acted on the Debevoise Committee's

recommendations. Seemingly influenced thereby, the Tax

Court similarly overlooks Dewey's rejection of Reardon's

continued relevance.
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2006 and 2007 tax assessments.

[Id. at 120.]

It therefore ruled that the law firm "may not represent

taxpayers who challenge their tax assessments by

[plaintiff] for the tax year 2009." Ibid.

I n a letter opinion and order dated August 20, 2009, the

Tax Court denied the law firm's motion to stay its August

4, 2009 order, declaring it to be a "determination .

more appropriately made in conjunction with the

Appellate Division's decision to grant or deny the motion

for leave to appeal." It did, however, "urge the Appellate

Division to grant the [law firm's] motion" for leave to

appeal. The court therefore "(1) [r]efuse[d] to grant the

stay[;] (2) [r]ecommend[ed] that the Appellate Division

grant the motion for leave to take an interlocutory

appeal and rule on the stay [; and] (3) [r]ecommend[ed]

that the motion to supplement the record [***27] . . . be

denied."

The law firm sought leave to appeal the Tax Court's

interlocutory order. By an order on emergent application

dated August 26, 2009, the Appellate Division

granted [**769] leave to appeal, but it denied the law

firm's separate applications for a stay pending the

appeal and to supplement the record, and it summarily

affirmed the decision of the Tax Court "substantially for

the reasons set forth in Judge Small's written decision of

August 4, 2009, as amplified by his supplemental letter

opinion of August 20, 2009." It added that it

d[id] not read the opinions as permanently barring

[the law firm] from handling tax appeals in Atlantic

City. The opinions and this appeal solely concern

the 2009 tax appeals now pending. The

confidentiality concerns precluding [the law firm]'s

representation in the 2009 tax appeals may be

expected to dissipate over time. See Kevin H.

Michels, New Jersey Attorney Ethics §§ 21:4 at

534, 21:7-2 at 550 (2009) (noting that the Court in

Reardon v. Marlayne, Inc., 83 N.J. 460, 476, 416

A.2d 852 (1980), "recognized that there may be a

point when a sufficient amount of time has passed

to render the prior attorney-client relationship

insignificant for purposes of [*459] conflict

[***28] analysis" but "held atwo-year gap between

the representations at issue insufficient when there

was a strong similarity between the cases").

Shortly thereafter, the law firm sought and was granted

a stay of the Appellate Division's judgment by order of a

single Justice. See R. 2:9-5(b) (providing that "[t]he
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grant or denial of a stay by the Appellate Division may

be reviewed on motion to the Supreme Court on notice

to the Appellate Division without taking an appeal to the

Supreme Court"); R. 2:9-8 (providing that "[wjhen

necessary, temporary relief, stays, and emergency

orders may be granted, with or without notice, by a

single Justice of the Supreme Court"). The Court then

granted the law firm's motion for leave to appeal, City of

Atlantic City v. Trupos, 200 N.J. 363, 981 A.2d 1276

(2009), and continued the stay. Leave to appear as

amicus curiae also was granted to the New Jersey

I nstitute of Local Government Attorneys (NJILGA).

For the reasons that follow, we reverse the judgment of

the Appellate Division and vacate the order of the Tax

Court disqualifying the law firm from representing

Atlantic City taxpayers in connection with their 2009 tax

appeals.

Although asserting policy arguments to the

[***29] effect that disqualification of counsel deprives

clients of the lawyer of their choosing, the law firm

advances one principal argument with two component

parts. According to the law firm, the matters in which it

previously represented plaintiff during 2006-2007 are

not "substantially related" to the 2009 tax appeals and,

therefore, no disqualification should have issued. In

tandem, the law firm asserts that there was an

insufficient factual record developed before the Tax

Court upon which to base any disqualification

conclusion.

Conversely, plaintiff asserts that the law firm's

representation of plaintiff in 2006-2007 matters and its

representation of taxpayers in the 2009 tax appeals

against plaintiff are "substantially related." Pointing to a

large cache of invoices issued by the law [*460] firm to

plaintiff, it argues that disqualification is mandated under

RPC 1.9(a).

Amicus NJILGA argues that, reviewing the Tax Court's

legal conclusions de novo, the lower court's preference

for the Reardon test was in error, as that test had been

abandoned in Dewey. Amicus asserts that the proper

test is set forth in RPC 1.9(a) and that it cannot be said

that the law firm's representation of plaintiff [***30] in

2006-2007 and its representation of taxpayers in the

2009 tax appeals are "substantially related." It urges

that, in determining [**770] conflicts involving

successive representations, such as the one alleged

here, the Court adopt a balancing test that "weigh[s] the

need to maintain the highest standards of the profession
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against a client's right freely to choose his counsel." In

that weighing, amicus states that one must "emphasize

the quantity and quality of information actually obtained

by an attorney in [his or her] representation of a

government entity." It also urges the adoption of a time

limitation on any applications for disqualification under

RPC 1.9. 7

The cornerstone issue in this appeal is narrow: whether

the law firm's representation of plaintiff in defense of tax

appeals during [*461) 2006-2007 is "substantially

related" to the law firm's prosecution of individual

taxpayers' 2009 tax appeals against plaintiff.

Acknowledging that none of the 2009 tax appeals

involve any of the properties in respect of which the law

firm represented plaintiff in 2006-2007, plaintiff asserts

that, because, in the course of its earlier representation

of plaintiff, the law firm was privy to the selection of the

revaluation expert on whose assessments the 2009 tax

appeals are based, the law firm's prosecution of the

2009 tax appeals is "substantially [***32] related" to its

2006-2007 representation of plaintiff. 8 We disagree.

~ The pleadings in this case also name the Atlantic County

Board of Taxation (Board) "nominally and as a party in

i nterest." Before both the Appellate Division and this Court, the

Board took "no position in this litigation, except to voice its

concern that the affected taxpayers with local property tax

appeals pending before the [] Board have an opportunity to

pursue their appeals in that forum." The Board also advised

that, "[f]or the convenience of the reviewing courts and parties,

the [] Board has postponed hearing the approximately

['~'~*31] 250 affected tax appeals pending appellate review." It

noted, however, that "barring an order to the contrary from this

Court, the [] Board hopes to schedule and hear those tax

appeals in early October [2009], for which a minimum 10-day

notice to the parties is required under N.J.A. C. 18:12A-1.9(b)."

On September 1, 2009, this Court granted the law firm's

application for an emergent stay "pending further order of the

Court[,]" which stay was continued when the law firm's motion

for leave to appeal was granted.

8 Until oral argument in this appeal, plaintiff did not differentiate

between the law firm's representation of residential versus

commercial properties and, at plaintiffs urging, the Tax Court's

order disqualified the law firm from the representation of any

party prosecuting a 2009 tax appeal against plaintiff. At

argument, plaintiff conceded that (1) the sole basis for

disqualification was the law firm's claimed participation in the

selection of the revaluation company and, hence, knowledge

of the revaluation company's methodology of appraisal of
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We have made clear that HN3[ ] "[t]his Court's

authority to regulate the legal profession is of

constitutional dimension." In re Sup. Ct. Adv. Comm. on

Prof'1 Ethics Op. No. 697, 188 N.J. 549, 554, 911 A.2d

51 (2006). To that end, "'th[is] Court adopted the Rules

of Professional Conduct in an effort to . . .provide clear,

enforceable standards of behavior for lawyers."' Ibid.

(quoting State v. Rue, 175 N.J. 1, 14, 811 A.2d 425

(2002)). Unlike the rules that govern concurrent (**771]

conflicts of interest, see RPC 1.7(a) (prohibiting

"representation involving] a concurrent conflict of

interest" and defining term), a lawyer's duty to a former

client is addressed by RPC 1.9.

[*462] That Rule of Professional Conduct provides the

standard for decision in this appeal. It provides

straightforwardly that HN4[ ] "[a] lawyer who has

represented a client in a matter shall not thereafter

represent another client in the same or substantially

related matter in which that client's interests are

materially adverse to the interests of the former client[.]"

RPC 1.9(a). Its prohibition is triggered when two factors

[***34] coalesce: the matters between the present and

former clients must be "the same or . . substantially

related," and the interests of the present and former

clients must be "materially adverse." It is, first, to the

procedural and, later, the substantive concerns raised

by that discrete question that we now turn.

HN5[ ] The procedure relevant to an application to

disqualify counsel under RPC 1.9(a) is clear: "a motion

for disqualification calls for us to balance competing

interests, weighing the need to maintain the highest

standards of the profession against a client's right freely

to choose his counsel." Dewey, supra, 109 N.J. at 218,

536 A.2d 243 (citations and internal quotation marks

omitted). In that balance, courts must consider that "a

person's right to retain counsel of his or her choice is

commercial properties should be imputed to the law firm; (2)

because residential property is valued based on comparable

properties--information that is readily and publicly available--

no particularized knowledge of valuation for residential

properties was imparted in the appraiser evaluation and

selection process; and (3) as a result, the order of

disqualification properly should have been limited solely to the

law firm's prosecution of tax appeals concerning commercial

properties. Given our conclusion in respect of the core issue in

this appeal, the differences drawn [***33] at argument

between the law firm's representation of commercial versus

residential property owners, while relevant, is of no material

consequence.
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limited in that there is no right to demand to be
represented by an attorney disqualified because of an
ethical requirement." Ibid. (citation and internal quotation

marks omitted). In the process, the initial burden of

production--that the lawyers) for whom disqualification is

sought formerly represented their present adverse party
and that the present litigation is materially adverse to

the former client [***35] --must be borne by the party

seeking disqualification. Id. at 221-22, 536 A.2d 243
HN6[ ] ("In the event a motion is brought to disqualify

an attorney because of his or her alleged representation

of conflicting interests in the same or substantially

related matters, the former client should have the initial

burden of proving that by application of RPC 1.9 it

previously had been represented by the attorney whose

disqualification is sought."). If that burden of production

[*463] or of going-forward is met, the burden shifts to

the attorneys) sought to be disqualified to demonstrate

that the matter or matters in which he or they

represented the former client are not the same or

substantially related to the controversy in which the

disqualification motion is brought. Avocent Redmond

Corp. v. Rose E/ecs., 491 F. Supp. 2d 1000, 1007

(W.D.Wash.2007) (holding that "party opposing

[attorney]'s disqualification [has] the burden to show that

the matters are not substantially related"). That said, the

burden of persuasion on all elements under RPC 1.9(a)

remains with the moving party, as it "bears the burden of

proving that disqualification is justified." N.J. Div. of

Youth &Family Servs. v. V.J., 386 N.J. Super. 71, 75,

898 A.2d 1059 (Ch.Div.2004) [***36] (internal

quotations and citation omitted).

HN7[ ] In practice,
[s]uch a motion should ordinarily be decided on the

affidavits and documentary evidence submitted,

and an evidentiary hearing should be held only

when the court cannot with confidence decide the

issue on the basis of the information contained in

those papers, as, for instance, when despite that

information there remain gaps that must be filled

before a factfinder can with a sense of assurance

render a determination, or when there looms a

question of witness credibility.

[**772] [Dewey, supra, 109 N.J. at 222, 536 A.2d

243.

Further, HN8[' ] a determination of whether counsel

should be disqualified is, as an issue of law, subject to

de novo plenary appellate review. J.G. Ries &Sons, Inc.

v. Spectraserv, lnc., 384 N.J. Super. 216, 222, 894 A.2d

681 (App.Div.2006) (citing Manalapan Realty, L.P. v.
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Twp. Comm. of the Twp. of Manalapan, 140 N.J. 366,
378, 658 A.2d 1230 (1995); State v. Bruno, 323 N.J.
Super. 322, 331-32, 732 A.2d 1136 (App.Div.1999)).

C.

Substantively, in the circumstances presented, the
presence of two of the three necessary predicates to the
application of RPC 1.9(a)'s disqualification bar is not in

dispute: the law firm formerly represented plaintiff, and

the interests of the law firm's [***37] clients in the 2009
tax appeals are materially adverse to plaintiffs interests
in those tax appeals. Therefore, the only substantive
open question [*464] remaining in this appeal is
whether the 2006-2007 tax appeals--where the law firm

represented plaintiff--and the 2009 tax appeals--where

the law firm sought to represent taxpayers adverse to
plaintiff-are "the same or substantially related matter[s]."

HN9[ ] That inquiry must start from the now well-

established principle that whether the matters are the

"same or substantially related" must be based in fact, as
we have rejected] the appearance of impropriety as a
factor to be considered in determining whether a

prohibited conflict of interest exists under RPC . . . 1.9."

In re Sup. Ct. Adv. Comm. on Prof'I Ethics Op. No. 697,

supra, 188 N.J. at 562 n.5, 911 A.2d 51. Since the 2004

overhaul of the Rules of Professional Conduct where

"we eliminated the 'appearance of impropriety' language

from the Rules of Professional Conduct [,]" id. at 562,

911 A.2d 51 (citation and internal quotation marks

omitted), no reported New Jersey case has spoken

directly on what may constitute "substantially related

matters" as set forth in RPC 1.9(a). 9 Although this

9 That said, violations of RPC 1.9 have served as the basis for
the imposition of attorney discipline. See, e.g., !n re Fitchett,
184 N.J. 289, 877 A.2d 263 (2005). Also, just before the 2004
amendments to the RPC's were adopted but after the Pollock
Commission issued its December 2002 report which served as
the basis of the 2004 amendments, see Supreme Court of
New Jersey, "Administrative Determinations in Response to
the Report and Recommendation of the Supreme Court
Commission on the Rules of Professional Conduct" (Sep. 10,
2003), reprinted in N.J. Attorney Ethics, supra, at 1177, in
State v. Jimenez, the Court side-stepped defining
"substantially related matters." 175 N.J. 475, 489, 815 A.2d
976 (2003) (stating [~`**39] that, in circumstances presented,
"[i]t is not necessary to decide whether [the lawyer for whom
disqualification was sought] represented defendant and
[witness] in substantially related matters because there is no
reasonable basis to conclude that defendant's interests are
materially adverse to [the witness]" (footnote omitted)). See
also Camden Iron &Metal, Inc. v. Klehr, Harrison, Harvey,
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Court's cases preceding [***38] the 2004 amendments

to the RPC's have touched on what constitutes "same or

substantially related matters," each has been influenced

heavily by the now-rejected appearance of impropriety

standard. See [*465] State v. Loyal, 164 N.J. 418, 428-

33, 753 A.2d 1073 (2000) (collecting cases); Dewey,

supra, 109 N.J. at 211-12, 536 A.2d 243 (describing

parties' positions); In re Pet. for Review of Op. No. 569

of Adv. Comm. on Prof'I Ethics, 103 N.J. 325, 329-30,

511 A.2d 119 (1986) (describing application [**773] of

"appearance of impropriety" standard to RPC 1.9

analysis).

Given the paucity of authoritative precedent, a

representative sampling of how other jurisdictions have

defined whether matters are "substantially related" in

the attorney disqualification context is instructive. For

example, construing Pennsylvania's parallel to our RPC

1.9(a) and quoting that state's comments to its

professional conduct rules, HN10[ ] a federal court

noted that matters are "'substantially related' for

purposes of RPC 1.9 if they involve the same

transaction or legal dispute or if there otherwise is a

substantial risk that confidential factual information as

would normally have been obtained [***40] in the prior

representation would materially advance the client's

position in the subsequent matter." United States v.

Fumo, 504 F. Supp. 2d 6, 28 (E.D.Pa.2007) (citation,

i nternal quotation marks and editing marks omitted).

New York's statement of the test is simpler: "whether

facts which were necessary to the first representation

are necessary to the present litigation." United States

Football League v. Nat'l Football League, 605 F. Supp.

1448, 1459 (S.D.N.Y.1985). Conversely, "there is a

substantial relationship between the two representations

if facts pertinent to problems for which the original legal

services were sought are relevant to the subsequent

litigation." Ibid.

I n a slightly different vein, HN11[ ] Washington

specifically eschews a requirement for disclosure of

confidences to justify disqualification if the matters are

"substantially related." Oxford Sys., Inc. v. CellPro, Inc.,

45 F. Supp. 2d 1055, 1061 (W.D.Wash.1999) (holding

that "proof of disclosure of confidential information is not

necessary if the matters are substantially related")

(citation omitted). Instead, "[s]ubstantiality is present if

the factual contexts of the two representations are

Branzberg & Ellers, LLP, 384 N.J. Super. 172, 894 A.2d 94

(App. Div.) (reversing, for want of subject matter jurisdiction,

order disqualifying lawyer and law firm under RPC 1.9), certif.

denied, 187 N.J. 83, 899 A.2d 305 (2006).
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similar or related." [***41] Ibid. (citation omitted).

[*466] In that court's view, "the inquiry is limited to

whether there is a substantial relationship between the

two representations." Ibid. For its part, the United States

Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has developed

a three-part test to determine whether a matter is

"substantially related":

First, the trial judge must make a factual

reconstruction of the scope of the prior legal

representation. Second, it must be determined

whether it is reasonable to infer that the confidential

information allegedly given would have been given

to a lawyer representing a client in those matters.

Third, it must be determined whether that

information is relevant to the issues raised in the

litigation pending against the former client.

[La Salle Nat'l Bank v. Counfty of Lake, 703 F.2d

252, 255-56 (7th Cir.1983) (citations omitted).]

HN12[ ] New Jersey's federal courts, applying New

Jersey's Rules of Professional Conduct, also have

weighed in on this point, albeit prior to the 2004

amendments to the Rules of Professional Conduct. In

Rohm &Haas Co. v. America Cyanamid Co., 187 F.

Supp. 2d 221 (D.N.J.2001), the court noted that

"matters are considered substantially related when it

can [***42] reasonably be said that in the course of the

former representation the attorney might have acquired

information related to the subject matter of his or her

subsequent representation." Id. at 228 (citation, internal

q uotation marks and editing marks omitted). Likewise, in

Home Care Industries v. Murray, 154 F. Supp. 2d 861

(D.N.J.2001), the court determined that "a substantial

relationship exists and disqualification is mandated

where the issues between the former and present suits

are practically the same or where there is a patently

clear relationship between them." Id. at 866 [**774]

(quoting Reardon, supra, 83 N.J. at 472, 416 A.2d 852;

internal quotation marks omitted). Finally, in Ciba-Geigy

Corp. v. Alza Corp., 795 F. Supp. 711 (D.N.J.1992), the

court determined that "matters are substantially related

when 'the adversity between the interests of the

attorney's former and present clients has created a

climate for disclosure of relevant confidential

information."' Id. at 716 (quoting Reardon, supra, 83

N.J. at 472, 416 A.2d 852). See also Greig v. Macy's

Northeast, 1 F. Supp. 2d 397 (D.N.J.1998) (stating that

"[s]ubstantially related matters have been interpreted

broadly in [*467] New Jersey to include matters with

related (***43] factual and legal issues as well as an

unrelated adverse position taken in connection with a
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former client of twenty-years" (citing Kaselaan &

D'Angelo Assocs. Inc. v. D'Angelo, 144 F.R.D. 235, 241

(D.N.J.1992)).

A distillation of these varied precepts yields a workable

standard: HN13[ ] for purposes of RPC 1.9, matters

are deemed to be "substantially related" if (1) the lawyer

for whom disqualification is sought received confidential

information from the former client that can be used

against that client in the subsequent representation of

parties adverse to the former client, or (2) facts relevant

to the prior representation are both relevant and

material to the subsequent representation. We adopt

that standard because it protects otherwise privileged

communications, see RPC 1.6(a) (proscribing revelation

of "information relating to representation of a client"),

while also requiring afact-sensitive analysis to ensure

that the congruity of facts, and not merely similar legal

theories, governs whether an attorney ethically may act

adverse to a former client.

We turn, then, to the application of that standard to the

case before us.

D

It is uncontested that the law firm represented plaintiff

[***44] in tax appeal matters in 2006 and 2007. The

record, however, is unclear as to the extent of the law

firm's representation of plaintiff after 2007. Although the

law firm bears the burden of going forward to

demonstrate that the matters at issue in the former and

current representations are not "substantially related,"

plaintiff, as the moving party, retains the burden of

persuasion and, thus, of proving that, in fact, the current

and former representations are "substantially related."

That burden is not met in this record.

Superficially, the law firm's involvement in both its prior

representation of plaintiff and its current representation

of taxpayers' [*468] tax appeals touches the same

subject matter: the propriety of a municipal real estate

tax assessment. That similarity, however, does not

withstand closer scrutiny. The record reflects that the

law firm's representation of plaintiff involved exclusively

the defense of tax appeals lodged by the primary

industry of Atlantic City: a handful of large casino and

hospitality entities. In contrast, the law firm sought to

represent some two hundred-plus Atlantic City

taxpayers in their tax appeals, and the record does not

reveal the break-down [***45] between residential

versus commercial taxpayers, or even among

commercial properties. What the record does reveal is

that plaintiff's sole complaint--and the basis on which it
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sought the law firm's disqualification--arises from

plaintiff's concern that the law firm may have acquired

otherwise privileged information when it participated, on

a non-voting basis, in the selection of the revaluation

company that produced the assessments subject to the

2009 tax appeals. On this record, that is far too slender

a reed to support a disqualification order.

[**775] As the minutes of the revaluation selection

committee reveal, the law firm attended two of its

meetings. The first of these addressed the selection of a

revaluation company to conduct acity-wide revaluation

of non-casino owned/operated property, and the other

focused on the selection of a revaluation company to

conduct a city-wide revaluation of casino

owned/operated property. In either case, the minutes

disclose that the sole point discussed was the selection

of the real estate revaluation company; no discussion of

valuation methodology or other substantive matters was

held. ~~ Indeed, the appraiser retained by plaintiff whose

appraisals [***46] were being challenged by the law

firm in the 2009 tax appeals was a different appraiser

than the one plaintiff used while the law firm (*469]

represented plaintiff. As the law firm asserted before the

Tax Court,

because of the 2008 revaluation, there was a clean

break between the 2007 assessments and the 2008

assessments. Also, since the principal work of

challenging and defending tax assessments falls on

the outside appraisers and since [plaintiff] has

employed different outside appraisers for 2008 and

2009 than the one it used in 2006 and 2007, no

useful and relevant information heard in [the law

firm]'s earlier work will be useful or protected from

disclosure in prosecuting the 2009 challenges.

[City of Atlantic City, supra, 25 N.J. Tax at 111.]

Those assertions stand uncontested.

For those reasons, plaintiff can point to no confidential

communications it shared with the law firm that could

have been or might be used against it in the 2009 tax

appeals. In this respect, we discount the Tax Court's

unfounded concern that, during 2006-2007, the law firm

10 We observe that, even if the valuation methodology had

been discussed at those meetings, the contents of those

discussions hardly could be deemed confidential. In its

defense of any filed tax appeals, plaintiff would have been

required to disclose how it reached the value it assigned to the

property subject to the appeal, a disclosure that had to be at

least equal to, if not far greater than, any information imparted

['~'~*47] at a selection meeting.
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may have been privy to plaintiff's settlement

determinations or methodology, information that might

be used against plaintiff in the 2009 tax appeals. Id. at

1 17. Simply said, there is no proof of any settlement

tactics or strategy being shared with the law firm and,

because the "appearance of impropriety" standard no

longer has any vibrancy when gauging the propriety of

attorney conduct, surmise alone cannot support an

order of disqualification.

Similarly, there is no record proof that the facts of the

prior representation--the law firm's 2006-2007

representation of plaintiff in defense of tax appeals--are

relevant or material to the 2009 tax appeals. The law

firm's 2006-2007 work on behalf of plaintiff dealt with

very large commercial properties appraised by a

different appraiser than the one who provided the

valuations at issue in the 2009 tax appeals. Thus, other

than the purely superFicial [***48] similarity that all of

this work involved tax appeals, there are no facts in this

record common to the 2006-2007 tax appeals in which

the law firm represented plaintiff, on the one side, and

the 2009 tax appeals in which the law firm represented

taxpayers, on the other side.

[*470] In sum, we conclude that (1) during its

representation of plaintiff in 2006-2007, the law firm did

not receive confidential information from plaintiff which

can be used against plaintiff in the prosecution of the

2009 tax appeals adverse to plaintiff, and (2) the facts

relevant to the law firm's [**776] 2006 representation of

plaintiff also are not relevant and material to the law

firm's representation of the taxpayers in the 2009 tax

appeals. In those circumstances, the order of

disqualification entered against the law firm was

unwarranted and must be vacated.

The judgment of the Appellate Division is reversed, the

order of the Tax Court disqualifying the law firm is

vacated, and the case is remanded to the Tax Court for

further proceedings consistent with the principles to

which we have adverted. ~ ~

"As part of its rrlotion for leave to appeal, the law firm also

sought review of the Appellate Division's denial of the

[***49 law firm's motion to supplement the record on appeal.

HN14[ ]Although our Rules of Court do not provide for it

explicitly, "an appellate court has the inherent power to

address such a motion [to supplement the record]" subject to

the application of certain enumerated factors. Liberty Surplus

/ns. Co. v. Nowel! Amoroso, P.A., 189 N.J. 436, 452-53, 916

A.2d 440 (2007). In light of our disposition of this appeal, we
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CHIEF JUSTICE RABNER and JUSTICES LONG,

ALBIN, WALLACE, and HOENS join in JUSTICE

RIVERA-SOTO's opinion. JUSTICE LaVECCHIA did not

participate.

need not address the substance of that application, and it is

denied as moot.
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1.7, addressing concurrent conflicts of interests, equally

prohibited the representation of opposing parties in

transactional matters; accordingly, a concurrent conflict

of interest arose when "the representation of one client

was directly adverse to another client," Rule 1.7(a)(1),

such as the instant matter where counsel provided legal

representation to both the landlord and its principals (the

co-owners), as well as to the tenant; [2]-Counsel's

representation of defendants against plaintiff and

landlord was a concurrent conflict of interest; its

representation of the landlord in a transactional capacity

did not diminish the adverseness between the tenant

and landlord.

Comando v. Nugiel, 2014 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS

1365 (App.Div., June 11, 2014)

Core Terms

disqualification, legal representation, lease, preparation,

asserts, matters, email, moot, conflicting interest, legal

services, former client, documents, operating

agreement, derivative claim, concurrent, financing,

opinion letter, parties, terms, prior representation,

transactional, individually, materially, adversely,

disputes, alleges, advice, issues, realty

Case Summary

Overview
ISSUE: Whether the trial court erred in denying the

motion of plaintiff, a co-owner of a corporate landlord, to

disqualify counsel for defendants, the other co-owner

and the tenant. HOLDINGS: [1]-N.J. R. Prof. Conduct

The record includes references to defendant Nugiel's former

name, Mary Faith Radcliffe, as she married on September 9,

2011.

2 Defendant Pride Construction Services is not participating in

this appeal.

Outcome
The order was reversed in part.

LexisNexisO Headnotes

Civil Procedure > Appeals > Standards of

Review > De Novo Review

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > Disqualification of

Counsel

HN1[ ]Standards of Review, De Novo Review

The review of a motion for disqualification requires a

court to balance competing interests, weighing the need

to maintain the highest standards of the profession

against a client's right to freely choose his or her

counsel. A person's right to retain counsel of his or her

choice is limited in that there is no right to demand to be

represented by an attorney disqualified because of an

ethical requirement. The appellate court's review of an

order granting or denying a disqualification motion

invokes de novo plenary review.
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such documents.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of
I nterest 

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Burden Shifting

HN2[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

See N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of
I nterest

Evidence > Burdens of Proof > Initial Burden of

Persuasion

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN3[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.7(a)(1) clearly prohibits the

representation of opposing parties in the same litigation.

Rule 1.7(a)(1)'s proscriptions must equally apply to

transactional matters, and a concurrent conflict of

interest arises when the representation of one client will

be directly adverse to another client. Rule 1.7 is rooted

in the concept that no man can serve two masters, and

it has been suggested that employment should be

declined if there is a question whether the

representation will create an adversity of interest

between two clients.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN4[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

With respect to an alleged conflict of interest, N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.7 reflects the fundamental

understanding that an attorney will give complete and

undivided loyalty to the client and should be able to

advise the client in such a way as to protect the client's

interests, utilizing his professional training, ability and

judgment to the utmost.

Legal Ethics > Professional Conduct > General

Overview

Torts > ... > Elements > Duty > General Overview

HN5[ ]Legal Ethics, Professional Conduct

By their nature, counsel's opinion letters are instruments

of negotiation made to induce reliance, such that the law

recognizes a duty owed to third persons in preparing

HN6[ :; ] Burdens of Proof, Burden Shifting

If the prior and the subsequent matters are indeed the

same, the representation by counsel, absent written

consent of the former client, is prohibited. The former

client bears the burden of production of showing that by

application of N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9 she previously

had been represented by the attorney whose

disqualification is sought. If she successfully provides

necessary proofs, the burden shifts to the attorneys)

sought to be disqualified to demonstrate that the matter

in which he or she or they represented the former client

are not the same or substantially related to the

controversy in which the disqualification motion is

brought.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

Interest

HN7[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

See N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.9(a).

Civil
Procedure > ... > Justiciability > Mootness > Real

Controversy Requirement

HN8[ ] Mootness, Real Controversy Requirement

Mootness is a threshold justiciability determination

rooted in the notion that judicial power is to be exercised

only when a party is immediately threatened with harm.

A case is technically moot when the original issue

presented has been resolved, at least concerning the

parties who initiated the litigation. An issue is moot

when the decision sought in a matter, when rendered,

can have no practical effect on the existing controversy.

Counsel: Kevin J. O'Connor argued the cause for
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Robert J. Feinberg argued the cause for respondents

(Giordano, Halleran & Ciesla, P.C., attorneys; David C.

Roberts and Michael T. Strouse, on the brie.

Judges: Before Judges LIHOTZ, MAVEN and

HOFFMAN.

Opinion by: LIHOTZ

Opinion

[*206] [**379] The opinion of the court was delivered

by

LIHOTZ, J.A.D.

On our leave granted, plaintiff Elizabeth A. Comando,

individually and derivatively on behalf of 10 Centre

Drive, LLC (10 Centre), a corporation she owns with

defendant Mary F. Nugiel, appeals from a November 22,

2013 interlocutory order, denying her motion to

disqualify Norris McLaughlin & Marcus, P.A. (NMM)

from providing legal representation to defendants.

Plaintiff argues she was a former client, as NMM

provided legal representation to her in acquiring and

securing financing of real estate. Further, she alleges

she was wrongfully denied the right to exercise a

promised option to acquire an ownership interest in

defendant RCP Management Company (RCP), which

maintained its headquarters [***2] in 10 Centre's realty.

Finally, Comando asserts NMM's current representation

of defendants is adverse to the interests of 10 Centre,

which is also a current client, noting NMM additionally

provided prior representation including preparation of

[*207] the twenty-year lease agreement between RCP,

as tenant, and 10 Centre, as landlord.

Since this matter was argued on May 7, 2014, we

issued our opinion in a related appeal that addressed

another provision of the same order. Comando v.

Nugiel, A-2070-13, 2014 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS

1167 (App. Div. May 22, 2014). In that matter, we

determined the provisions of the 10 Centre Operating

Agreement required a form of alternative dispute

resolution once Comando and Nugiel were deadlocked

over whether to sell the realty owned by 10 Centre and

leased by RCP and defendant Pride Construction

Services. 2014 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1167, at *1,

[WL] at *2.
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Thereafter, we received correspondence, issued on

behalf of NMM by substituted counsel, advising that "as

of May 20, 2014, the Norris McLaughlin &Marcus firm

has ceased rendering legal services to the [d]efendants

as it relates to this action in its entirety." This materially

changed the position NMM previously had taken, as

expressed in an email communication from NMM dated

March 13, 2014, to Comando's [***3] counsel, which

advised of substituted counsel undertaking

representation, but stated "[NMM] reserved] the right to

continue to provide legal representation to all of the

[d]efendants in this matter, and [NMM is] not

representing . that [it would] never have another

conversation with [Nugiel] about this case, or about

other matters."

Defendants maintain that the substitution of counsel

coupled with the recent representations that NMM's

legal advice on issues in this litigation has ceased moot

Comando's arguments raised on appeal. Comando

disagrees and presses her claim of disqualification. She

identifies findings by the motion judge, which, she

asserts, if not reviewed and reversed, will adversely

affect the ongoing litigation. Specifically, Comando

argues the judge erroneously found NMM had not

provided legal representation to her. She also asserts

that despite finding NMM represented 10 Centre, the

judge improperly rejected the asserted corporate

derivative claims and suggested instead that the

complaint alleges individual claims by Comando against

Nugiel.

[*208] Following our review, we conclude the record is

far too limited and contains material [**380] factual

disputes making this court unable to discern the

full [***4] extent and nature of NMM's prior legal

representation of Comando, which could only have been

determined following an evidentiary hearing. The

evidence certainly shows NMM provided limited legal

services to her and also rendered extensive legal

services to 10 Centre, as well as RCP and Nugiel.

Moreover, in at least one specific transaction, that is the

negotiation of the RCP lease for realty owned by 10

Centre, NMM acted as counsel for the landlord, 10

Centre, and the tenant, RCP. The terms of and parties'

compliance with that lease are now at issue.

Accordingly, NMM's continued dual representation of

providing legal services to 10 Centre and, up until

recently, rendering legal advice to RCP to defend the

claims raised in this complaint, raises a conflict

prohibited by the Rules of Professional Conduct (RPC).

Further, the trial judge erroneously rejected the

derivative claims by incorrectly determining the issues
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raised claims held by Comando individually

At this juncture, NMM has removed itself from providing

legal representation to any party regarding this litigation.

However, with respect to the derivative claims advanced

by 10 Centre, NMM has a continuing conflict prohibiting

its [***5] representation of the corporation, while also

representing RCP, which must be waived. Regarding

Comando's claim of disqualification based on her prior

representation, although we conclude the judge

inaccurately found NMM provided no legal

representation to her, the record does not allow this

court to fully assess the extent and nature of that

representation. Nevertheless, NMM's complete

withdrawal renders the question moot.

These facts are found in the motion record. Comando

commenced employment with RCP on March 1, 2004.

In exchange for Comando's employment efforts to grow

RCP's business, she received a base salary and

additional compensation of one-third of [*209] the net

profits generated in "the North Region," to which she

was assigned. 2014 N.J. Super. Unpub. LEXIS 1167 at

*2, [WL] at *3. Comando also understood she would be

given the opportunity to obtain an ownership interest in

RCP. Ibid. She contends the parties entered into a

Client Purchase Option Covenant, setting forth the

terms upon which she could purchase the North Region

portfolio in the event she or RCP terminated her

employment.

In 2009, Comando was promoted to Senior Vice

President, and on April 29, 2011, she was named a

"Principal" of RCP. Ibid. Comando avers that in

the [***6] ensuing years she contributed significantly to

RCP's expansion in the region and its resulting

increases in revenue.

I n June 2010, Nugiel retained NMM "to represent RCP

in general corporate matters arising from time-to-time."

NMM's June 28, 2010 engagement letter, authored by

Jesse P. Nash, acknowledged NMM had been retained

"to represent [RCP] as an entity" "for the purpose of:

reviewing (RCP's] employee manual/handbook and

such other legal matters for and/or on behalf of [RCP]

as may arise from time[-]to[-]time." The letter urged "any

shareholder, director, member, partner or officer" with

legal questions regarding particular rights or obligations

to obtain separate counsel. Nash's letter concluded:

"We will not represent the interests of any one individual

in any way that is in conflict with the interests of the

entity as a whole."
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In early 2011, Comando and Nugiel formed 10 Centre

as a holding company to acquire and manage real

property that would become RCP's headquarters.

According to Nash, Nugiel requested he and NMM

provide legal representation in [**381] "(1) the

formation of the limited liability company, (2) preparation

of the RCP lease for the property, (3) preparation of an

operating [***7] agreement for [10 Centre], and (4)

[assistance] with legal issues surrounding obtaining the

financing needed by [10 Centre] to purchase the new

headquarters" for RCP. There is no mention of the

preparation or existence of a new engagement letter for

these [*210] new legal services and nothing to explain

what role Comando had in engaging NMM.

NMM incorporated 10 Centre and served as its

registered agent. In preparation of 10 Centre's operating

agreement, Nash acknowledged he conducted

conference calls with Nugiel and Comando, summarized

provisions of the drafted documents, and emailed a

memo to both Nugiel and Comando regarding

modifications of the agreement terms.

Nash also assisted with the preparation, modification

and execution of an "agreement for purchase and sale"

of the realty ultimately acquired by 10 Centre. In the

purchase of the realty, Nash assisted with the

preparation, review and execution of several

agreements related to the intricate multi-million dollar

acquisition and the financing and re-financing of a

bridge loan. It is unclear whether he provided individual

legal advice to Nugiel regarding this transaction, while

also acting as 10 Centre's counsel. Nash also drafted a

lease [***8] agreement allowing RCP to lease the

property acquired by 10 Centre for twenty years at a flat

rent.

I n this regard, Nash insists he took direction from Nugiel

and "never gave [ ] Comando any personal advice or

counsel on those issues." This assertion contradicts his

claim of serving as counsel for the corporation not its

members and also his written representations contained

in an opinion letter delivered to TD Bank in respect of

the highly complex financing arrangement. In issuing his

legal opinion, Nash stated NMM

acted as special counsel to 10 Centre Drive, LLC

(the "Borrower"), RCP Management Company, Inc.

(the "Equity Guarantor") and Mary Faith Radcliffe

and Elizabeth Comando (each, an "Individual

Guarantor" and collectively, the "Individual

Guarantors") in connection with the closing . . . of a

$1,500,000 mortgage loan from you to Borrower

(the "First Mortgage Loan") and a $350,000 bridge
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loan from you to Borrower (the "Bridge Loan, and

together with the First Mortgage Loan, the "Loan

Facilities").

NMM maintains the opinion letter does not evince legal

representation was provided to Comando. Nash alleges

he fully informed Comando he was not her lawyer, as

reflected in his memo [*211] accompanying [***9]

transmittal of 10 Centre's proposed operating

agreement, in which he stated:

As an initial matter (and as you both know) I must

stress that I represent [Nugiel] and RCP [ ] in

several matters. I have drafted the attached based

on your instructions, but I do not represent

[Comando] in connection with these matters.

[Comando], this operating agreement is a

complicated document, I advise you to obtain

separate counsel to advise you and advocate for

your interests in connection with the attached.

Review of this cover note is not a substitute for a

careful review of the attached with your own

counsel. Please let me know if you would like me to

refer an attorney to you.

have received a lot of feedback from you both,

and I attempted to harmonize all of this feedback

into a single set of terms, but this was not always

possible.

[**382] Nash certified that at the time he sent this

document, Comando "clearly communicated to [him]

that she understood and acknowledged the fact that

[Nash] was not acting as her counsel in connection with

the subject series of transactions." Nugiel also certified

to her recollection of Nash's statements in an

unspecified phone conference that Comando "was not

represented [***10] by NMM in connection with the

formation of 10 Centre[], or preparation of its operating

agreement."

Comando disputes Nash's assertions of limited

involvement on her behalf. She maintains she and

Nugiel were "sitting at the table" with Nash "when 10

Centre was formed and the lease was negotiated and

filed." On or about July 5, 2011, Nash, Nugiel and

Comando discussed the initial draft of the operating

agreement and its terms during a conference call. In an

e-mail dated July 6, 2011, Nash sent the updated

version to both Nugiel and Comando, requesting they

review the document and provide him with any further

comments. Comando sent Nash her personal financial

statement to be used when negotiating the mortgage

and requested he keep the documents confidential.
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Further, she relied on NMM's July 19, 2011 opinion

letter to TD Bank, including several representations that

applied to her. Among these were the loan documents

"constituted a legal, valid and binding obligation of each

[o]bligor" and that the execution of the document "by

each [o]bligor . d[id] not violate . . any applicable

judgment, order, writ, injunction or decree known to

[NMM] of any court or other [*212] governmental

authority." Comando also supplied [***11] a September

14, 2011 email sent regarding an SBA loan for 10

Centre, in which she identified Nash as her counsel.

Nugiel and Comando's relationship deteriorated.

Comando alleges difficulties and disagreements arose

between Comando and Nugiel regarding RCP's

finances and Nugiel's absence from the office.

Comando resigned from RCP on April 1, 2013. She

thereafter initiated this litigation.

By letter dated June 18, 2013, Comando's counsel

expressed his position "[Nash] and [NMM] are

conflicted] from representing any party in relation to

these disputes[.]" She thereafter moved for NMM's

disqualification, alleging violations of RPCs 1.7, 1.9 and

3.7. Following argument, the motion judge rejected

Comando's assertions, finding she "never sought or

received any legal advice from [NMM] in connection with

the issuance of the opinion letter" to TD Bank and

emphasized Comando was "advised repeatedly

throughout the process of [10 Centre's] formation and

financing that she was [not] [sic] represented by [NMM]

and that she should retain her own attorney." The judge

also rejected Comando's asserted derivative claims on

behalf 10 Centre, concluding they were direct claims by

Comando against Nugiel because Comando [***12]

and Nugiel were 10 Centre's sole shareholders.

Comando moved for interlocutory review. We granted

leave to allow consideration of the request for

disqualification. While the matter was pending,

Comando moved to supplement the record stating

documents finally released by defendants in compliance

with discovery demands supported her request to

reverse the trial court's order. She attached emails

reflecting NMM billing statements sent to her and Nugiel

for fees rendered for the real estate matter, including

RCP's lease, billed to 10 Centre for payment; NMM trust

account ledgers showing monies paid by Comando and

10 Centre apparently for legal services rendered to

RCP; emails discussing substantive provisions of the

financial documents, including the need to execute a

release and Nash's opinion about doing so;

correspondence from NMM to [**383] third parties
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confirming [*213] its representation of 10 Centre; and

emails from Nash to Comando discussing 10 Centre's

tax appeals.

Defendant opposed the motion as moot and,

alternatively, cross-moved to supplement the record

with the email from Nash stating NMM was no longer

trial counsel for defendants in the litigation. The email

also advised NMM "reserve[d] the right [***13] to

continue to provide legal representation to all of the

[d]efendants in this matter, and [NMM was] not

representing . that [it would] never have another

conversation with [Nugiel] about this case, or about

other matters."3

HN1[ The review of a motion for disqualification

requires a court "to balance competing interests,

weighing the 'need to maintain the highest standards of

the profession' against 'a client's right to freely choose

his [or her] counsel."' Dewey v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco

Co., 109 N.J. 201, 218, 536 A.2d 243 (1988) (quoting

Gov't of India v. Cook Indus., Inc., 569 F.2d 737, 739

(2d Cir. 1978)). "[A] person's right to retain counsel of

his or her choice is limited in that 'there is no right to

demand to be represented by an attorney disqualified

because of an ethical requirement."' Ibid. (quoting

Reardon v. Marlayne, Inc., 83 N.J. 460, 477, 416 A.2d

852 (1980)). Our review of "an order granting or denying

a disqualification motion invokes . de novo plenary

review ." Twenty-First Century Rail Corp. v. New

Jersey Transit Corp., 210 N.J. 264, 274, 44 A.3d 592

(2012).

Comando identifies several bases to support

disqualification. We start with her argument that NMM's

ongoing representation of 10 Centre precluded its

representation of RCP in any adverse transaction. RPC

1.7 addresses concurrent conflicts of interests and

provides in pertinent part:

*214] HN2[ ] (a) Except [***14] as provided in

paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client

if the representation involves a concurrent conflict

of interest. A concurrent conflict of interest exists if:

(1) the representation of one client will be directly

adverse to another client; or

(2) there is a significant risk that the representation

of one or more clients will be materially limited by

3 The inclusion of references to these materials signals our

decision to grant the motion and cross-motion to supplement

the record.
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the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a

former client, or a third person or by a personal

interest of the lawyer.

(b) Notwithstanding the existence of a concurrent

conflict of interest under paragraph (a), a lawyer

may represent a client if:
(1) each affected client gives informed consent,

confirmed in writing, after full disclosure and

consultation. When the lawyer represents

multiple clients in a single matter, the consultation

shall include an explanation of the common

representation and the advantages and risks

involved;
(2) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer

will be able to provide competent and diligent

representation to each affected client;

(3) the representation is not prohibited by law; and

(4) the representation does not involve the

assertion of a claim by one client against another

client represented by the lawyer [***15] in the

same litigation or other proceeding before a

tribunal.

This rule is easily applied in the context of litigation. See

Kevin H. Michels, [**384] New Jersey Attorney Ethics

— The Law of New Jersey Lawyering, § 19:2-1 at 407

(2012) (HN3[ ] "RPC 1.7(a)(1) clearly prohibits the

representation of opposing parties in the same

litigation."). See also N.J. Advisory Comm. on

Professional Ethics Op. 362 (1977) (holding a lawyer

representing both a union and an individual member of

that union had to withdraw from representation of both

clients upon the individual's filing a grievance against

the union). We conclude the rule's proscriptions must

equally apply to transactional matters, and a concurrent

conflict of interest arises when "the representation of

one client will be directly adverse to another client."

RPC 1.7(a)(1).

"RPC 1.7 is rooted in the concept that '[n]o man can

serve two masters,' Raymond L. Wise, Legal Ethics

272-73 (1970), and, it has been suggested that

employment should be declined if there is a question

whether the representation will create an adversity of

interest between two clients." State ex rel. S.G., 175

N.J. 132, 139, 814 A.2d 612 (2003). This principle

applies here.

(*215] A.

Focusing on the corporate entities, NMM is counsel to

RCP and 10 Centre. There is no engagement letter
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explaining [***16] NMM's role regarding 10 Centre or

authorizing the firm to take direction from Nugiel when

acting on behalf of 10 Centre. The twenty-year lease

presents adverse interests between Nugiel and RCP on

one hand, and 10 Centre on the other, because lease

terms favorable to RCP may well be detrimental to 10

Centre. There was no evidence of a waiver by all clients

when preparing the lease between 10 Centre and RCP,

which would include Comando who was a fifty percent

member of 10 Centre. See In re Dolan, 76 N.J. 1, 11,

13, 384 A.2d 1076 (1978) (finding representation of a

mortgagor and mortgagee in a transaction is a direct

conflict of interest requiring informed consent of the

clients, particularly in light of "the possibility that as

between buyer and developer-seller there may ripen

some disagreement respecting the physical condition of

the premises").

Further, the documents submitted strongly suggest

Nash took direction only from Nugiel on these matters,

but she was one of the two equal members of 10

Centre. The complaint challenges Nugiel's actions as

detrimental to the interest of 10 Centre and as favoring

those of RCP. It also asserts the rent paid by RCP was

not based on fair market value, a claim that appears to

strike at the heart of [***17] the potential conflict of

interest and implicates financial detriment to 10 Centre

which has significant debt service that must be met. See

Michels, supra, § 19:3-1 at 440 ("RPC 1.7(a)(2) may be

implicated when a lawyer proposes to represent two or

more persons with an interest in the same object,

occurrence, or transaction.").

Also, allegations such as minority shareholder

oppression, wrongful disposition of excess funds

received by 10 Centre in the SBA loan closing, and

diversion of profits based on Nugiel's refusal to release

the details of 10 Centre's financial affairs, are

problematic to NMM which purports to currently

represent 10 [*216] Centre, as well as RCP and

Nugiel.4 HN4[ ̀  ] "RPC 1.7 reflects 'the fundamental

understanding that an attorney will give complete and

undivided loyalty to the client [and] should be able to

advise the client in such a way as to protect the client's

interests, utilizing his professional [**385] training,

ability and judgment to the utmost."' J.G. Ries &Sons,

Inc. v. Spectraserv, Inc., 384 N.J. Super. 216, 223, 894

A.2d 681 (App. Div. 2006) (alteration in original)

(quoting State ex rel. S.G., supra, 175 N.J. at 139, 814

4 NMM currently provides legal representation to 10 Centre in

its general business affairs, is involved in pending tax appeals,

and acts as its registered agent.

A.2d 612).
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Prior to its recent withdrawal from all representation,

NMM's role in this litigation [***18] as counsel for Nugiel

and RCP against Comando and 10 Centre presented

prima facie evidence of a concurrent conflict of interest,

waivable only by informed written consent, which has

never been presented. RPC 1.7(b)(1). Further, NMM's

continued representation of 10 Centre in a transactional

capacity will not diminish the adverseness between

RCP and 10 Centre. Nugiel, in her corporate capacity as

a member of 10 Centre, is alleged to have wrongfully

controlled 10 Centre's financial affairs to aid RCP and

harm 10 Centre. NMM's legal representation of Nugiel

and RCP impinges upon its allegiance to protect 10

Centre's interests raising "a significant risk that the

representation of one or more clients [would] be

materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to

another client." NMM's loyalty to Nugiel and RCP

prefers their interest to the competing interests of 10

Centre. This may not continue. RPC 1.7(a)(2).

The motion judge's characterization of the derivative

claims as a "red herring" is erroneous. He failed to

analyze the claims and their impact on 10 Centre, as

well as its creditors. The complaint asserts Nugiel

breached her fiduciary duty in carrying out her

responsibilities as "an officer, director and/or [***19]

shareholder of . . . 10 Centre []," which resulted in the

failure to further the interests of 10 Centre in favor of

RCP; the improper management and [*217] operation

of the corporation and its finances; and the improper

diversion of funds away from 10 Centre "for personal

and/or non-business purposes." The action by Nugiel on

behalf of 10 Centre, if proven, would reveal actual harm

done to the corporation, impinging its ability to operate

and satisfy its debts.

We reject as unpersuasive defendants' analogy

between the facts at hand and those in Kira Inc. v. All

Star Maint. Inc., 267 Fed. App'x 352 (5th Cir. 2008).

There, in concluding no conflict of interest arose in

rendering legal services to the parties, the court relied

directly on the jury verdict rejecting as meritless the

plaintiff's underlying claims. Id. at 356. We cannot do the

same in this newly commenced matter.

More apt to these facts is the Court's holding in In re

Berkowitz, 136 N.J. 134, 642 A.2d 389 (1994). In that

matter, an attorney represented a client seeking a

zoning variance on land contiguous to the property of a

client represented by another attorney at the firm. Id. at

135-36, 642 A.2d 389. The second client would be
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adversely affected if the first client's application were

granted. Id. at 135, 642 A.2d 389. The Court

reprimanded both attorneys, who it found failed to fully

disclose the potential [***20] conflict to the clients,

noting "the decision of whether to oppose the proposed

zoning would obviously create a division of loyalties

between [the attorneys] and their clients." Id. at 144, 642

A.2d 389.

We conclude the motion judge erred in rejecting

Comando's derivative claims on behalf of 10 Centre,

without even considering the need for further

development of the facts and circumstances

surrounding her assertions, along with the nature of

NMM's actual representation of these clients. Further,

NMM's ongoing representation of Nugiel individually,

RCP and 10 Centre on a transactional basis presents

[**386] a concurrent conflict in contravention of RPC

1.7(a).

B.

The record is less clear on the claims of conflict

asserted by Comando individually. Contrary to the

motion judge's statement, [*218] NMM provided at

least limited representation to Comando in the course of

the loan transactions. NMM does not dispute it

represented itself to the lenders as Comando's counsel

for the purpose of effectuating the closing of the

identified loans. NMM's attempts to minimize the facts

regarding this representation are rejected. HN5[ ] By

their nature, opinion letters are instruments of

negotiation "made to induce reliance," such that the law

recognizes a [***21] duty owed to third persons in

preparing such documents. Banco Popular N. Am. v.

Gandi, 184 N.J. 161, 183, 876 A.2d 253 (2005). See

also Petrillo v. Bachenberg, 139 N.J. 472, 485, 655 A.2d

1354 (1985).

HN6[ ] "[I]f the prior and the subsequent matters are

indeed the same, the representation, absent written

consent of the former client, is prohibited." Twenty-First

Century Rail Corp., supra, 210 N.J. at 276, 44 A.3d 592

(holding RPC 1.9(a) prohibited representation where an

opinion letter reflected counsel's awareness of the

adverseness of the current and former clients' positions

in the same dispute). Comando as a former client bears

the burden of production of showing "that by application

of RPC 1.9 [she] previously had been represented by

the attorney whose disqualification is sought." City of

Atl. City v. Trupos, 201 N.J. 447, 462, 992 A.2d 762

(2010). If she successfully provides necessary proofs,

"the burden shifts to the attorneys) sought to be

disqualified to demonstrate that the matter . . . in which
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he or [she or] they represented the former client are not

the same or substantially related to the controversy in

which the disqualification motion is brought." Id. at 463,

992 A.2d 762.

However, the record is insufficient to determine whether

that prior representation created a present conflict of

i nterest, proscribed by RPC 1.9(a).5 The filed

certifications do not provide [*219] conclusive

documentation, but rely on oral representations, which

are disputed. Further, the record as presented cannot

support a determination [***22] that the prior

representation was sufficiently related to the current

disputes. See Trupos, supra, 201 N.J. at 467, 992 A.2d

762 (holding RPC 1.9(a) bars representation of a client

against a former client where "facts relevant to the prior

representation are both relevant and material to the

subsequent representation"). Perhaps an evidentiary

hearing could have fleshed out the competing oral

assertions and determined the extent of the attorney-

client relationship, but we conclude that such an effort is

no longer necessary. Although we reject as unsupported

the trial judge's finding that no representation was

provided to Comando by NMM, in light of NMM's current

withdrawal, the issue is moot.

HN8[ ] "Mootness is a threshold justiciability

determination rooted in the notion that judicial power is

to be exercised only when a party is immediately

threatened with harm." Betancourt v. Trinitas [**387]

Hosp., 415 N.J. Super. 301, 311, 1 A.3d 823 (App. Div.

2010) (citation omitted). "'A case is technically moot

when the original issue [***23] presented has been

resolved, at least concerning the parties who initiated

the litigation."' Ibid. (quoting DeVesa v. Dorsey, 134 N.J.

420, 428, 634 A.2d 493 (1993) (Pollock, J., concurring)

(citation omitted)). In other words, "[a]n issue is 'moot'

when the decision sought in a matter, when rendered,

can have no practical effect on the existing controversy."

Greenfield v. N.J. Dept of Corrs., 382 N.J. Super. 254,

257-58, 888 A.2d 507 (App. Div. 2006) (internal

quotation marks and citation omitted).

C.

5 RPC 1.9(a) provides:

HN7[ ] A lawyer who has represented a client in a

matter shall not thereafter represent another client in the

same or a substantially related matter in which that

client's interests are materially adverse to the interests of

the former client unless the former client gives informed

consent confirmed in writing.
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Comando also contends NMM should be disqualified

because Nash could be called to testify at an ensuing

trial.6 Even though [*220] it is unclear how Nash's

testimony supports or refutes the remaining claims, this

too is moot.

I II.

I n summary, the motion judge's order denying the

motion for disqualification [***24] regarding 10 Centre's

derivative claims was grounded on erroneous legal

conclusions. The conflict between 10 Centre and RCP

may continue depending on NMM's continued certify

representation of these entities and Nugiel.

Disqualification based on Comando's claim of past

representation is moot as is the assertion Nash may be

a necessary witness at trial. These claims are

dismissed.

Dismissed in part and reversed in part.
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6 Under RPC 3.7(a):

[a] lawyer shall not act as advocate at a trial in which the

lawyer is likely to be a necessary witness unless:

(1) the testimony relates to an uncontested issue;

(2) the testimony relates to the nature and value of legal

services rendered in the case; or

(3) disqualification of the lawyer would work substantial

hardship on the client.

Defendants argue Comando's delay in moving for NMM's

disqualification is a waiver. The facts refute this claim. We will

not provide an extended discussion of the issue because

defendants did not file across-appeal.
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I N THE MATTER OF HERMAN G. HONIG, AN

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW

the confidence reposed in him by his client. As such, the

court suspended respondent from the practice of law for

two years.

Prior History: [***1] On order to show cause why the

respondent should not be disbarred or otherwise

disciplined.

Core Terms

deed, legal services, occasioned, mortgage

Case Summary

Procedural Posture
Respondent attorney was before the court to show

cause why he should not be disbarred or otherwise

disciplined after the Ethics and Grievance Committee,

Bergen County (New Jersey) found him guilty of

unethical and improper conduct in that he abused and

took advantage of the confidence reposed in him by a

client for his own personal benefit and gain.

Overview
Respondent attorney entered into an agreement with a

client, in which for an absolute conveyance of the

client's residence, respondent agreed to provide the

client and his mother with a place to live for one year,

with respondent paying all of the overhead expenses.

Based on this agreement, the county Ethics and

Grievance Committee found respondent attorney guilty

of unethical and improper conduct based upon its

determination that he abused and took advantage of the

confidence reposed in him by his client for his own

personal benefit and gain and failed to respect the trust

placed in him by his client. The court held that where

respondent entered into an unconscionable bargain with

a client who was without independent advice, his

actions violated R.R. 1:7-6, R. Prof. Conduct 11, which

prohibited lawyers from any action whereby for personal

benefit or gain the lawyer abuses or takes advantage of

Outcome
The court suspended respondent attorney from the

practice of law for two years, holding that where

respondent entered into an unconscionable bargain with

a client who was without independent advice, his

actions violated the rules of professional conduct, which

prohibited lawyers from any action whereby for personal

benefit or gain the lawyer abuses or takes advantage of

the client's confidence.

LexisNexisO Headnotes

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > General Overview

HN1[ ] Legal Ethics, Client Relations

By R.R. 1:7-6, R. Prof. Conduct 11, made to govern the

conduct of the members of the bar of this state, the

lawyer should refrain from any action whereby for his

personal benefit or gain he abuses or takes advantage

of the confidence reposed in him by his client.

Governments > Fiduciaries

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > General Overview

HN2[ ] Governments, Fiduciaries

All fiduciaries are held to a duty of fairness, good faith

and fidelity, but an attorney is held to an even higher

degree of responsibility in these matters than is required

of all others.
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Legal Ethics > Client Relations > General Overview

HN3[ ] Legal Ethics, Client Relations

A member of the bar must act in good faith and deal

fairly with his clients. He is not privileged to exercise an

advantage which will in any respect prove detrimental to

his client's interests.

Counsel: For the order, Mr. Milton T. Lasher, Chairman

of the Ethics and Grievance Committee of Bergen

County.

For the respondent, Mr. George F. Losche

Judges: For two-year suspension -- Justices Heher,

Wachenfeld, Burling and Jacobs. For disbarment --

Chief Justice Vanderbilt, and Justices Oliphant and

Brennan. The opinion of the court was delivered by

Wachenfeld, J. Vanderbilt, C.J. (dissenting).

Opinion by: WACHENFELD

Opinion

[*75] [**412] The Ethics and Grievance Committee of

Bergen County, on a complaint made, held a formal

hearing and took the testimony of the parties in interest

and others, after which it unanimously submitted a

presentment setting forth:

"* * *this Committee is of the opinion that the said

attorney, Herman G. Honig, is guilty of unethical

and improper conduct in that he abused and took

advantage of the confidence reposed in him by his

client for his own personal benefit and gain and that

he failed to respect the trust reposed in him by his

client."

As a result, we issued an order to show cause, directed

to the respondent, why he should [***2] not be

disbarred or otherwise disciplined.

He is an attorney and counsellor at law practicing in

Waldwick and was also the municipal magistrate of the

Borough of Allendale in Bergen County.

[*76] The disciplinary proceedings were initiated by

Leon R. Kornhoff, a real estate broker.

I n the fall of 1950, Kornhoff was critically ill and intended

to enter a hospital for a serious operation. He was also
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in financial difficulty and made an agreement with a

friend of his, Berkowitz, whereby he was going to

convey his property to Mr. Berkowitz and "* * * in three

months' time, if I don't sell it, or redeem it, he keeps it."

For the purpose of having this deed prepared, Kornhoff,

on Saturday, November 25, 1950, the day he was to be

hospitalized, called at the office of the respondent,

Honig, whom he had known for some ten years and who

on prior occasions had done legal work for him. Honig

warned Kornhoff that under the proposed arrangements

he was in danger of losing his house to Berkowitz and

offered to give Kornhoff a "better break."

The testimony is at variance as to Honig's proposal.

According to Kornhoff, he understood Honig was to take

over the property, with Kornhoff [***3] and his aged

mother, who dwelt with him, having the right to live there

rent free for one year, he retaining the right to redeem

his property any time within the year by reimbursing

Honig for all expenses; if Kornhoff did not survive the

operation, the house was to be sold and, after deducting

his disbursements and outlays, Honig was to turn the

balance of the proceeds over to the mother.

Honig's version, which we are inclined to believe, was

that in return for an absolute conveyance of the property

he agreed to provide Kornhoff and his mother with a

place to live for one year, he paying all the overhead

expenses.

I n any event, Honig actually prepared a deed for the

property to himself and Kornhoff executed it. He also

prepared and had executed an agreement between

them which read:

"For and in consideration of legal services rendered

and the assumption of the mortgage now on the

premises [**413] known as (description) [*77]

and the use and occupancy of said premises for a

period of one year from the date hereof,

I, the said Leon R. Kornhoff, do hereby agree to

convey the hereinabove premises to Herman G.

Honig and I, Herman G. Honig, do hereby agree to

accept the [***4] aforesaid conveyance under the

terms above set forth."

At this time there was no money owing to Honig from

Kornhoff for legal services.

Honig thereupon had the deed executed by KornhofFs

wife, from whom Kornhoff was separated, on the

payment to her of $ 250, and had it recorded, showing
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himself as the unconditional owner of the property

We think the respondent thus entered into an

unconscionable bargain with a client who was without

independent advice, was distraught by the possibilities

of death in an impending operation and beset with

financial difficulties. The oppressiveness of the

transaction is indicated by the fact there was apparently

a substantial equity in the property. Kornhoff estimated

the value of the realty at $ 21,000 while the

respondent's witness, also a real estate broker, placed it

at $ 15,000. There was a balance outstanding on the

mortgage against it of less than $ 9,800, with two

payments of $ 93 each being in default.

Because of a hurricane and blocked roads, Kornhoff

was prevented from going to the hospital on the

appointed date but went the following day. The

operation was successful and in a month Kornhoff

returned home.

During the next [***5] two months Honig called on

Kornhoff on several occasions and during their

conversations no conflict of ideas as to the status of the

property was expressed. Late in February or early in

March, Honig received a notice from his landlord

discontinuing his tenancy and approached Kornhoff with

respect to the tatter's vacating his home in favor of

Honig, who offered to compensate him financially for the

balance of the agreed one-year term of occupancy.

Kornhoff did not assent to this proposal and retained

another attorney, and on March 8, 1951, a letter was

sent to [*78] Honig offering to pay him whatever sums

were due in connection with the property and

demanding a reconveyance. Honig wrote in reply that

he expected Kornhoff to live up to the terms of the

contract and the deed executed on November 25, 1950.

Negotiations being unsuccessful, an action was

instituted on behalf of Kornhoff against Honig to recover

the property. It was eventually settled by Kornhoff

reimbursing Honig for all money expended by him in

connection with the property and in addition paying

Honig $ 600. Honig then reconveyed the property to his

erstwhile client.

The respondent admits his behavior in [***6] this matter

"is subject to some criticism." We find his conduct is a

violation of Canon 11 of the Canons of Professional

Ethics of the American Bar Association. HN1[ ] By

Rule 1:7-6, made to govern the conduct of the members

of the bar of this State, "The lawyer should refrain from

any action whereby for his personal benefit or gain he

Page 3 of 5

abuses or takes advantage of the confidence reposed in

him by his client."

HN2[ ] All fiduciaries are held to a duty of fairness,

good faith and fidelity, but an attorney is held to an even

higher degree of responsibility in these matters than is

required of all others. 536 Broad St. Corp. v. Valco

Mtge. Co., Inc., 135 N.J. Eq. 361 (Ch. 1944), affirmed

o.b. 138 N.J. Eq. 431 (E. & A. 1946). See also Dunn v.

Dunn, 42 N.J. Eq. 431 (E. & A. 1886); Crocheron v.

Savage, 75 N.J. Eq. 589 (E. & A. 1909); Presbyterian

Church v. Plainfield Trust Co., 139 N.J. Eq. 501 (Ch,

1947); 7 C.J.S. 964, Attorney &Client, Sec. 127; 5 Am.

Jur. 287, Attorneys at Law, Secs. 48 and 49.

HN3[ ` ] A member of the bar must act in good faith and

deal fairly with his clients. He is not privileged to

exercise an advantage [***7] which will in any respect

prove detrimental to his client's interests.

[**414] The respondent's over-reaching was

occasioned by the application of a false standard of

comparison. He thought, inasmuch as his offer was

better than the one already made to [*79] his client, he

was justified in arranging the terms ultimately agreed

upon.

As to the client, we think because of his 25 years'

experience in the real estate business he was fully

cognizant of the transaction and fully consented to it, but

this does not exonerate the respondent.

The exigencies of the situation are stressed by

respondent's counsel, contending Honig had to act

quickly and "in acting quickly he acted erroneously."

Even if this be true, there was a noticeable reluctance,

as a matter of fact a direct refusal, to release what he

had acquired when he was subsequently asked for a

return of the property.

We are in accord with the findings of the Bergen County

Ethics and Grievance Committee that the respondent

was guilty of improper conduct and we so find.

The punishment to be imposed always presents a

difficult and distasteful task but the obligation is

nevertheless ours. Although the respondent's

conduct [***8] trespassed upon the high standard

established, there were some mitigating circumstances

that equity and fairness direct should be given

consideration.

The respondent has been a member of the bar in good

standing for 24 years and bears a good reputation in the
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community in which he lives. He returned to Kornhoff,

at our suggestion, the $ 600 previously paid him in

settlement, for which he had a general release that

would have barred such a recovery. His resignation as

a magistrate of the Municipal Court of the Borough of

Allendale while this proceeding against him was

pending removes the necessity of our considering any

further question with respect thereto and is an indication

of his belated realization of the impropriety of his

conduct. His self-removal reflects repentance, which in

turn adumbrates the possibility of a moral awakening.

Our judgment is that he be suspended from the practice

of law for a period of two years and until the further

order of this court.

Dissent by: VANDERBILT

Dissent 
\~\W~\\~uu\W~~\IIn~AV\U~\OIV\\~W~~U\U~OU\ti\\W\\H\U~A~W~W\\~~UW~\\~~\~1AU~\emu\W D~~\Q~AFW~\\\~\\\~\~W~l`

[*80] VANDERBILT, C.J. (dissenting).

Honig struck his unconscionable bargain with his

seriously ill and financially distressed client on

November 25, 1950, persisted for months

thereafter [***9] in his efforts to enforce it and to the

date of the hearing before this court he evidenced no

sign of repentance. Before the Ethics and Grievance

Committee and before this court he has sought to justify

his wrongful conduct by a variety of explanations, none

convincing.

First, his brief states that he "labored under the

mistaken belief that he was justified in dealing with Mr.

Kornhoff other than as a client." But how could this be

when he had dealt with Kornhoff as a client in the past

and when Kornhoff came to his office on this occasion

before leaving for the hospital for a very serious

operation expressly for the purpose of having him draw

a deed to a third party? Moreover, at the hearing before

the Ethics and Grievance Committee Honig testified:

"Q. Mr. Honig, you recognized that you were

performing a legal service for Mr. Kornhoff that

morning as soon as he asked you to prepare a

deed, didn't you? A. Yes.

Q. And you realized that you were dealing with him

then as a client, didn't you? A. That is right, Sir.

Q. Then didn't it occur to you that you shouldn't

deal with a client in the way that you were, namely,

getting from him this property under those

circumstances? [***10] A. Well, it is hard to

explain that." (page 78)

Page 4 of 5

(**415] Second, he attempts to justify his conduct by

saying in his brief that he "thought he was giving Mr.

Kornhoff a better proposition than was offered him by

Mr. Berkowitz and that since it was an improvement Mr.

Kornhoff should have been satisfied." This is not the

language of repentance by one who recognizes his

responsibilities as an attorney but rather a brazen

attempt to justify his position by suggesting a standard

of professional conduct which fails completely to

comprehend the true nature of the attorney's obligation

to his client.

Third, in his brief it is stated that "no complaint can be

found of Mr. Honig's treatment of the mortgage

situation," [*81] but the uncontradicted facts indicate

otherwise. Kornhoff desired to assure his mother a

home in the event he should not survive his operation

and Honig was well aware of this, for he testified at the

hearing:
"The only thing that I could do or I might consider is,

if you convey the title to me. I will guarantee to you

that your mother and you will have a place to live

for a year, after you sign the agreement."

Nowhere, however, did Honig [***11] even mention the

mother in the odd agreement which accompanied the

execution of the deed absolute by Kornhoff to him, and

significantly Honig did not provide Kornhoff with a copy

of the agreement so that in the event of Kornhoff's not

unexpected death his mother would have had no

evidence of the arrangement her son had made. The

agreement, moreover, was false in reciting that it was

"For and in consideration of legal services rendered,"

since at the hearing Honig admitted that Kornhoff did

not owe him anything for legal services.

Fourth, Honig attempts to justify his conduct by pointing

out that Kornhoff was an experienced real estate broker

who knew the difference between a deed and a

mortgage, apparently inferring that the standard of the

market place, caveat emptor, is applicable to the

dealings of attorney and client. Not only is the inference

unacceptable as contrary to Canon 11 of the Canons of

Professional Ethics:

"The lawyer should refrain from any action whereby

for his personal benefit or gain be abuses or takes

advantage of the confidence reposed in him by his

client. * * *."

but the argument completely overlooks the fact that at

the time Kornhoff, [***12] experienced though he may

have been, was distraught by the specter of death -- he
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was to be hospitalized that afternoon for an operation

which he knew might be fatal -- and distressed at the

financial straits in which he found himself.

[*82] Fifth, Honig did not even live up to his agreement

with Kornhoff, but in February or March endeavored to

get Kornhoff to turn over possession of his home long

before the expiration of the one-year period by offering

to compensate him for its use for the balance of the

year. Kornhoff refused, but offered to pay Honig

whatever sums were due him in connection with the

property and demanded a reconveyance, to which

Honig replied by insisting that Kornhoff live up to the

terms of the contract, despite the fact that Honig was

now fully aware, if he had ever been unaware, of all the

facts as to how much he stood to gain at his client's

expense. Indeed, Honig admits that he may have asked

$ 5,000 for the settlement of his claim to the property, as

testified to by Kornhoff. Negotiations being

unsuccessful, an action was instituted on behalf of

Kornhoff against Honig to recover the property. This

action was eventually settled by Kornhoff

reimbursing ['"*'x'13] Honig for all money expended by

him in connection with the property and in addition

paying Honig $ 600 and by Honig reconveying the

property. Following this settlement Kornhoff brought the

matter to the attention of the Bergen County Ethics and

Grievance Committee which, after hearing, submitted a

unanimous presentment to this court. The $ 600

exacted by the respondent from his client for the

settlement of his outrageous claim was not refunded

until after the argument of this matter before us, and

then only as the result of our direct suggestion that it be

done forthwith, and his resignation likewise was not

[**416] forthcoming until after the argument here. The

refunding of this $ 600, moreover, did not make

Kornhoff whole, for the record shows that he expended

at least $ 1,000 for attorney's fees in his efforts to

recover the property that was his.

The respondent here not only took undue advantage of

a client who was peculiarly in need of trustworthy

professional assistance, but he persisted for months in

the prosecution of his reprehensible course of conduct

to keep his client's property. His was no error in

judgment occasioned by the temptation of the moment,

but a crafty [***14] scheme for his own [*83]

enrichment at his client's expense; a scheme quickly

devised, to be sure, yet pursued at leisure. A lawyer's

character is not to be determined by his transactions

with the strong but by his dealings with the weak. It is

not the integrity occasioned by compunction, but the

moral fibre revealed in the midst of temptation that is the
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true measure of a man. As the majority recognizes,

every attorney owes an unyielding obligation to his client

to serve him faithfully, fairly and honestly and that in the

performance of this obligation he is held to a higher

standard than that required or expected of other

fiduciaries, 536 Broad St. Corp. v. Valco Mortgage Co.,

Inc., 135 N.J. Eq. 361, 377 (Ch. 1944), affirmed o. b. 138

N.J. Eq. 431 (E. & A. 1946). But it is of no protection to

the client to establish a sound standard by words if rigid

adherence thereto is not required in fact. The

respondent by his conduct in this matter has shown

such a lack of those qualities essential in every lawyer

that he should not be permitted again to prey upon

those who might similarly come to him in their hour of

need. The duty of imposing discipline on [***15] an

attorney is not a pleasant one, but in the interest of the

public and to protect the reputation of the thousands of

lawyers in the State who faithfully abide by the Canons

of Professional Ethics the duty must be performed

unflinchingly and that discipline imposed which the facts

clearly warrant.

would strike the respondent's name from the rolls as

an attorney and counsellor at law. I am authorized to

say that Mr. Justice OLIPHANT and Mr. Justice

BRENNAN join in this dissent.

i~;.t~~.t c~~' I~~a~r€zr~~E~~~i
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Overview
HOLDINGS: [1]-Respondent attorney, who borrowed 70

percent of his elderly, unsophisticated client's life

savings, and repaid only a fraction of it during her

lifetime, had a conflict of interest that violated N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.8, because the terms of the unsecured

note were neither fair nor reasonable; he did not advise

the client in writing to seek advice from an independent

attorney; and she did not give informed consent in

writing; [2]-Respondent caused substantial harm to a

vulnerable, eighty-six-year-old victim; the egregious

circumstances of the case warranted a one-year

suspension to protect the public, guard against elder

abuse by lawyers, and help preserve confidence in the

bar.

Outcome
Respondent was suspended from the practice of law for

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN1[ :: ] Burdens of Proof, Allocation

Lawyers are required to maintain the highest

professional and ethical standards in their dealings with

clients. At all times, an attorney's duty of loyalty is to the

client, and not the lawyer's personal financial interests.

When a lawyer has an economic stake in a business

transaction with a client, self-interest can undermine the

attorney's objectivity. It can also impair the undivided

loyalty that lawyers owe their clients. For those reasons,

the New Jersey Supreme Court has repeatedly warned

attorneys of the dangers of engaging in business

transactions with their clients. Such transactions are

subject to close scrutiny and the burden of establishing

fairness and equity rests upon the attorney. Because

clients place trust in their attorney, and often believe

their lawyer has greater expertise in financial matters

than they do, a lawyer must take every possible

precaution to ensure that the client is fully aware of the

risks inherent in the proposed transaction and of the

need for independent and objective advice. An attorney

has a duty to explain carefully, clearly, and cogently why

independent legal advice is needed.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of
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I nterest

HN2["' "] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest
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a whole.

Syllabus

See N.J. R. Prof. Conduct 1.8.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

HN3[ ]Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

(This syllabus is not part of the opinion of the Court. It

has been prepared by the Office of the Clerk

for the convenience of the reader. It has been neither

reviewed nor approved by the Supreme Court. Please

note that, in the interest of brevity, portions of any

opinion may not have been summarized.)

With respect to an attorney's conflict of interest, N.J. R.

Prof. Conduct 1.8 is designed to protect clients in a

number of ways. It specifically tries to insert

independent legal counsel into the transaction to get the

client unvarnished, unbiased, independent advice.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

Legal Ethics > Sanctions > Reprimands

HN4( ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

I n cases involving attorney conflicts of interest, absent

egregious circumstances or serious economic injury to

the clients involved, a public reprimand generally

constitutes appropriate discipline.

Legal Ethics > Client Relations > Conflicts of

I nterest

Legal Ethics > Sanctions > Suspensions

HN5[ ] Client Relations, Conflicts of Interest

When an attorney's conflict of interest causes serious

economic injury to clients, the New Jersey Supreme

Court has imposed a period of suspension.

Legal Ethics > Sanctions > Disciplinary Proceedings

HN6[ ] Sanctions, Disciplinary Proceedings

The attorney disciplinary system is not designed to

punish lawyers. Its goals are to protect the public. The

imposition of discipline in a particular case, thus, is

meant to foster continued faith in the legal profession as

In the Matter of William J. Torre, an Attorney at Law

(D-77-14) (075524)

Argued September 17, 2015 -- Decided December

16, 2015

RABNER, C.J., writing for a unanimous Court.

I n this case, the Court considers the discipline to be

imposed on an attorney who borrowed $89,250 from an

elderly, unsophisticated client the attorney had known

for many years. The loan amounted to about seventy

percent of the client's life savings. The terms of the

promissory note the attorney prepared were sparse and

unfair, the debt was unsecured, and counsel did not

advise his client in writing beforehand that it was

desirable to seek independent legal advice about the

transaction. Counsel repaid only a fraction of the loan

during the client's lifetime.

Respondent William J. Torre, of Hasbrouck Heights,

was admitted to practice [***2] law in New Jersey in

1984. M.D. had been a friend of respondent's family for

many years. Respondent became M.D.'s attorney in the

early 1990s when he prepared wills for her and her

husband. Respondent provided other general legal

services to M.D. and M.D. relied on respondent and his

office staff for additional help, such as running errands

and paying bills. In 2008, M.D. was eighty-six years old,

lived alone as a widow, and was legally blind. Although

mentally alert, she was unsophisticated about financial

matters. On June 18, 2008, M.D. signed a power of

attorney in favor of respondent. She also executed a

new will that respondent prepared, which named him

the executor of her estate.

On June 23, 2008, respondent told M.D. about his

personal financial difficulties and she offered to help.

Respondent prepared a note that M.D. signed the next

day. The unsecured note provided for M.D. to lend

respondent $89,250 -- about seventy percent of her total
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assets -- at an interest rate of ten percent. The note was

to be paid in full by August 31, 2008. On June 25, 2008,

respondent took M.D. to the bank and she withdrew

$89,000. M.D. also paid a $250 fee, which was included

in the loan amount. [***3] Respondent deposited the

funds in his personal account later the same day. In his

testimony, respondent claimed that before M.D.

executed the note, he told her she "should get the

advice of an attorney, [and) [s]he didn't want to hear it."

Respondent did not give M.D. written advice on that

subject. He also never got written consent from her

about the terms of the transaction or his personal role in

it.

Respondent at first made only two payments on the

loan: $2,500 on May 6, 2009, and $7,500 on June 2,

2009. M.D. ultimately retained another attorney to try to

collect the overdue balance. On July 10, 2009, the

attorney filed a complaint in Superior Court. A default

judgment was entered against respondent on November

30, 2009 in the amount of $90,720. M.D. had filed a

grievance against respondent on November 9, 2009.

She passed away the following month, before the DEC

investigator could meet with her. In January 2011,

respondent made one more payment on the note of

$9,516.30, representing the proceeds from a short sale

of a vacation home he owned.

While preparing for a hearing on the complaint in 2011,

respondent claimed he discovered a letter in a storage

facility dated June 25, 2008 -- one [***4] day after the

note was signed. The letter, from respondent to M.D.,

stated, "[y]ou have been advised to seek independent

counsel due to the conflict of interest as I cannot provide

advice for the reasons hereinbefore stated." In the last

paragraph, respondent asked M.D. to sign the letter to

acknowledge her "understanding of the conflict of

interest and [her] right to seek independent counsel."

Only respondent's signature appears on the letter.

The letter prompted the case to be transferred to the

OAE for further investigation, and the DEC complaint

was administratively dismissed. The OAE conducted a

forensic exam of respondent's computer system to try to

determine when the letter was created, but the

investigation was inconclusive. Respondent testified that

he did not know if the letter had been sent to M.D. In

any event, he conceded that even if the letter had been

mailed after the note was signed, it still failed to satisfy

RPC 1.8(a).

The OAE filed atwo-count complaint in January 2013.

Count one charged respondent with a conflict of interest

Page 3 of 9

relating to the loan, in violation of RPC 1.8(a). Count two

focused on the June 25, 2008 letter and charged

respondent with conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,

deceit [***5] or misrepresentation, in violation of RPC

8.4(c).

A District Ethics Committee panel concluded that

respondent violated RPC 1.8(a). It found that the terms

of the loan transaction "were not fair and reasonable to

the Grievant" and "were not transmitted to her in

writing"; that "she was not advised in writing of the

desirability of seeking independent legal counsel"; and

that she "did not give informed consent to the terms of

the transaction." The panel determined that the

allegations relating to the June 25, 2008 letter had not

been proven by clear and convincing evidence. After

weighing the aggravating factors of the transaction and

various mitigating factors, the panel recommended that

respondent be censured.

The DRB agreed with the panel's findings. The DRB

found that respondent engaged in a conflict of interest

"without observing the safeguards of RPC 1.8(a)." The

Board also found insufficient evidence that respondent

fabricated the June 25, 2008 letter and dismissed the

RPC 8.4(c) charge. Seven members concluded that

respondent should be censured. Two members, in

dissent, voted to impose athree-month suspension in

light of the "lopsided, risky, and unfair" nature of the

transaction, their belief "that respondent knew, [***6] all

along, that he could not repay" the loan, and

respondent's lack of remorse.

Before the Supreme Court, respondent again

acknowledged that he violated RPC 1.8(a). He asked

the Court to adopt the recommendations of the DEC

and the DRB and censure him. The OAE urged that

respondent be suspended for three months.

HELD: Respondent caused substantial harm to a

vulnerable, eighty-six-year-old victim. The egregious

circumstances of this case warrant a one-year

suspension to protect the public, guard against elder

abuse by lawyers, and help preserve confidence in the

bar.

1. Lawyers are "required to maintain the highest

professional and ethical standards" in their dealings with

clients. In re Smyzer, 108 N.J. 47, 57, 527 A.2d 857

(1987) (citing In re Gavel, 22 N.J. 248, 262, 125 A.2d

696 (1956)). An attorney's duty of loyalty is to the client,

and not the lawyer's personal financial interests. When a

lawyer has an economic stake in a business transaction

with a client, self-interest can undermine the attorney's
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objectivity. In re Doyle, 146 N.J. 629, 643, 684 A.2d

1377 (1996). Because clients place trust in their

attorney, and often believe their lawyer has greater

expertise in financial matters than they do, "a lawyer

must take every possible precaution" to ensure that the

"client is fully aware of the risks inherent in the proposed

transaction and [***7] of the need for independent and

objective advice." Smyzer, supra, 108 N.J. at 55, 527

A.2d 85. RPC 1.8 is designed to protect clients in a

number of ways. It specifically tries to insert

independent legal counsel into the transaction to get the

client unvarnished, unbiased, independent advice. (pp.

8-9)

2. Respondent properly concedes that he violated RPC

1.8(a). The terms of the unsecured note were neither

fair nor reasonable; respondent did not advise M.D. in

writing to seek advice from an independent attorney;

and M.D. did not give informed consent in writing. The

discipline imposed in cases in which an attorney

borrowed money from a client and violated RPC 1.8(a)

has ranged from an admonition to a short suspension.

This case, however, presents two egregious

circumstances: the level of harm respondent caused

and the vulnerability of the victim. Respondent caused

substantial harm on two levels. The financial harm M.D.

suffered is all too apparent. She lost nearly seventy

percent of her life savings through an unsecured loan.

The transaction caused M.D. emotional turmoil as well.

She was undoubtedly distressed when she realized that

she had wrongly placed her trust in a long-time

counselor. Respondent victimized a vulnerable, elderly

client, and has [***8] demonstrated no remorse. (pp.

10-13)

3. The Court considers respondent's conduct against

the backdrop of the serious and growing problem of

elder abuse. As the population ages, and more people

suffer health problems, it is not uncommon for family

members to seek the appointment of a guardian to

oversee the finances of an incapacitated loved one.

Others, like M.D., turn to family or professionals for help

and execute powers of attorney in favor of a relative,

friend, or trusted lawyer. In those situations, the vast

majority of attorneys perform honorably and act in a

manner consistent with the highest ethical standards.

But regrettably, as more seniors have needed help to

manage their affairs, allegations of physical and

financial abuse have also increased. (pp. 13-14)

4. The attorney disciplinary system is not designed to

punish lawyers. Its goals are to protect the public and

preserve the public's confidence in the bar. The
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imposition of discipline in a particular case is meant to

foster continued faith in the legal profession as a whole.

Because the conflict in this case resulted in substantial

harm to a vulnerable, elderly victim, the Court finds that

respondent should be suspended [***9] from the

practice of law for one year. In a case like this, if there

were clear and convincing proof that an attorney knew

at the time he borrowed money from a trusting client

that he would not repay it, disbarment would be

appropriate. See In re Wolk, 82 N.J. 326, 335, 413 A.2d

317 (1980); see also In re Wilson, 81 N.J. 451, 453, 409

A.2d 1153 (1979). The discipline imposed today is

meant to provide notice to attorneys that serious

consequences will result from this form of misconduct.

(pp. 15-16)

So Ordered.

Counsel: Maureen G. Bauman, Deputy Ethics Counsel,

argued the cause on behalf of the Office of Attorney

Ethics.

Raymond F. Flood argued the cause for respondent

(Flood &Basile, attorneys).

Judges: Chief Justice RABNER delivered the opinion of

the Court. Justices LaVECCHIA, ALBIN, PATTERSON

and SOLOMON and Judge CUFF (temporarily

assigned) join in Chief Justice RABNER's opinion.

Justice FERNANDEZ-NINA did not participate.

Opinion by: RABNER

Opinion

[**691] [*539] Chief Justice RABNER delivered the

opinion of the Court.

This disciplinary matter involves an attorney who

borrowed $89,250 from an elderly, unsophisticated

client the attorney had known for many years. The loan

amounted to about seventy percent of the client's life

savings. The debt was unsecured, and counsel repaid

only a fraction of it during the client's lifetime.

[*540] Counsel [***10] prepared a promissory note to

record the loan's sparse and unfair terms, but he did not

advise his client in writing beforehand that it was

desirable to seek independent legal advice about the

transaction. Counsel admits that he violated the Rules

of Professional Conduct, see RPC 1.8(a), and does not
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challenge the Disciplinary Review Board's (DRB)

determination that he be censured. The Office of

Attorney Ethics (OAE) requests that a three-month

suspension be imposed.

Because of the egregious circumstances this case

presents, we impose an even lengthier period of

suspension. Respondent caused substantial harm to a

vulnerable, eighty-six-year-old victim. A one-year

suspension is warranted to protect the public and guard

against elder abuse by lawyers, and to help preserve

confidence in the bar. We also note that misconduct of

this nature will result in serious consequences going

forward.

Respondent William J. Torre, of Hasbrouck Heights,

was admitted to practice law in New Jersey in 1984.

M.D. had been a friend of respondent's family for many

years and was a customer at his parents' laundromat.

Respondent became M.D.'s attorney in the early 1990s

when he prepared wills for her and her husband. [***11]

Respondent provided other general legal services to

M.D. in the years since. Over time, M.D. also relied on

respondent and his office staff for additional help. They

paid her monthly bills and ran occasional errands for

her.

I n 2008, M.D. was eighty-six years old. She lived alone

as a widow and was legally blind. Although mentally

alert, she was unsophisticated about financial matters.

M.D. signed a power of attorney in favor of respondent

on June 18, 2008. She also executed a new will that

respondent prepared, which named him the executor of

her estate.

Days later, on June 23, 2008, respondent told M.D.

about his personal financial difficulties. He mentioned

mounting tuition [*541) bills and mortgage payments.

According to respondent's testimony before the District

Ethics Committee (DEC), M.D. asked if she could help.

In response, respondent said he needed about

$100,000, and M.D. agreed to lend him money.

Respondent prepared a note that M.D. signed the next

day, June 24, 2008. The note provided for M.D. to lend

respondent $89,250 -- about seventy percent of her total

assets. The note listed an interest rate of ten percent

and was to be paid in full by August 31, 2008.

The note was unsecured. [***12] Respondent testified

that he and M.D. did not discuss any collateral for it.

According to respondent, he intended to pay the money
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back on time and considered refinancing his home and

a vacation property.

Respondent took M.D. to the bank the following day,

June 25, 2008, and she withdrew $89,000. M.D. also

paid a $250 fee, which was included in the loan amount.

Respondent deposited the funds in his personal account

later the same day.

[**692] In his testimony, respondent claimed that

before M.D. executed the note, he told her she "should

get the advice of an attorney, [and] [s]he didn't want to

hear it." Respondent did not give M.D. written advice on

that subject. He also never got written consent from her

about the terms of the transaction or his personal role in

it.

Respondent testified that M.D. asked him to make

changes to her will several months later. He said he

declined to do so because he was a creditor.

Respondent instead drove M.D. to Paul A. Dykstra,

Esquire, on October 15, 2008, and brought a copy of

her existing will and the note. When the two were alone,

Dykstra tried to question M.D. about the note and "she

kind of cut (him] off." According to Dykstra, M.D. was

aware of the amount of [***13] the note, fully expected

that respondent would repay her, and "fully trusted him."

When Dykstra pointed out that the note was past due,

"she got a little upset because she said she didn't want

to talk about the note."

[*542] Dykstra prepared a new will for M.D. When they

discussed her assets, M.D. explained that she had

sufficient money to take care of the specific bequests

but "wasn't 100 percent sure of what she had." She

added that respondent "took care of that" and again

noted that she trusted him.

Respondent at first made only two payments on the

loan: $2,500 on May 6, 2009, and $7,500 on June 2,

2009. M.D. ultimately retained another attorney to try to

collect the overdue balance. On July 10, 2009, the

attorney filed a complaint in Superior Court. A default

judgment was entered against respondent on November

30, 2009 in the amount of $90,720.

M.D. filed a grievance against respondent on November

9, 2009. She passed away the following month, before

the DEC investigator could meet with her.

I n January 2011, respondent made one more payment

on the note of $9,516.30. The amount represented the

proceeds from a short sale of a vacation home

respondent had owned.
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A member of the District IIB Ethics [***14] Committee

investigated the grievance, which led to the filing of a

complaint that alleged unethical conduct. While

preparing for a hearing on the complaint in 2011,

respondent claimed he discovered a letter in a storage

facility dated June 25, 2008 -- one day after the note

was signed. The letter, from respondent to M.D., stated,

"[y]ou have been advised to seek independent counsel

due to the conflict of interest as I cannot provide advice

for the reasons hereinbefore stated." In the last

paragraph, respondent asked M.D. to sign the letter to

acknowledge her "understanding of the conflict of

interest and [her] right to seek independent counsel."

Only respondent's signature appears on the letter.

The arrival of the letter prompted the case to be

transferred to the OAE for further investigation. (The

DEC complaint was administratively dismissed.) The

OAE conducted a forensic exam of respondent's

computer system to try to determine when the letter was

created, but the investigation was inconclusive.

(*543] Respondent testified that he did not know if the

letter had been sent to M.D. In any event, he conceded

that even if the letter had been mailed after the note was

signed, it still failed to satisfy [***15] RPC 1.8(a).

The OAE filed atwo-count complaint in January 2013.

Count one charged respondent with a conflict of interest

relating to the loan, in violation of RPC 1.8(a). Count two

focused on the June 25, 2008 letter and charged

respondent with conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,

deceit or misrepresentation, in violation of RPC 8.4(c).

[**693] A panel of the District IIA Ethics Committee

conducted a hearing at which respondent and others

testified. The panel concluded that respondent violated

RPC 1.8(a). It found that the terms of the loan

transaction "were not fair and reasonable to the

Grievant" and "were not transmitted to her in writing";

that "she was not advised in writing of the desirability of

seeking independent legal counsel"; and that she "did

not give informed consent to the terms of the

transaction."

Based on the record before it, the panel found that the

allegations relating to the June 25, 2008 letter had not

been proven by clear and convincing evidence.

The panel weighed the aggravating factors of the

transaction and various mitigating factors, including

respondent's "apparently good reputation and character,

the lack of any prior disciplinary history, and his service

to the community." The panel ultimately
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recommended (***16] that respondent be censured.

The DRB agreed with the panel's findings. The DRB

found that respondent engaged in a conflict of interest

"without observing the safeguards of RPC 1.8(a)." The

Board also found insufficient evidence that respondent

fabricated the June 25, 2008 letter and dismissed the

RPC 8.4(c) charge.

Seven members of the DRB concluded that respondent

should be censured, after they reviewed with care

multiple prior disciplinary cases. Two members, in

dissent, voted to impose a three-month [*544]

suspension in light of the "lopsided, risky, and unfair"

nature of the transaction, their belief "that respondent

knew, all along, that he could not repay" the loan, and

respondent's lack of remorse.

Before this Court, respondent again acknowledges that

he violated RPC 1.8(a). He asks the Court to adopt the

recommendations of the DEC and the DRB and censure

him. The OAE urges that respondent be suspended for

three months.

HN1[ ] Lawyers are "required to maintain the highest

professional and ethical standards" in their dealings with

clients. In re Smyzer, 108 N.J. 47, 57, 527 A.2d 857

(1987) (citing In re Gavel, 22 N.J. 248, 262, 125 A.2d

696 (1956)). At all times, an attorney's duty of loyalty is

to the client, and not the lawyer's personal financial

interests. When a lawyer has an economic stake in a

business transaction [***17] with a client, self-interest

can undermine the attorney's objectivity. In re Doyle,

146 N.J. 629, 643, 684 A.2d 1377 (1996). It can also

impair the "undivided loyalty" that lawyers owe their

clients. In re Wolk, 82 N.J. 326, 333, 413 A.2d 317

(1980).

For those reasons, this Court has "[r]epeatedly .

warned attorneys of the dangers of engaging in

business transactions with their clients." Doyle, supra,

146 N.J. at 643, 684 A.2d 1377. Such transactions "are

subject to close scrutiny and the burden of establishing

fairness and equity . . . rests upon the attorney." In re

Gallop, 85 N.J. 317, 322, 426 A.2d 509 (1981).

Because clients place trust in their attorney, and often

believe their lawyer has greater expertise in financial

matters than they do, "a lawyer must take every

possible precaution" to ensure that the "client is fully

aware of the risks inherent in the proposed transaction

and of the need for independent and objective advice."
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Smyzer, supra, 108 N.J. at 55, 527 A.2d 857. In short,

"an attorney has a duty to explain carefully, clearly, and

cogently why [*545] independent [legal] advice is

needed." Doyle, supra, 146 N.J. at 643, 684 A.2d 1377.

[**694] RPC 1.8 attempts to implement those

important principles. The rule provides that

HN2[ ] [a] lawyer shall not enter into a business

transaction with a client or knowingly acquire an

ownership, possessory, security or other pecuniary

interest adverse to a client unless:

(1) the transaction and terms in which the lawyer

acquires the interest are fairy***18] and

reasonable to the client and are fully disclosed and

transmitted in writing to the client in a manner than

can be understood by the client;

(2) the client is advised in writing of the desirability

of seeking and is given a reasonable opportunity to

seek the advice of independent legal counsel of the

client's choice concerning the transaction; and

(3) the client gives informed consent, in a writing

signed by the client, to the essential terms of the

transaction and the lawyer's role in the transaction,

including whether the lawyer is representing the

client in the transaction.

[RPC 1.8(a) (emphasis added).]

HN3[ ]The rule is designed to protect clients in a

number of ways. It specifically tries to insert

independent legal counsel into the transaction to get the

client unvarnished, unbiased, independent advice.

I II.

Respondent properly concedes that he violated RPC

1.8(a). The terms of the unsecured note were neither

fair nor reasonable; respondent did not advise M.D, in

writing to seek advice from an independent attorney;

and M.D. did not give informed consent in writing. As

the DEC panel noted, respondent's violation of the

Rules of Professional Conduct was far from technical.

Had he followed RPC 1.8(a), it is hard to [***19]

imagine that any lawyer would have advised M.D. to

place her life savings at risk and lend her lawyer a

substantial amount of money with no security or

collateral to protect her.

We therefore turn to consider the proper level of

discipline. As this Court observed in Doy/e, supra,

nearly twenty years ago, HN4[ ] "in cases involving
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conflicts of interest, absent egregious circumstances or

serious economic injury to the clients involved, a public

[*546] reprimand [generally] constitutes appropriate

discipline." 146 N.J. at 642, 684 A.2d 1377 (citing In re

Berkowitz, 136 N.J. 134, 148, 642 A.2d 389 (1994)).

The DRB reviewed a number of cases in which an

attorney borrowed money from a client and violated

RPC 1.8(a). The discipline imposed in those matters

ranged from an admonition to a short suspension. See,

e.g., In re Strait, 205 N.J. 469, 16 A.3d 350 (2011)

(reprimanding attorney who used companion credit card

linked to client's account and ran balance up to more

than $49,000); In re Moeller, 201 N.J. 11, 987 A.2d 553

(2009) (suspending for three months attorney who

borrowed $3,000 from client and had prior disciplinary

record); In re Frank J. Jess, DRB 96-068 (June 3, 1996)

(admonishing attorney who borrowed $30,000 from

clients to satisfy gambling debt). This case, however,

presents two egregious circumstances: the level of harm

respondent caused and the vulnerability of the victim.

(**695] Respondent caused substantial harm on two

levels. The financial harm M.D. suffered is all too

apparent. She lost nearly seventy percent of her life

savings through an unsecured loan. See Doyle, supra,

146 N.J. at 642; 684 A.2d 1377 (HN5[ ] "When an

attorney's conflict of interest causes serious economic

injury to clients, we have imposed a period of

suspension.") (citing cases).

The transaction caused M.D. emotional turmoil as well.

Months afterward, she declined to discuss the loan at

length with a new attorney because she was upset. She

was undoubtedly distressed when she realized that she

had wrongly placed her trust in a long-time counselor.

Rather than be able to enjoy her twilight years in peace,

she was forced to file a lawsuit to try to recoup her life

savings.

[*547] In addition, respondent victimized a vulnerable,

elderly client. At age eighty-six, M.D. had lost most of

her eyesight and was increasingly dependent on others.

Although mentally alert, she was unsophisticated about

her finances. [***21] She relied on respondent and his

~ DRB decisions [*~`*20] are available on a website that

Rutgers School of Law —Newark maintains. See Decisions of

the New Jersey Supreme Court, Disciplinary Review Board,

Rutgers School of Law — Newark,

http://njlaw.rutgers.edu/collections/drb ; see also Disciplinary

Review Board, New Jersey Courts,

http://drblookupportal.judiciary.state.nj.us/Search.aspx .
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staff to pay her bills and assist with other matters. Just

days after M.D. gave respondent power of attorney, he

offered his longstanding client a proposal that any

reasonable attorney would have cautioned against: an

unsecured loan with little prospect of repayment.

The DEC also observed a lack of remorse. The panel

noted that respondent "testified in a detached fashion,

exhibited no real remorse, did not express an intent on

his part to pay the amount due on the note to [M.D.'s]

estate, or to somehow 'make it right."'

At oral argument before the Court, respondent left a

similar impression. He initially described what occurred

as a "mistake." When pressed, he admitted his conduct

was "wrong." He also did not know the amount of the

judgment he owed. Respondent confirmed that he had

made no recent payments and represented that,

although he had accumulated $25,000, he was waiting

to pay off the judgment all at once on the advice of

counsel. In other words, respondent made few loan

repayments during M.D.'s life, and none in the four and

one-half years leading up to his appearance before the

Court.

After oral argument, the Court asked respondent to

represent [***22] when he would turn over the $25,000

to M.D.'s estate and when he would pay the remainder

owed. Respondent paid the estate $25,000 on October

15, 2015 and advised that he had "formulated a

schedule" to pay the note in full with interest by

December 2017. He later provided a copy of the

schedule.

IV

We consider respondent's conduct against the backdrop

of the serious and growing problem of elder abuse. The

State's population is steadily aging. From 2000 to 2010,

the number of people in our State age sixty-five and

older grew by 6.5 percent -- faster than the total

population. See N.J. Dept of Labor and Workforce

[*548] Dev., Census 2010 Highlights 53,

http://Iwd. dol. state. nj. us/labor/Ipa/content/njsdc/AFF/201

OHighlights.pdf (last visited Dec. 9, 2015). As of 2012,

seniors accounted for 14.1 percent of the State's total

population, or 1.25 million. N.J. Dept of Labor and

Workforce Dev., Population and Labor Force

Projections for New Jersey: 2012 to 2032 8,

http://Iwd. dol.state. nj. us/labor/Ipa/content/njsdc/2015Pro

jections%202032.pdf (last visited Dec. 9, 2015); N.J.

Dept of Labor and Workforce Dev., Projections of Total

Population by Age and Sex: New Jersey, 2012 to 2032,

http://Iwd.dol.state. nj. us/labor/Ipa/dmograph/Ifproj/sptab
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2.htm (last visited Dec. 9, 2015). The Department

[**696] of Labor and Workforce Development projects

that the State's elderly population will grow to 21.8

percent of the total population [***23] by the year 2032.

Population and Labor Force Projections for New Jersey:

2072 to 2032, supra, at 8.

As the population ages, and more people suffer health

problems, it is not uncommon for family members to

seek the appointment of a guardian to oversee the

finances of an incapacitated loved one. In recent years,

judges in New Jersey have appointed more than 2,000

guardians annually, see New Jersey Courts,

Guardianship Support,

http://www.judiciary.state.nj.us/guardianship (last visited

Dec. 9, 2015), a number that is expected to grow.

Others, like M.D., turn to family or professionals for help

and execute powers of attorney in favor of a relative,

friend, or trusted lawyer.

I n those situations, the vast majority of attorneys

perform honorably and act in a manner consistent with

the highest ethical standards. But regrettably, as more

seniors have needed help to manage their affairs,

allegations of physical and financial abuse have also

increased. See Naomi Karp & Erica Wood,

Guardianship Monitoring: A National Survey of Court

Practices, AARP Pub. Policy Inst. 4 (June 2006),

http://assets.carp.org/rgcenter/consume/2006_14_guard

ianship.pdf.

V.

HN6[ ] The attorney disciplinary system is not

designed to punish lawyers. Its goals are to protect the

public, In re Witherspoon, [*549] 203 N.J. 343, 358, 3

A.3d 496 (2010), and preserve the public's confidence in

the bar, In re Cohen, 220 N.J. 7, 11, 100 A.3d 529

(2014). The imposition [***24] of discipline in a

particular case, thus, is meant to foster continued faith

in the legal profession as a whole.

Because the conflict in this case resulted in substantial

harm to a vulnerable, elderly victim, we find that

respondent should be suspended from the practice of

law for one year. In doing so, we take into account that

respondent has no prior disciplinary history and

consider the favorable character evidence presented by

four witnesses at the DEC hearing.

Respondent represented to the Court that he would

satisfy the judgment against him in full by December

2017. We direct that he provide quarterly updates about

the status of upcoming payments.
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U ntil now, few reported disciplinary cases have involved

harm to vulnerable, elderly victims. As with all matters,

each case of this type must be decided on its own

merits. Some may call for less discipline; others will

justify an even longer suspension or disbarment.

Indeed, in a case like this, if there were clear and

convincing proof that an attorney knew at the time he

borrowed money from a trusting client that he would not

repay it, disbarment would be appropriate. See Wolk,

supra, 82 N.J. at 335, 413 A.2d 317; see also In re

Wilson, 81 N.J. 451, 453, 409 A.2d 1153 (1979). The

discipline imposed today is meant to provide [***25]

notice to attorneys that serious consequences will result

from this form of misconduct.

VI

For the reasons outlined above, respondent is

suspended from the practice of law for one year.

Justices LaVECCHIA, ALBIN, PATTERSON and

SOLOMON and Judge CUFF (temporarily assigned)

join in Chief Justice RABNER's opinion. Justice

FERNANDEZ-NINA did not participate.

[**697] [*550] ORDER

It is ORDERED that WILLIAM J. TORRE of

HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, who was admitted to the bar

of this State in 1984, is suspended from the practice of

law for a period of one year and until the further Order of

the Court, effective January 15, 2016; and it is further

ORDERED that WILLIAM J. TORRE submit to the

Office of Attorney Ethics and to the Clerk of the

Supreme Court, on a schedule to be established by the

Office of Attorney Ethics, quarterly reports that

demonstrate respondent's compliance with the

repayment schedule on the outstanding balance of the

loan; and it is further

ORDERED that respondent comply with Rule 1:20-20

dealing with suspended attorneys; and it is further

ORDERED that pursuant to Rule 1:20-20 (c),

respondent's failure to comply with the Affidavit of

Compliance requirement of Rule 1:20-20(b)(15) may (1)

preclude the Disciplinary Review Board from

considering respondent's [***26] petition for

reinstatement for a period of up to six months from the

date respondent files proof of compliance; (2) be found

to constitute a violation of . RPC 8.1(b) and RPC 8.4(c);

and (3) provide a basis for an action for contempt

pursuant to Rule 1:10-2; and it is further
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ORDERED that the entire record of this matter be made

a permanent part of respondent's file as an attorney at

law of this State; and it is further

ORDERED that respondent reimburse the Disciplinary

Oversight Committee for appropriate administrative

costs and actual expenses incurred in the prosecution of

this matter, as provided in Rule 1:20-17.

WITNESS, the Honorable Stuart Rabner, Chief Justice,

at Trenton, this 16th day of December, 2015.

~;r€cl ~~f~ C~fas,°t~r~~€€~t
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